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Earth Speaks During Earth Day Energy Fair

The 1992 Renewable Energy & Efficiency Fair, April 25th, in Arcata, California
was the first fair this year. Saturday morning we went to Redwood Park and set
up our booths. The park is a large meadow perched on a hillside above Arcata
and is ringed with tall redwood trees. The sun blessed the fair by shining for the
first time in days. Fairgoers arrived by shuttle bus and began cruising the booths,
asking questions and gathering information. Workshops began on renewable
subjects. The Earth Games for the kids started. The solar powered stage hosted
music, skits, and speakers. At 11:06, an unsheduled event happened.

A 6.9 earthquake, centered 40 miles south of Arcata, hit the fair. The ground
jerked and rolled like a small boat in large ocean swells. The tall redwood trees
now looked threatening as they swayed and lurched. In a few moments it was
over. No trees fell, no one was hurt, and the band played on, powered by the sun.

Throughout the day we had quake damage reports from Arcata and beyond. Grid
power was temporarily out for 23,000 homes. Witnesses closer to the epicenter
reported power lines colliding and sparking. Gas lines sprung leaks from Petrolia
to Eureka and caused fires. Luckily, no damage was reported at Humboldt Bay
Nuclear Power Plant in Eureka. This plant was shut down in 1988 because it sits
on a major earthquake fault. There is still radioactive waste stored there.

We got Nature's message. So did the 2,000 people who attended REEF '92.
Decentralized renewable energy allowed us to rock and roll while those around us
were powerless. When it comes to power, Mother Nature wins.

Kathleen and the whole HP Crew

Above: the REEF '92 Fair Crew at Arcata, CA.  Photo by Bart Orlando
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e have been experimenting
with wind and solar power
since 1978 when we installed

our first RE systems. We became "Earth
Conscious" in the 1960's and early
1970's as did many people worldwide.
We realized that Mother Earth and her
resources were being rapidly depleted.
We felt powerless to do anything about
the world's environmental problems, but
decided we could and would take our
own measures to live environmentally
friendly lives in harmony with the Earth
and our fellow man.

W

120 VDC Wind and PV Hybrid
Arthur K. and Maxine Cook

©1992 Arthur K. and Maxine Cook

Above: Arthur and Maxine Cook's wind and photovoltaic-powered farm.

Awakenings
On December 29, 1974 an electrical snow storm hit with
devastating effects. Over forty inches of wet snow fell
overnight. The storm was windless, so the snow lay
where it fell. Our utility lines were stretched to the ground.
Most of the large transmission towers feeding our county
were crushed. No more electricity. We slept in a 29° F
house with no heat or light. We had no water for our cattle
which were trapped in the barn. There were no backup
generators to be had – they had all been bought. Five
days later we got our power restored and I pledged that
this would never happen to us again.

Beginnings
Maxine and I, our two Tennessee Walking horses
(Go-Boy and Prince), two German Shepherd dogs (Tuffy
and Velvet), and three macaw parrots (Ruby, Scarlet, and
Sparky) live on a 70 acre solar-powered farm in Somerset
County, Pennsylvania. Somerset, Pennsylvania is located
about 60 miles southwest of Pittsburgh in the beautiful
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Laurel Highland Mountains. After 14 years we are now
comfortable with a fine working system that uses the utility
grid as a backup if we don't use our backup generator.

Maxine and I were married in 1969; she was 22 and I was
25. Like most young couples we were anxious to start our
life together. I was working in a family business which I
was to take over. While it was quite lucrative, it was
simply not for me. We were both drawn to the land,
country living, and a simpler lifestyle. On May 5, 1973 we
made the move to our cattle farm in the country. In 1987
we sold our cattle and became vegetarians. Raising beef
cattle will do that to you!

We have been building our system since 1978. In those
years we were all pioneers. Nobody was an expert.
Electronic controls, inverters, and so on were "iffie" and
some were outright junk. People have always thrived on
challenges. My wife, Maxine and I were no exception. We
have learned through failures, ours as well as others.

Wind System
Our first wind generator was a 115 VDC rebuilt Jacobs. It
was destroyed in a terrible blizzard in January 1980. The
wind that day gusted to 82 mph and the temperature was
-27° F. The Jacob's governor failed due to the cold; the
springs lost their tensile strength, the rotor overspun, and
the machine flew apart. We replaced our "Jake" with our
present Northern Power Systems' HR3, an 825 pound,
direct drive 120 VDC alternator with a five meter (16.4

foot) diameter three-bladed rotor. We mounted her atop a
60 foot Rohn self supporting tower. This magnificent
machine will produce 3,500 watts at 25 mph and requires
only one hour of maintenance per year. It hasn't missed a
beat in 11 years.

Below: Forty Kyocera K63 photovoltaic modules make 2,348 kWh. of electric power annually.

Above: The Northern Power Systems HR3 wind generator
atop her sixty foot tower.
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The HR3 is 270 feet from our house and is fed with two
runs of #00 gauge copper cable and one run of #6 copper
cable. We experience virtually no voltage loss at 120
Volts. I always overdo everything – it's my nature. Maxine
calls me, "Mr. All or Nothing At All."

The Photovoltaic System
Photovoltaic (PV) systems complement wind systems
because there is often wind without sun and sun without
wind. We installed forty, 63 Watt, 20 Volt, Kyocera K63
panels. These Kyocera PV modules contain 44 series PV
cells instead of the usual 36 cells found in most 12 Volt
modules. Eight panels are wired in a series string
producing 160 VDC at 3+ Amperes. With five of these
strings in parallel, our PV array produces 16+ Amperes at
160 VDC, or 2,500 Watts. On very bright days we have
gone over 3,000 Watts. Energy production from this array
amounts to about 10 kiloWatt-hours daily. One clear and
cold day this spring, our PV array produced 3,600 Watts
(22.5 Amperes at 160 VDC). We routinely get 20 Amperes
from this Kyocera array even on hot summer days. This
power production is about 25% greater than Kyocera's
ratings for these K63 modules. One reason for this is that
our array operates at 145 VDC or less, which is below its
maximum power point. See page 34 of this issue for more
info on maximum power point.

We built our own PV racks out of 1 1/2 inch by 5/16 inch
angle aluminum stock. All hardware used on the racks is
stainless steel. Each rack holds four panels and is
adjustable from 30 to 50 degrees. At $50 per rack, we
saved some money over commercially available racks.
Number 10 gauge wire was used to series connect the PV
modules. Number 8 gauge wire was used to connect the
array to our batteries, a 70 foot run with no measurable
voltage loss.

Power Production
During the year from March 1991 to February 1992, the
wind generator produced an average of 239 kWh per
month and the PV array produced 196 kWh per month.
Our total power production from both RE sources was
5,220 kWh for that year.

PV Regulation
Bobier Electronics designed and built a 6 kiloWatt voltage
regulator for us. I had them make a load diversion circuit
(shunt regulator) so when the battery reachs a voltage of
143 VDC, PV power is diverted into heating our hot water.

Battery Storage
Battery storage is via two 120 Volt lead-acid batteries
each consisting of twenty Surrette 6 Volt, 200
Ampere-hour batteries wired in series. Both banks are
then wired in parallel giving us a total of 400
Ampere-hours of storage (48 kiloWatt-hours). One bank is
12 years old with 85% capacity. We added EDTA to the
older battery last year and EDTA does work well. (Editor's
Note: See page 44 in this issue for info on EDTA
treatment of sulfated lead-acid batteries.)

Inverter
Chad Lampkin of Michigan Energy Works built a 3,000
Watt, 120 VDC to 120 vac inverter for us. I can't say
enough about Chad. His custom-made inverters are of
the highest quality. Our inverter runs at room temperature
– no heat means high efficiency. Chad hand delivered the
inverter and helped us install it.

120 Volt DC
I feel the high voltage systems are superior in
performance and efficiency. There are many reasons for
choosing 120 VDC over 12 or 24 Volts DC. Some of the
advantages are: small wire size, low power transmission
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losses, higher efficiency in DC motors, cooler running
inverters, very low battery off-gassing and longer
battery life due to gentler charging and discharging
currents, inexpensive switches and fuses, and
greater compatibility with appliances such as vacuum
cleaners, and electric tools. We operate several loads
directly on 120 VDC. These loads are a 20 cubic foot
refrigerator, 20 cubic foot freezer, and the resistance
water heating elements.

Backups
Backup power is supplied by two sources. I don't
believe in keeping all my eggs in one basket. One
backup power source is a 1,500 Watt, 120 VDC Onan
gasoline-powered, engine/generator with blocking
diode in the circuit. We installed this generator before
we had any photovoltaics.

In addition, we maintained utility power to run a 1,300
Watt automatic battery charger. This battery charger
automatically starts working when the battery voltage
falls to 105 VDC. It then regulates the battery voltage
at 125 VDC when they are full. Utility and generator
transfer controls were built by Natural Power
Company. Utility power only runs our electric range,
electric clothes dryer, and arc welder. The range and
dryer can be fueled by LP gas if we so choose, but at
only $0.08 per kWh for grid-supplied electricity, it's
not practical at this time. We use about 200 to 300
kWh of utility power monthly and our power bill
averages about $22 per month.

120 vac Inverter-supplied loads
We power the following appliances with inverter
processed electricity: 30 compact fluorescent light
bulbs, two 40 watt fluorescent light fixtures, one 80
watt fluorescent light fixture, my amateur radio station
(NB3E), three televisions, stereo, three ceiling fans,
several outside spotlights, microwave, blender,
vacuum cleaner, dishwasher, washing machine,
sump pump, timers, ultraviolet water sterilizer bulb,
forced air furnace, humidifier, and a juice extractor.

Refrigeration
We built our own freezer and refrigerator in 1980.
Each unit is 20 cubic feet and runs on 120 VDC. We
used Baldor motors (1/3 hp for the frig and 1/2 hp for
the freezer), Fricke model 16436 compressors, and
homemade controls. We started out with stainless
steel boxes made by the Howard Co. For the
freezer's evaporator, we zig-zagged 200 feet of 1/4
inch copper tubing under the freezer's shelves. In the
refrigerator we used an old fashioned evaporator

setup and added a 120 VDC fan motor (10 Watts) inside the
box. Both boxes only have 2.5 inches of insulation, so efficiency
is limited. Each unit consumes 3 Amperes at 120 VDC. Our
refrigeration load is about 2.5 to 3 kiloWatt-hours a day. If we
had the amount of insulation that the Sun Frost units have, we
could equal their spectacular performance.

The Water Pumper
All of our water is pumped from a 170 foot well by an 8 foot
Aeromotor windmill installed in 1978. She is perched atop a 40
foot tower. A 2,000 gallon concrete storage tank sits beside the
mill just below ground level. The mill is on a hill about 60 feet
above our buildings. Water flows by gravity to home, barn, and
shop. We have enough pressure (38 psi) without having to add

Photos on page 11.
Above Left: Jo-Li-Co Farm's sign. Above Right: the parrots.

Center: Maxine and Arthur on their 20th wedding anniversary
celebration in 1989. Below Left: Tuffy.

Below Center: Prince.  Below Right: Go-Boy.

The Cook's System Cost

Equipment Cost %

HR3 Wind Generator and Controls $9,000 18.6%

60 foot Rohn SSV Tower $3,000 6.2%

Wind Generator Installation $3,000 6.2%

Kilowatt-hour Meter $400 0.8%

Wind Generator System Total $15,400 31.9%

Forty Kyocera K63 PV Panels $13,500 28.0%

Bobier PV Regulator $600 1.2%

Photovoltaic Racks $500 1.0%

Misc. Wiring, Disconnect Box, etc. $300 0.6%

Ampere-hour Meter $280 0.6%

Photovoltaic System Total $15,180 31.4%

Forty Surrette 200 Amp-hr Batteries $4,000 8.3%

3 kW. Michigan Energy Works Inverter $3,500 7.2%

1300 Watt Battery Charger $1,300 2.7%

Misc. Wire, Boxes, Fuses, etc. $800 1.7%

1.5 kW., 120 VDC Onan Gas Generator $600 1.2%

Other Electric System Equipment Total $10,200 21.1%

Aeromotor Pumping Windmill & Tower $3,500 7.2%

Storage Tanks, Pipe, and Installation $3,000 6.2%

DHW Hydronic Collectors, Tank, Controls $1,000 2.1%

Water System Total $7,500 15.5%

Total System Cost $48,280 
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an additional pump. Isn't gravity wonderful?!

Controls and Hot Water
Both wind and PV controls are designed to divert excess
power to heating domestic hot water. Two 4,000 watt
resistance heating elements immersed in a 140 gallon
insulated tank absorb this excess energy. When the
battery voltage reaches 140 VDC, the dynamic load
switch diverts power into heating water until the voltage
drops to 130 VDC. The PV diversion regulator works in
the same fashion on the second water heating element.
PV diversion starts when the battery voltage reaches 143
Volts and stops when the voltage falls to 133 VDC.

Fifty-five square feet of solar thermal collectors also add
to heating our domestic hot water tank. We installed these
Israeli collectors in 1978 at a total cost of $800. This
closed loop system circulates a non-toxic, silicon-based
oil instead of water. This offers protection from freezing
and rust. These collectors have been working since 1978
without failure; we are delighted.

Heating
We heat our 3,000 square foot farmhouse with a
wood-fired furnace with oil backup. Heat delivery is via
twin blowers which can be driven by 120 vac from the
inverter or 120 VDC directly from the battery.

Concluding thoughts
We were not forced to use alternative energy; we already
had utility power. A backup generator would have been
sufficient for emergency power. We chose the alternative
energy lifestyle because God has already given us all we
need to live comfortably and once we started building we
just couldn't stop, it was so much fun!

Access
Author: Arthur K. and Maxine Cook, R.D. #3, Box 295,
Somerset, PA 15501 • 814-445-4520

Wind Generator: Northern Power Systems, One North
Wind Rd, Moretown, VT 05660 • 802-496-2955

Inverter and PVs: Michigan Energy Works, Chad
Lampkin, 9605 Potters Rd, Saranac, MI 48881 •
616-897-5161

Custom PV Control: Bobier Electronics, 512 37th St., POB
1545, Parkersburg, WV 26101 • 800-222-3988

Load Switches: Natural Power Inc., Francestown Tpk,
New Boston, NH 03070 • 603-487-5512

Refrigeration Parts: Fricke Co., 345 W. Main St.,
Waynesboro, PA 17268 • 717-762-2121. Johnstone
Supply, Exton, PA 19341 • 800-262-8400

Systems
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or the past three
years, I have been
living on an island

off the coast of Maine.
This area has a number
of neighboring islands on
which I work as a
carpenter. Most of my work involves the
use of a small portable gas generator.
Many of us with alternative power have
them as backup units to our homes, and
use them (infrequently) to charge
batteries, or take up the larger loads, like
laundry. Although most of the homes on
these islands have some degree of
photovoltaic power, they don't always
have an inverter or a battery bank large
enough to support the demands of our
power tools. So for me and the crew I
work with, one of these "rattle-traps" was
used on an almost daily basis. As you
can imagine, the dream of a peaceful day
without the constant noise of a generator
scrambling our brains was something to
be cherished. So, after much consulting
with alternative energy people, I decided
to give my cart idea a try.

F

Cartable
Power
William Raynes

©1992 William Raynes

The System
Portability was the key design factor in this project. A
small garden-type cart, capable of carrying a substantial
load was necessary because the deep-cycle marine
batteries I use are close to 75 pounds each. Handles
were added to the end of the cart making it possible for
two people to lift the cart in and out of boats, as my work
requires.

Power to recharge the batteries is provided by three Arco
photovoltaic modules. These are the older variety, and
only put out 2.3 Amperes each for a total of about 7-8
Amperes on a good day. The panels are attached to the
cart by wing nuts allowing the array to be removed. Thus
the PVs can be placed out of harm's way and in the best
possible location for sun, while the cart and its more
sensitive components can be kept inside or under cover.

The charge controller is an old one from a system that
has since been upgraded, but any simple controller would
be adequate. With large amounts of power consumed, the
batteries need to be replenished rapidly. Because of this,
I would recommend the SCI ASC-12, a simple and
reliable unit which can withstand harsh environments.

The Trace 2012 inverter was chosen because it has
proven itself to me. A similar unit has been providing
power to a 110 volt deep well pump on this island for the
past three years without fail. The Trace also has a built-in

Above: The PowerCart and the tools used to build the
house in the background.  Photo by William Raynes

Systems
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battery charger; this feature comes in very handy when
exceptionally heavy demands are made on the system.
By simply plugging the inverter into a portable generator
(via a separate cord to its input side), full power can be
restored to the batteries in under two hours. There's no
need to take the cart apart or attach jumper cables.

Safety
Safety in the system is controlled by a 200 Ampere
DC-rated circuit breaker between the batteries and the
inverter. These two are connected by a pair of 2/0 cables
with color coded ends. Don't skimp on any of these
components because the Trace inverter is capable of
drawing 160 Amperes in normal use; some may say even
this amount of protection is inadequate. Consult your
favorite electrician and get his opinion before you decide
to build a similar unit. It's important that we keep
alternative power as free from accidents as possible.

Inside the cart, the batteries are seperated by a wall.
Batteries give off hydrogen and oxygen when charging,
and should be partitioned from anything that could ignite
this gas. For that same reason, the end of the cart that
contains the batteries is not closed. This allows the gas to
dissipate into the air. The batteries are secured inside the
cart and cannot fall out the open end. The cable between
the controller and the panels is connected with a twist lock
plug. This allows me to use these panels in other projects
and also ensures that anyone unfamiliar with the system
keeps the polarity right if the panels are disconnected.

Loads
Although this is meant to be a portable unit, the power
cart serves double duty. During the winter this system
powers the tools in my shop. There is a separate system
for the lights, which are 12 Volt.

The largest load I have is a 1 1/2 h.p. table saw, which the
inverter has no problem running. Other tools it runs
include a miter saw,13 amperes ac; shop vac, 7.5 amps; a
small 1 1/2 h.p. compressor, and a 12 amp router. These
are the large loads. Numerous hand tools, jig saws,
sanders, grinders, plate joiners, and so on are used as
well. The only problem load is a small chainsaw
sharpener. For some reason, this small tool won't run to
full speed on an inverter. In all fairness to Trace, the
sharpener won't run right on our Heart inverter either.

Drawbacks
Now, I should give you the down side of this system.
Although the inverter is capable of handling large loads
such as a saw, two people cannot use power at the same
time – at least not the larger loads. Most inverters will not
be hurt by this type of overload. As part of their protection,

they will shut down until the overload is corrected, but this
can create a dangerous situation. If someone is using a
tool and does not switch it off after an overload, the tool
will have full power when the power comes back on,
possibly catching the user unaware. The habit of one
person at a time using power soon becomes routine.

The Trace people recommend that their inverter be
placed in an environment suitable to the finest stereo
equipment. This inverter has been in places I wouldn't
even leave a Walkman, but it has held up admirably.
Other inverters on the market, some of which are more
sealed to the elements, and some with less features,
should be considered by those with different needs.

My design is by no means perfect. I had doubts,
especially about the batteries. The lack of battery capacity
is a drawback, but the ability of this type of battery to be
quickly discharged without damage allows it to work. If I
were to start fresh, nickel-cadmium batteries would be my
first choice. The ability of the new fiber-plate nicads to
stand up to more abuse really makes them more
desirable. However, on a low budget, this power cart has
certainly proved adequate for my needs.

Below: The PowerCart's innards. Photo by William Raynes.
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So far we've had ample power for our usual crew of three,
but found when the crew grew larger, we had to use the
generator more often. With a larger crew and shorter days
of winter, the three panels could not keep up with the
demand for power. Still, even having to run the generator
to recharge the batteries once or twice a day, we're
keeping the noise and air pollution down to a new low for
us – a welcome relief.

Conclusion
I wanted to write this article to show another way to use
alternative power. We all know how well it works in our
homes, but it should not be confined to that job alone. The
more we can expand the ways we use alternative energy,
the more people will be exposed to the viability of
photovoltaics and aspects of renewable energy. When I
first designed the portable power cart, the people I asked
for advice in making it work told me it wouldn't.
Notwithstanding that type of stumbling block, I hope
people continue to find new ways to apply alternative
energies to their everyday lives.

The future holds more refinements for my system. As
money allows, I will improve it. If you depend on a
brain-scrambling, noisy generator for remote projects, I
hope this gives you a "quiet" alternative.

Access
Author: William Raynes, Great Spruce Head Island,
Sunset, ME 04683

PowerStar
ad

Solar Electric Inc
camera-ready
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Affordable, freon-free trackers for PV panels are here, and
just in the nick of time.  Passive trackers that rely on the
expansion and contraction of freon have been around
for some time.  But ozone-destroying
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) such as freon
are now under attack and increasing
government regulation.

Wattsun's new FS-III Dual Axis tracker
uses no freon or other CFCs to produce
clean PV energy.  It resolves the dilemma of
PV users who like the extra efficiency of a
tracker, but are concerned about the damage
CFCs can do to the atmosphere.

Solution to Pollution
The FS-III is a simple solution to this source of
pollution.  It's key element is a solid-state sensor
that tracks the sun closely, and isn't affected by
clouds, winds, and temperature extremes.  When the
sun is out, the FS-III finds it.  The FS-III is, in fact, the first
really reliable, low-cost tracker that follows the sun precisely
from sunup to sundown.  And it's clean as a whistle.

And Thrifty Too
This new tracker is not only clean, but thrifty to boot.  If you
are about to buy PV panels, you can purchase 40% fewer of
them, say 10 panels instead of 14 and, using the FS-III, get
the same power output you would get from a fixed array.

FREON-FREE TRACKING FOR PV PANELS
Or, if you already own a fixed array, you can install the
Wattsun tracker, and increase your output by 40%.

The extra 40% will soon pay for the tracker, and from
then on the added power is free.

Simple to Install
The FS-III is pre-wired and complete with all

hardware needed to mount it on the pole of
your PV array.  The universal frames of the

tracker accommodate all commercially
available solar panels.

The optical sensing system, which has
no moving parts itself, drives two
standard worm-gear actuators to keep
the array pointed at the sun.  No

seasonal adjustment is needed.

The FS-III gets the maximum power from your PV
panels.  And it gets it without contributing to CFC damage

to the environment.  More power, less pollution.  The ideal
combination.

P.O. Box 751,  614 2nd St. S.W., Albuquerque, NM  87103

Phone 505-242-8024  •  FAX 505-266-8111

SOLAR/PV DEEP-CYCLE BATTERIES FOR THE STAYING POWER YOU NEED

How Trojan's solar deep-cycle
technology works for you:

Exclusive Flexsil®, multi-rib separators with
double thick glass mats extend battery life.

Heavy duty, deep-cycle grids with high density
oxide mix reduce wear and lengthen product life.

Trojan Battery Company
12380 Clark Street, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Telephone:  (310) 946-8381  •  (714) 521-8215
Outside California: 1-800-423-6569
Fax:  (310) 941-6038
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d and Marty Burckhard's adventure
with renewable energy began over 10
years ago. At that time they owned a

comfortable home and ran a successful
business in a small community in central
California. The winter of 1981 was cold and,
like people all over the country, they saw the
monthly electric bill go up dramatically. When
they had purchased their "Gold Medallion" all
electric home 10 years earlier, they had never
dreamed that they would be paying the high
electric bills that were now routine.

E

Utility Disconnect!
Don Loweburg

©1992 Don Loweburg

Ed went "critical" the day he opened the $324
electricity bill for February. After being told there was
nothing the power company could do, Ed told the
manager to remove the power from his home.
Thinking that Ed would cool off, the manager told
Marty that maybe they should think about it for a few
days. Later that day, while Marty was washing some
dishes, the lights and power went out. A few
moments later Ed came into the kitchen with the
power meter (the thing that goes 'round&'round and
eats money) in his hand, saying something to the
effect that "this'll show the SOBs." To make sure
they got the message, Ed took the meter to the
power company's office, tossed it on the service
desk, and demanded that the utility wires be
removed from his house. In less than two hours, a
crew arrived and the wires were down.

Ed's bold, perhaps irrational, act set off an
immediate shock wave of opinion and comment in
his local community. The story appeared in the
newspaper the next day, hit the AP wire service, and
went national. Two days later NBC had a crew at Ed

Systems

Above: Ed and Marty Burckhard's home after they disconnected from the utility and connected with the sun. 
Photo by Don Loweburg
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and Marty's house taping a story for national prime time
TV news. During the month following the disconnect, their
phone rang constantly. Sometimes they would do two
radio talk show interviews in the same day. The
Burckhard's action had struck a resonant chord in the
psyches of people all over America: "You can take your
power and shove it."

Connecting to Renewable Energy
During the following months, Ed and Marty made do.
They used propane lights and refrigeration. Sometimes
they ran the generator in their motor home to do the
wash. They were also doing lots of reading, especially
Mother Earth News. Ed was particularly interested in the
articles on photovoltaic power. When Ed read about a
seminar on PV being offered locally, he decided to attend.
Thus began the relationship between the Burckhards and
the Folks at Offline Independent Energy Systems.

Designing an adequate PV system was straightforward
because the Burckhards had already made important
changes in their energy usage. They had already installed
a propane range and oven, propane refrigerator, and a
solar water heater. The PV system was initially sized to
handle lighting and small household appliances. The
fixed-mount array consisted of ten Arco M-73 modules
connected to a SCI charge control. Since future
upgrading was anticipated, a high quality Helionetics 2.5
kiloWatt (kW) inverter and a heavy duty 500 Ampere, 24
Volt IBE forklift battery was used. Backup consisted of a
100 Ampere, 24 Volt IBE battery charger and the

Burckhard's existing 5 kW Honda generator. A custom
transfer switch handled ac power switching between the
inverter and the generator. Ac power was connected to
the standard ac service panel located in the garage. The
equipment, except for the generator, was located in a
well-ventilated corner of the garage.

The Burckhards were thrilled with their new power
system. After almost a year of roughing it, the return of
convenient lighting and the normal comforts of everyday
living was much appreciated. They quickly discovered a
bonus. While the local utility power went down many
times that first year, Ed and Marty never had a power
outage. Ed reports, with some joy, the phone calls he
made during these stormy outages to the local utility
manager. Ed always let him know that his power was not
interrupted.

Over the next two years the system worked flawlessly.
During this period a propane-fired tankless water heater
was installed to augment the solar batch type water
heater. However, the Burckhards required extensive
winter backup and their generator needed repair. It was
time to upgrade. 

Expanding the System
The array on the roof was increased by ten more ARCO
M-73s, bringing the total number of modules up to twenty.
A custom rooftop tracker designed by Robbins
Engineering was also installed. Another 500 Ampere
hour, 24 Volt IBE industrial battery was added and the DC

"During these last
ten years I would
have paid $24,000 to
the power company.
Instead, I bought a
PV power system for
about the same
amount. From now
on I get free power."
Right:  Marty and Ed Burckhard relax
at their home.  In the background is
a Zomeworks tracker with 12 Hoxan

photovoltaic modules.
Photo by Don Loweburg

Systems
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disconnect and fuse box were upgraded. Other
enhancements included input-output digital Ampere-hour
meters and quick disconnects on the inverter, batteries,
and the backup charger. The ailing generator was
replaced with a 4 kW, 1800 rpm Winco fueled with
propane. The residence was also extensively remodeled
which required a code inspection. Everything passed
without a hitch.

Some changes were made inside the house. The propane
refrigerator was replaced with a Sun Frost RF16. They
also bought a satellite receiver and large screen television
monitor. With the increased power, Ed and Marty could
relax a bit and enjoy life without worrying about running
out of power. During the summer months, the Burkhards
were 100% energy self sufficient. The winter months still
required backup during stormy periods, though the amount
was far less.

A year after the upgrade, during 1986, the first of two
system breakdowns occurred. The inverter became
erratic. The problem was traced to a poorly crimped
interconnect cable inside the inverter. Another breakdown
was a repeated fuse failure in the charge controller. Even
though the array current was less than the rated capacity
of the fuse, enough heat was generated in the fuse holder
to cause fuse failure. The inadequate, glass-type AGC
fuse was replaced with a larger fuse of the same rating.
Four years passed without any major problems.
Occasional drop by service to check battery condition and
routine system check was about the extent of attention
from Offline.

And More Energy!
The last upgrade was begun in the spring of 1990. Total
power independence during the summer months had been

attained by the previous upgrade. It was
now time to eliminate all winter generator
backup. This upgrade began with a
disappointing experience with a Tri-Lam
product. It was later determined that the
original rating system was inaccurate and
additional Lams were provided by the
distributor, who was responsible under
the terms of the warranty. The final Lam
array consisted of 21 modules, three
parallel sets of seven in series. This
configuration was barely adequate.
These modules were added to the
existing twenty Arco M-73s on the
Robbins tracker. Though significantly
more than the original tracker design

allowed for, the array tracked satisfactorily.

There was no more room on the roof, so when Ed
decided to add even more modules, a ground-mounted
Zomeworks tracker was used with twelve Hoxan PM-50
modules. These 53 tracked modules deliver 50+ Amperes
at 25 VDC. The PVs produce 350 Amp-hours per day –
8.7 kiloWatt-hours per day. The increased array current
required a new Heliotrope CC120 charge controller and
an upgraded 100 Amp array disconnect and fuse box. A
SCI DM3-24 system monitor was added, providing a
digital display of system voltage and array current.

Free Power
Ed's goal was achieved. During this last winter, the
backup generator was run only once for a few hours. The
Burkhards are very satisfied and feel they can pretty
much run anything they want and not worry about running
out of power. I asked Ed how much the system had cost
altogether. He paused, then said, "About $25,000."
Though I should have known, I was a little shocked.
Spent over the course of ten years, the investment had
not seemed that large. I asked Ed if it had been worth it.
Without hesitation he replied, "Absolutely. I would have
been paying over $200 per month for electricity. During
these last ten years I would have paid $24,000 to the
power company. Instead, I bought a PV power system for
about the same amount. From now on I get free power."

Access
Author: Don Loweburg, Offline Systems, POB 231, North
Fork, CA 93643 • 209-877-7080

System Owners: Ed and Marty Burckhard, Box 364,
Oakhurst, CA 93644

Editor's Disclaimer:  Say, Kids, if you're going to rip the electric
meter off the wall, then be sure to ask your Mommy first.

Cost of the Burckhard's System

Equipment cost %

20 ARCO M-73, 21 Lams, & 12 Hoxan PM-50 Panels $13,260 50.2%

Two 500 Amp-hour, 24 VDC IBE Batteries $3,900 14.8%

2500 Watt Helionetics Inverter $2,200 8.3%

4 kW Winco Propane Generator $1,800 6.8%

Custom-made Robbins Engineering PV Tracker $1,500 5.7%

100 Amp, 24 VDC IBE Battery Charger $1,200 4.5%

Instrumentation, Cable, Fuses, Disconnects, and Misc $1,102 4.2%

Zomeworks PV Tracker for 12 Hoxan PM-50 Panels $1,040 3.9%

Heliotrope CC120 Charge Controller $398 1.5%

Total cost $26,400

Systems
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ZOMEWORKS
camera-ready

UTILITYFREE
camera-ready
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or the past several years, I have
observed structures as they slowly
deteriorate through the actions of

the wind, sun, moisture, and other natural
enemies of wood-framed houses.
This observation has led me
to these rules: heat with
the sun, cool with the
wind, and protect the
home with a blanket
of earth. Nature's
actions become my
friend instead of my
enemy, and I am
left to enjoy the
beauty of the
landscape. In all
earth sheltered
structures, the soil
moderates the inside
temperature from the
outside blazing sun or icy wind,
acts as an air infiltration barrier, dampens
sound, and protects against fire.

F

The Earth as the Perfect Blanket
Loren C. Impson

©1992 Loren C. Impson

an 180,000 square foot earth-sheltered state office
building. Our two communities of earth sheltered homes
north of Denton, Texas are merely another affirmation that
earth sheltering is becoming popular again.

What is Earth Sheltered Housing?
The term Earth Sheltered Housing (ESH) defines all types

of homes built with the earth as a key design
element. ESHs vary in relationship to the

earth. Below grade describes a
structure built in a hole in the earth

and then covered to return the
site to its original state.

Recessed means cut into the
side of a hill. Bermed
involves pushing earth
against the sides, but
leaving one or more sides
exposed. An atrium is built
with the primary view areas
of the home turned inward to
create a central courtyard;
this form of structure can be

either below grade or bermed.
Earth-covered means putting a

blanket of earth on the roof of a
structure built on grade.

Benefits of Earth
Building using earth offers a long-lived,

affordable, and low-tech shelter. Most people in
our society want to own their home, yet many cannot
afford the expense. By reducing the cost, we can make
this dream more viable. The expense of owning a home
includes the initial construction cost, interest on the loan,
and insurance for disasters. Then we have the monthly
utility bills and increased maintenance as age and the
mortgage near their terms.

Building an earth-sheltered home can be an inexpensive
solution for those who don't have a lot of money but have
some time. The cost depends on the materials and the
amount of excavation of the site. Scrounging materials
and borrowing a few friends' time can reduce the cost. A
1500 square foot home in Arkansas took three months,
four primary people (including myself, extra friends

Architecture

How revolutionary is this idea of earth sheltered housing?
How long has this technology been tested? In Tunisia, the
Romans built their courtyards on the ground surface and
their homes below for protection from the severe heat. In
central Turkey, archeologists have unearthed 41 earth
sheltered cities. Kansas City, Missouri has a growing
industrial park where over 100 companies have rented
and bought space in solid limestone, 50 – 200 feet into the
earth. St. Pierre de Feric, France is the site of 47 homes
built into a 45 degree slope. Sacramento, California has
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Architecture

needed for the heavy stuff), and $25,000 for material and
some labor. The structure consisted of three
reinforced-concrete domes – one dome 32 feet in
diameter, a 20 foot dome, and another 20 foot dome with
an 8 foot extension. By reducing the initial construction
costs, interest and mortgage costs are then reduced.
Maintenance is reduced since painting and roofing are not
necessary. 

Protection from natural disasters is another benefit of an
Earth Sheltered House; danger from windstorms, fire, hail,
and earthquakes is virtually eliminated if the structure is
properly built. Insuring just the contents of the structure
will reduce insurance costs.

The blanket of earth covering a home can reduce the
amount of heating and cooling necessary in most
climates, thus reducing utility bills. Utility bills can be
eliminated with the use of photovoltaic cells, a wind
generator, hydroelectric power, and/or solar heating.

An ESH can occupy sites normally unacceptable to other
types of construction. Malcolm Wells, a noted ESH
architect, built his office near a freeway to demonstrate
the sound deadening qualities (and because the price was
right!)

Choosing a Site
Selecting a site for the earth sheltered home involves
deciding where and how the house will be built, for
example, into the side of a hill or on a flat plain (not in a
flood plain!) The next question is how to excavate the site.
You may cut into a south facing slope, build the house,
then recover it and integrate it back into the natural
landscape. That's not always possible; you can work with
what you have. How much of the house will be
earth-covered should be determined. Think of how any
exposed areas will be finished – with windows or
decorative stone, or back-filled with earth and then held
on the house with retaining walls.

A lot of people think underground homes are like bomb
shelters. Back in the early 80's, we decided to call them
Earth Sheltered Homes because the earth is used to
protect you from the elements. You don't have to bury
yourself in a deep hole, a couple of feet will do just fine.

Materials
What types of materials are appropriate for a home that is
to be covered to some extent with earth? Judging from the
materials I've seen in use, just about any material.
Fiberglass-coated plywood, treated wood, and stone are
examples, but concrete is my favorite. Concrete is the
most durable and the most formable material. It will not
rot; it won't burn. Concrete can be poured in forms or shot

onto a form. The concrete dome provides a strong form
for earth shelterd homes. Curved homes – domes or
free-form shapes – are most easily built using cement
(concrete shell on a rebar framework). The material list
includes concrete, reinforcing bar, chainlink fencing,
extended metal lathing, wood for scaffolding, and tools for
putting it all together. 

Soil
The home needs to be designed to rest comfortably on its
footings. The expansivity, percolation rate, and load
bearing capacity of the soil all need to be determined.
When you have this information in hand then you are
ready to design the foundation and the drains.

Waterproofing
Waterproofing seems to be most people's greatest
concern, but moisture can be completely controlled. I
believe in redundancy and use several systems. One
system, a French drain, ensures that water cannot enter
via the floor. A French drain consists of a perforated pipe
– like that used for a septic drain field – surrounded with
gravel. This drain is placed around the structure's
perimeter at a level below the footings to quickly divert a
rising water table away from the structure. Another
method prevents water entering from the roof of the
structure. The exterior of the concrete shell is painted with
a pargetting (water resistant plaster) coat to fill any
surface cracks and damp-proof the structure. The walls
should then have a sheet of plastic laid against them. 

Earth-covered houses have another layer of protection. A
layer of earth covers the concrete shell, then a layer of
insulation and plastic is added, followed by more earth.
This plastic layer runs into another French drain perimeter
further from the structure. Thus, any surface water that
should penetrate this deep is allowed to percolate down
to the French drains.

Two feet of the best soil available is placed over the final
layer of plastic for growing ground cover or a garden.
Plants are chosen which have a root structure that does
not penetrate more than eighteen inches. Plants with a
good root structure will slow the percolation of the rain
water. Rainwater seldom penetrates below six inches into
the normal lawn. The foliage will help cool the structure in
the summer and if mulched will insulate in the winter.

The house must include a provision to remove water in
the event of a spill inside. If a water heater leaks, or a
bathtub or kitchen sink runs over, you should be able to
direct the water out the door to the lawn or garden. Here's
another reason for not putting your home down into a
hole!
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Thermal Mass
Energy cost reduction is often the most appealing feature
of an ESH. Placing the home in the earth reduces air
infiltration. The mass of the structure and the earth
surrounding it provide thermal lag to moderate the
temperature year round.

Thermal mass measures how well a material holds energy
as heat. When the sun shines on a stone, the stone holds
or absorbs heat. In the evening, the stone lets off this
heat. Weight is a good indicator of thermal mass. Heavy
objects usually hold more heat than lighter ones. Earth
sheltered homes use lots of material (earth) which absorb
heat during the day and release it at night. Different
materials have different heat storing capacity. When a
curtain interrupts the sun, the curtain picks up some heat,
but doesn't have the capacity to store this heat. Thus heat
is convected into the room. 

Thermal lag refers to the amount of time it takes for a
material to absorb and release heat. When the sun shines
on the earth in the summer, heat builds up and eventually
works its way down into the soil. By fall that warmth has
penetrated deep into the soil. The warmest time for soil
ten feet down in the earth is October. The same effect is
reversed in winter, so that the loss of heat makes the soil
ten feet down the coldest temperature in May. 

In the same way, the house creates a micro-thermal lag
effect from within. If heat is picked up during a sunny
December day, that heat is stored in the structure and
surrounding soil for the night. During summer months, any

interior heat generated or collected is eliminated at night
by ventilation and by evaporative cooling from watering
the rooftop gardens.

Insulation
High thermal mass ensures the capacity to store a lot of
heat, but insulation can prevent the stored heat from
escaping. The insulation system we use is directly from
John Hiat's Passive Annual Heat Storage. When the
desired shape of the structure has been achieved with
gravel and dirt, place layers of polyethylene plastic and
styrofoam over the earth in the shape of a sloped hill. This
insulation is placed at a two foot depth (or deeper
depending on frost line) then covered with plastic. He
suggests going 20 feet beyond the foundation to
encapsulate a large quantity of earth. The thermal mass
of the earth under the insulation holds the desired heat in
the house; the plastic sheeting protects from unwanted
moisture. 

Let there be light
Light and ventilation are two important elements of a living
environment and are normally achieved with windows.
Windows need to be oriented to allow for sunlight and
breezes at the appropriate time of year. At the planning
stage, note where the sun rises and sets at the extremes
(the 21st of June and December) and note seasonal wind
patterns at the site. Design windows so that summer sun
does not enter but winter sun is available for solar
heating. We are fortunate in this part of the country to
have prevailing summer winds from the south. Cross

Above: A  ferrocement home blanketed with earth. The terraced gardens integrate the house into the landscape and absorb
rainwater. The thermal barrier insulates the home; the barrier and the French drain divert water away from structure. 

Architecture
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THE POWER SOURCE ™

Access
Author: Loren C. Impson, Sun Life Homes, Rainbow
Valley, Rt. 2 Box 28-8, Sanger, TX 76266 • 214-704-0922

Illustrator: Courtenay Mathey

Insulation: John Hait's Passive Annual Heat Storage from
the Rocky Mountain Research Center, POB 4694,
Missoula, MT 59806. ("How to store summer's sunshine
to keep your wigwam warm all winter." I paid $15 for the
book, shipping was extra.)

Permaculture: Bill Mollison's Permaculture: A Designers'
Manual  from local bookstore or Tagari Publications, POB
1, Tyalgum, NSW, Australia 2484. (How your home fits
into your environment – as Architectural Graphics and
Standards is to architecture, so is Permaculture to
self-sufficient homesteading.)

ventilation is provided as needed by vents – either
skylights or doors – placed high in the structure. Plan the
location of trees. Look at some of the books on this topic –
Ed Mazria's Passive Solar Energy Design is one of the
best.

Conclusion
Overall, the advantages of Earth Sheltered Housing are
exciting and persuasive – low construction cost, reduced
energy costs, elimination of costly and time consuming
maintenance chores, and the safety and security of
underground protection. The residents in such dwellings
enjoy the rewards of the state of the art technology that is
in harmony with – not in conflict with – the natural
environment. Let the sun shine, the wind blow, and the
water flow clean!

Architecture

 • Two-stage optical concentration- 
Over ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY SUNS! 
• Electrically tracks the sun to within 1°
without any adjustment-year in and year out. 
• Internal battery pack automatically
repositions the array to the East after
sundown!
• Withstands over 100MPH windloading.
• 4 Module 260 Watt array
• 8 Module 520 Watt array
• 12 Module 780 Watt array (pictured)
• Includes the Tracker!

Midway Labs Inc.
2255-HP  East  75 th  Street
Chicago, IL  60649  USA
312-933-2027 • FAX 312-933-2039

Serious Dealer Inquiries Invited

Energy Systems & Design      Camera-ready
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DISPLAY BOOTHS
Demonstrating, displaying and selling
innovative energy products for use in home,
business and transportation.

Times
Exhibits open Workshops/activities

Wind Electricity: from microwind to 10kW

Low Head MicroHydro Electricity

Solar Food Cooking and Drying

Solar Water Pumping

Solar Domestic Hot Water

Sustainable Living and Gardening

Solar Electricity: from site analysis to fine
tuning PV systems, new technologies

Battery Storage and Controls

Efficient, Electric, and Hydrogen Vehicles

Housing: Greenhouses, Passive Solar
Design, Insulation, and Heat
Exchangers

Conservation: water, refrigerators, lighting

Fuels: Wood gassifier, Methane, Ethanol,
Hydrogen Fuel Cell

Ten Energy & Environment Workshops for
Kids 3 on up

Teacher Curriculum Workshops

Discussions on utility and community
involvement, education, policy, and
other issues

COME

WORKSHOPS  
How-to's from Beginning to Advanced

116 Cross Street, Amherst, WI  54406
715-824-5166

• Alternative Fuel Vehicles

• Model Home

• Giant Sun Oven

• Workshops for everyone

• Solar, Wind, and Hydro
electric displays & exhibits

• Music & Food

• Entertainment

FOOD, MUSIC, & FUN,

Friday, 
June 19 

Saturday,
June 20 

Sunday,
June 21

9 am – 7pm

9 am – 7pm 

9 am – 6pm

9:30 am – 5:30 pm

9:30 am – 7:30 pm

9:30 am – 5:30 pm

Below: Crowds check out the display booths at the
solar and wind powered fairgrounds

Below: The Sunseeker Race Car
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Spencer Black, Wisconsin State Representative

Jan Hamrin, Founder, Independent Energy Producers Assn

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

ENTERTAINMENT

Adult
Juniors (13-17)

Children (12 & under)

Daily
$5.00*
$2.50*
Free

Weekend
$10.00*
$5.00*

Free

Evening Concerts
$6.00  
$6.00  

Free

*Does not include evening concert

For more information, contact: 

Midwest Renewable Energy Fair
116 Cross Street, Amherst, WI 54406 • 715-824-5166

Event Sponsors:  Wisconsin Energy Bureau, Aaron Enterprises, Gimme Shelter,
Home Power Magazine, Lake Michigan Wind & Sun, Snowbelt Energy Center,
Solar Spectrum, Wisconsin Power & Light, Wisconsin Public Service Corporation

CELEBRATE  THE  SOLSTICE

at the Midwest Renewable Energy Fair!
June 19 - 21, 1992 

Amherst is 12 miles southeast of Stevens Point
at the intersection of Hwy 10 & County Rd B

For camping, motel and hotel accomodations in the
Amherst area, contact Stevens Point Area, Convention,
and Visitor's Center 1-800-236-4636 or 715-344-2556.
Call for camping, Portage County Parks 715-346-1433.

Friday, June 19
Evening: Stoney Lonesome- Bluegrass

Saturday, June 20
Afternoon: The "Billys"
Evening: Greg Brown- Modern Folk

Sunday, June 21
Afternoon: The "Billys"-Environmental Music

ELECTRICITY FROM THE SUN

ADMISSION

Above: Model Home conserves energy and uses PV
and wind electricity and solar heat

Right: Solar
Cooking with the

Sun Oven

Above: Kids and parents enjoy Energy Theater
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ave you ever wondered what
America's electric power structure
could be like in ten years? I am

constantly gazing into my crystal ball and
wondering where our power will come
from in the year 2002.

H

A Look Ahead
Richard Perez

Speculation?
We do our best to publish real and useful information in
Home Power. We try to keep speculation, untried ideas,
and technical fantasies out of our publication. We are
technical crew and interested in things that work. We
much prefer pie on the plate to pie in the sky. But…

During the last year our nation's attitude to renewable
energy has changed. We didn't see this on the nightly
news, or read about it in the newspapers. The change
become apparent slowly in our conversations with RE
users, equipment manufacturers, and public utilities.
America is finally ready to accept renewable energy
sources as a working realities. This acceptance not only
gives us great joy and hope, but also the courage and
certainty to share our view of the future with you. So join
me for a ride on my time machine.

A Trip to 2002
The first thing we notice in the year 2002 is that all the
buildings have photovoltaics (PVs) on their roofs. These
PV arrays are everywhere, on each home, business, and
even standing by themselves. Wind generators dot the
countryside in windy locations. A quick peek inside these
structures reveals that there are no batteries. Instead,
each renewable energy site is equipped with a
synchronous inverter feeding the PV-produced electric
power to the nationwide grid. Everywhere we look, electric
vehicles are charging up at parking meters, parking lots,
and in garages. The national electric grid functions as our
battery and distribution network. Here's how it all
happened.

Public Utilities- America's Powerful Servants
During the mid-1990s America's public utilities were
struggling to keep up with the demand for electric power.
Afternoon brownouts had become a common occurrence.
To the utilities' credit, they were doing all they could to

Editorial

provide reliable and continuous power, but they were
being hamstrung by their rate-payers. Americans were
just not interested in having a new coal-fired, or oil-fired,
or nuclear power plant in their neighborhood. We weren't
interested in having any more new powerlines strung
across our already littered landscape. We wanted the
juice, and we wanted it to be produced by clean and
sustainable power sources.

What's a Power Company to Do?
America's public utilities turned to the only major energy
sources left to them: solar, wind, and hydro. They
discovered what home power users had known for
decades, that renewables work better and cheaper than
burning fossil fuels or nuclear fission.

In the early days of this primarily solar-powered transition,
the utilities wrestled with a tough question. Who would
own these renewable power sources? Would the utilities
themselves own the PV arrays, the wind generators, and
the hydroelectric plants, and then rent the power to their
customers as usual? Or would these energy sources be
owned by individuals and these individuals would
become, in effect, micro power companies. Well oddly
enough, the utilities decided to let go of their monopoly on
power production and concentrate on what was to
become their major business – power storage and
distribution.

In many ways having the individuals own their particular
PV array, or wind turbine, or microhydro plant made
perfect technical and economic sense to the utilities. The
major problem with solar and wind from a utility's point of
view is that the source is not constant. The wind doesn't
blow at a steady speed all the time, and the sun sets
every evening. Having many independent and widely
distributed power sources contributing ensured a constant
and reliable power supply for the grid.

Suddenly, America's power companies didn't need to
build any new power plants. The utilities decided to
electrolyze water and store the incredible power surplus
generated by the millions of RE sources nationwide as
hydrogen. This hydrogen was then used nightly to fire
their already-in-place turbines.

Local production and consumption of the electric power
took the distribution burden off the utilities. They didn't
need to build new power lines. The distribution network
already in place was much larger than required because
most of the power wasn't being shipped great distances.
The power was being used in exactly the same place it
was being produced. This was a relief to the utilities as
they had never figured out how to counteract the health
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"I
believe that water

will one day be employed as
fuel, that hydrogen and oxygen
will constitute, used singly or

together, will furnish an
inexhaustible source of heat and

light…" — Jules Verne,

Mysterious Island
1874

Editorial

hazards inherent in large scale, high voltage, power
transmission.

Every Home is a Power Producer
The RE sources we see everywhere are owned by
individuals. Each homeowner has purchased a PV array
and/or other RE power source. These RE sources are
coupled to the grid through a synchronous inverter.
RE-produced power is either consumed directly on site, or
fed to grid through a bi-directional power meter. This
power meter measures the amount of electricity that the
individual system either supplied to or received from the
grid. Folks with PV arrays and/or wind generators
producing more than their home consumes receive a
monthly check from the utility. Folks who consume more
power than they produce pay the utility at the end of the
month. The grid has become a power broker instead of
the sole power producer.

Storage was the Problem
The utilities took a monumental step in
cleaning up our environment and in
ensuring their own existence by storing
power as hydrogen. Each local utility set
up banks of electrolyzers which
produced billions of cubic feet of
hydrogen gas daily. In 2002, the stored
hydrogen is burned in turbines that
were once fired by coal, oil, natural gas
or nuclear fission. By converting their
turbines to hydrogen fuel, the utilities
stopped emitting carbon dioxide and
sulfur dioxide. They ceased contributing to
the Greenhouse Effect. The turbines'
combustion byproduct is pure water, a far cry
from the pollutants of the last century. The more forward
thinking utilities have already switched from turbines to
the higher efficiency and reliability of the new fuel cells.

Energy Life in 2002
Most buildings are energy autonomous. Each home,
office, and industrial plant makes most of the power that it
uses, and many export energy, for profit, to the grid.
Brownouts and blackouts have become a thing of the
past. Water and even some space heating is
accomplished by evacuated tube, solar thermal collectors.
These evacuated tubes, first developed in Ireland during
the '80s, revolutionized the way things got hot.  Buildings
now use solar architecture principles – direct solar gain,
superinsulation, and thermal mass. All the oil, coal, and
natural gas that were once burned as fuel are now left in
the ground where Mother Nature put them, or used

sparingly as input to the recycled plastics industry.

Transportation in 2002
The renewable electric revolution complemented the
ongoing revolution in transportation. Combustion of any
type of carbon-based fuel is now limited to specialized
vehicles such as some long distance aircraft. Electric
automobiles have been in common use since the late
'90s. The RE sources located everywhere are used to
recharge these early, battery based, electric vehicles.
These vehicles are now being replaced by electric cars
using hydrogen storage and fuel cells to supply their
electric motors. Many residences and car parks, are now
equipped with smaller versions of the utility electrolyzers.
These smaller electrolyzers are used to recharge
hydrogen/electric vehicles. The society of 2002 is
inherently less dependent on transportation. Many people
now work primarily at home and the daily commute has

become a rarity. With the decentralization of
electric power production came the

decentralization of manufacturing. Goods
that were once produced in a single
location and shipped nationwide are
now made and consumed locally.

The Environment of 2002
The overwhelming energy and
environmental worries of the '90s have
been replaced with the certainty that
things are indeed getting better. While
the Earth still shows the scars of a

society bent on fossil fuel consumption,
the environmental effects of our oil binge

are lessening. The atmosphere's carbon
dioxide content has dropped and global warming

was halted before it destroyed the planet.

Stand-alone RE Systems in 2002
When the utility grid converted to RE sources in the late
'90s, it also stopped extending its powerlines. Most areas
not already serviced by the grid became entirely energy
self-sufficient and were never connected to the grid.
These systems use their own hydrogen storage and fuel
cells to store locally produced power. In many ways,
these modern stand-alone systems are identical to early
home power systems except they don't use batteries
anymore.

What Next?
New energy systems are being concocted daily within a
large and growing industry. One of the latest, a
combination concentrating PV array (500 suns!) and solar
heater, promises to unify the production of electric power
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and at efficiencies greater than
95%. New lights using light
emitting diodes (LEDs) are
yielding ultrabright, white lamps
with lifetimes in hundreds of years.
Ultrasonic clothes washers have
replaced the clumsy mechanical
types. And I hear rumors that the
gravity sled may be up and
working…

Meanwhile back in 1992…
Thanks for taking an imaginary trip
into the future with me. I wrote this
to describe what I see as our most
possible and maybe even most
desirable energy future. There are,
in fact, many possible futures,
most less rosy that the one I
described here. The real future is
up to you and me. I'm ready for a
change. How about you?

Access
Author: Richard Perez, c/o Home
Power, POB 130, Hornbrook, CA
96044 • 916-475-3179

Editorial

CARRIZO SOLAR CORPORATION
Mirrors!!

They browned our panels but could they save the world?

When you buy Carrizo modules, we park their mirrors to reflect

much of the day's sun away from the earth.

Carrizo Golds, Bronzes & Muds (ARCO 4 volt M52L); laminates or modules

ARCO 16-2000s (12 volt round cell modules)

Available from your local dealers.  For more information call:
1-800-776-6718

Used modules producing new electricity at affordable prices.

TRACE
camera-ready
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Editorial

is the best
possible time to
change our

energy habits. This is the year to begin a
serious drive to put renewable energy
(RE), our environment, electric vehicles
(EVs), and social awareness on our
political agenda. If we work intelligently
and tap the proper resources, we can
make a significant impact on our society's
energy problems.

A Call to Action
Jack Pouchet

©1992 Jack Pouchet

Why Now?
Why is it time to act? Well, there have been a host of
seemingly unrelated recent events and developments
which are yielding startling results. Some of these items
are:

1. New air quality legislation in California mandates the
sale and use of non-polluting vehicles. By 2003, at least
10% of the vehicles sold in California must be zero
emission vehicles (ZEVs).

2. Over 11 states, including New York, Massachusetts,
and Florida, are considering adoption of the California air
quality standards.

3. Fuel taxes and toll road costs have increased. New toll
roads charge higher tolls during peak travel times and
reduced rates for high occupancy vehicles (HOV).

4. Continuing photovoltaic research by Siemens and
breakthrough technology from Texas Instruments (TI) and
Southern California Edison (SCE) will make lower cost
photovoltaic panels (PV). Expect a two fold reduction in
the price of each panel by mid 1994 and PVs in the realm
of $1 per watt by 1995.

5. California exempts buyers from sales tax on electric
vehicles and EV conversion kits through 1995. In addition,
a state tax credit up to $1,000 is available for purchasing
a certified "low emission vehicle."

6. Southern California Edison is proposing legislation

NOW

requiring all new residences built in their service area
from 1995 onward to have 2 kW. of PVs and to feed the
excess power into the utility grid.

What ties these news items together? They signal the
economic and social reality of solar power. This
realization is due to economics, not a world oil crisis.

Now for my "Call to Action." We need to target
government and industry to make changes
accommodating Electric Vehicles (EV). Legislation
promoting EVs is a waste of paper if there is no incentive
for people to buy and use EVs. California's offer of tax
credits is a great start.

I recommend the following:
1. Dedicate 2% of all public parking spaces to EVs by
1995 with an increase to 15% by 2005.

• All EV spaces will have free RE-produced electricity
available. What energy is not used by EVs will be sold to
the utility grid.

• Non-EVs will be towed away if found parking in an EV
space, with a fine of $250 plus cost of towing and storage.

• EV spaces would be funded from state and federal
highway taxes, public bond offerings, developer/builder
fees for all new construction, and fees from toll
roads/bridges. Revenue generated from selling excess
power back to the utilities would be used to pay off the
bonds and fund further construction.

2. Utilities will buy back excess RE produced power at a
price that includes the utility's environmental impact costs.
The minimum rate is $0.06 per kilowatt-hour.

3. EVs with 2 or more passengers will pay no tolls through
1997. From then on they will pay tolls equal to or less
than 50% of the HOV rate. Single passenger EVs will get
at least a 25% rate reduction through 1997.

Private organizations may take advantage of EV spaces
and utility buy-back, but at least 3% of their parking
places must be for EVs.

We need such a program to encourage people to buy and
use EVs. Such a program will promote the development
of new technologies, increase PV production, lower PV
costs, improve our environment, reduce traffic, and
improve our quality of life. And this will create positive,
Earth friendly jobs and bolster our economy.

With EV parking spaces available, the EV user, you and I,
can now venture 80 to 90 miles in almost any direction
from our homes. This is the type of freedom of movement
and ease of use that will be needed to make EVs
acceptable to America.
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Editorial

This can be a win-win situation for everyone. The
manufacturers have an open market. The government
and politicians can point to their environmental efforts.
The utilities sell more electricity, but can do it with no
increase in capacity. The RE industry gets an
opportunity for growth and recognition. And our planet
gets a much needed break.

Your help is needed to make this a reality. Get
involved now with whatever political party you favor.
Insist on RE and EVs being included in their platform.
Seek support in your local community and take your
message all the way to the President. Write letters,
write articles for newspapers, send copies of pertinent
articles to local and national leaders, and then
telephone everyone you have written to. Don't forget
local planning commissions, regional air quality
districts, zoning groups, or agencies dealing with land
and highway use.

A well-written letter combined with a thoughtful phone
call is worth more than a thousand votes at the
national level! The same letter and phone call to
General Motors, Ford, Chrysler could be worth many
thousands of U.S. JOBS!

It is up to US to GET INVOLVED. ACT NOW!
MAKE IT HAPPEN!

Access
Author: Jack Pouchet, 19085 Consul Ave., Corona,
CA 91719 • 714-734-0714

BOBIER
camera-ready

Backwoods Solar Electric
camera-ready
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Photron
camera-ready

SoloPower
Camer-ready

BackHome Magazine
camera-ready
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aximum Power Point Tracking
(MPPT) will revolutionize the
way renewable energy systems

are designed. Similar changes due to
high-frequency electronic power
conversion (EPC) and MPPT technology
happened 30 years ago in spacecraft PV
systems. Twenty years ago this
revolution took place in renewable
energy grid intertie systems, and 10
years ago with DC to AC inverters. In the
next five years, we will see MPPT
technology revolutionizing battery-based,
stand-alone PV systems.

M

“What’s All This Maximum Power
Tracking Stuff, Anyhow?”

Bradley E. O'Mara
©1992 Bradley E. O'Mara

In fact, these changes have already begun. EPC
technology is now being used to couple high voltage PV
arrays to low voltage batteries. This reduces voltage
losses and frees designers to install arrays hundreds of
feet from the batteries. (See Things That Work!, p. 47 in
this issue, also "Long Distance Power Transmission"
articles in HP28, HP25, HP12, and HP6). Charge
controllers based on relays, and simple on/off solid-state
units are being replaced by EPC controllers. Voltage
converter products today use EPC circuitry to efficiently
operate 12 Volt appliances from 24 and 48 Volt batteries.

What Are EPCs and MPPTs?
EPC devices use high frequency switching to efficiently
convert power from one DC voltage to another. You can
think of EPCs as "DC to DC transformers". On some
EPCs you can set the "number of turns" in these
"transformers" with the turn of a knob. MPPTs are EPC
devices which are "smart" and constantly adjust the
"number of turns" to maximize power production from your
power source (PVs, wind generator, etc.). Think of MPPTs

as computers with only one mission: to maximize power
out of your renewable energy sources. Or here's another
analogy: an EPC is like a manual transmission in your car.
It changes the form of the power from the engine (your PV
panels) to the wheels (your batteries). If an EPC is like a
manual transmission, a MPPT is like an automatic
transmission, but with an infinite number of gears.

Same Panels, but More Power
Are your PV panels putting out as much power as they
could? Probably not. The current a solar panel delivers
depends on the voltage across its terminals (see graph
1a). If the positive and negative wires from the panel are
touched together (short circuited) the voltage is very close
to zero and the panel will put out its maximum current, (Isc
standing for short circuit current). If the leads are attached
to a battery, the panel's voltage becomes the battery's
voltage (Vbattery on graph 1a), and current (less than Isc)
will flow into the battery. If the PV panel's wires are not
hooked to anything (open circuited), the voltage of the
panel rises to its open circuit voltage (Voc = 22 Volts in
graph 1a) and no current flows. The panel will produce
current at a continuous range of voltages between zero
and Voc, shown by the current vs voltage (or "IV") curve in
graph 1a.

PV module power is equal to the current times the voltage
– or graphically, the area of a rectangle under the IV
curve. (See the shaded rectangles on graph 1a.) At one
specific combination of voltage and current, the area of
the rectangle reaches a maximum (the darkest rectangle
on graph 1a). This is called the maximum power point,
shown as Pmp on the graph.

Graph 1b plots power as a function of voltage for the
same panel. In this example, holding the voltage of the
panel to the battery's voltage (Vbattery) means the panel
produces only 73% of the power it could produce. Moving
the voltage up to Vmp allows the panel to produce all the
power it can. This example is pretty optimized for MPPTs.
You probably wouldn't see this much power gain unless
your panels were cold.

Controls
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High Voltage PV
Arrays
MPPTs can further
optimize PV systems by
allowing panels to be
wired in series strings.
Transmitting power at
high voltages decreases
power lost in the wiring.
This means you can
shrink array power
cables to an affordable
size or take advantage
of that 'perfect' sunny
spot, even if it is
hundreds of feet away.
Back near the batteries,
the MPPT's electronic
power conversion
circuitry converts the
power to low voltage for
your batteries to digest.

All of this applies similarly to wind and hydroelectric
generators. Alternators in these machines will produce
more power operating at their maximum power points.
Higher voltage alternators can be used, reducing losses
in power transmission.

How MPPTs work
Regardless of battery voltage or any other system
variable, a MPPT continuously "hunts" for the maximum
power voltage. By using sample-and-hold IC’s to
"remember" how much power was happening before the
MPPT re-adjusted itself, the MPPT compares two power
levels. This allows the MPPT to "know" which direction on
the solar panel's IV curve it must move in order to get
closer to the maximum power point. This logic circuit then
tells the EPC part of the MPPT where to set the input
voltage.

You Cannot Buy a MPPT Today...
Converting power from a high voltage RE source to lower
voltage batteries is beginning to be done today by EPCs.
But this equipment is incapable of automatically extracting
maximum power. These EPC devices can’t compensate
for changing solar cell voltages without being manually
re-adjusted. There are many reasons why you can't buy a
true Maximum Power Tracker today. They are difficult to
design and manufacture on the budget required for the
home power market. Until recently few have realized the
need for true MPPTs.

How Much More Power Could I Get with a MPPT?
A panel's IV curve depends on temperature and sunlight
intensity. Graph 2 below shows the theoretical percent
power gain as a function of temperature for 36 and 33 cell
modules using a MPPT. Of course some of this gained
power will be lost in the MPPT itself, since the units are
not 100% efficient. The more series cells per module, and
the lower the temperature, the more power will be gained
by operating at the maximum power point, compared to
using a traditional charge controller.
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Graph 1a (top): PV Module current vs. voltage (IV) curve
and 1b (bottom): Power vs. voltage curve
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A Little MPPT History
Surprisingly, PV maximum power point tracking has a
long history. In 1958 the U.S. Vanguard I satellite
launched PV technology into space and into government
funded labs around the world. In satellites, weight and
room for solar cells and batteries was at a premium. Cost
was of little concern. In the 1960's, necessity forced
engineers to invent EPCs and MPPTs. They replaced
inefficient and failure-prone relay-based charge controllers
used aboard the early PV-powered satellites. These
power processors reduced the size and cost of their
space arrays by up to 30%. Batteries lived longer because
charge/discharge processes were controlled with
precision. Individual system loads were freed to receive
power at the voltage best suited to their operation. The
system was no longer tied to a fixed battery voltage.

Here on earth in renewable energy systems MPPTs have
been applied to motors, and to grid intertie synchronous
inverters, but rarely to batteries, the component most in
need of MPPT benefits. Today, 25 years later, MPPT
technology is about to be reborn in PV, wind, and hydro
controllers. Recent advances in switchmode electronic
power control will make MPPTs affordable for us on earth.

MPPTs: a Future RE System Element
As MPPTs become available, renewable energy systems
will become much more flexible. Power will be generated
at its maximum power point, in many cases at a voltage
considerably higher than the battery voltage. We'll be able
to mix and match renewable energy sources producing
power at different voltages. Wind and hydro machines will
be able to use a wider range of higher voltage generators.
These higher voltage power sources will be sited farther
from batteries, to take advantage of particularly sunny,
windy, or good hydro locations. Day in and day out, every
second, MPPTs will help our renewable energy systems
to most effectively accept the energy nature gives us.

Access
Author: Brad O'Mara, Outside Power Company, Midwest
Lab Facility, 7477 Lakeshore Drive, Spirit Lake, IA 51360
• 712-336-5045 • FAX 712-336-5046

Pacific Northwest Address, 130 E. Main St., No. 325,
Medford, OR 97501

This article was adapted from Brad O'Mara's new book
Get More Power: How To Instantly Become an Expert On
Maximum Power Point Tracking in Photovoltaic Power
Systems.

CHRONOLOGY OF PV MPPT CONTROLS

YEAR COMPANY REGULATOR MPPT

1973 Philips First commercial product No
1975 Solarex SRO series & SHM shunt  linears No
1978 Solar Power BVR linear shunt No  
1979 Ecotronics 2 part solid-state switching shunt No
1980 Photocomm SR-12 solid-state switching shunt No
1980 ARCO BP,VCC,UCC, relay based No
1981 SCI Relay-based series No
1982 Solarex ACR relay-based ‘Charge Pump’ No
1982 BOSS SS, Centrix solid-state switching No
1982 TriSolar MPC Motor Drive Yes
1983 Rho Sigma Solid-state series linear No
1983 Tideland Model 600 solid-state linear shunt No
1983 Heliotrope Hi Eta No
1983 Photowatt PCU relay-based series No
1983 BOSS PCC motor drive Yes
1983 BOSS AC/DC PV power mixer Yes
1983 Solapak Solamax Yes
1984 SunAmp PBR solid-state switching shunt No
1985 Photron Solar Brain No
1986 Bobier Linear Current Booster No
1987 Australian Energy Research Lab, Maximizer Yes
1988 Outside Pwr 1.2 V NiCd battery voltage booster No
1989 Outside Pwr Turbo-Cooler auto ventilator Yes 
1991 Outside Pwr Micro power motor tracker Yes
1992 Outside Pwr High voltage MPPT Yes

Controls

 Get More Power: How To Instantly
Become An Expert On Maximum Power
Point Tracking In PV Power Systems

Enclosed is $ ______  for  ___ copies
at  introductory price of $25.00 each of

Name

Address

City                                                      State           Zip

OPC

Outside Power Company
    130 E. Main St., No. 325
        Medford, OR 97501

Learn about the new electronic solid-state way  of doing
what Mechanical Trackers have done for years - get more
PV power w/o more module$! Get on the ‘insider’s track’
of MPPT technology - and learn how to re-capture your
‘Lost Watt$’. Industry expert Brad O’Mara’s new 125 pg
book gives you the full-length story on this revolutionary
technology. Complete with 36 pgs of technical
illustrations, DIY circuits & over 80 references.

Get More Power !
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ADVANCED ELECTRONICS
since 1984

NEW ARCO M52L - $175.00 each
4 or more $169.50 each

These are new "B" stock unframed 4+ volts, 5+ amps

Set of 4 for 12 volt charging.

Frames and J Box Kits-$20.00

Recycled:
• Carrizo Golds 105 watts set of 4 $495.00
• Carrizo Bronzes 95 watts set of 4 $395.00
• ARCO 16-2000 32.5 watts - $165.00 each
- set of 4 $155.00 each
• Bronze, blemished laminates, 95 watts
- set of 4 $275.00
We carry inverters, controls and a complete line of satellite

receiving equipment for your Alternative Energy needs!

8525 Elk Grove Blvd Ste. 106, Elk Grove, CA 95624
Shipping F.O.B. Sacramento California

CALL  916-687-7681

Cimarron Mfg.
camera-ready

Heliotrope
camera-ready

WE MAKE WATER FROM YOUR GAS
Hydrogen and oxygen battery gas catalytically recombined into pure water
and returned to each battery cell.  Keeps battery topped off for extended
periods of time and reduces maintenance costs.  Explosive hydrogen gas is
virtually eliminated from the battery area.  Corrosive spray and fumes are
contained and washed back into each battery cell.  Electrolyte kept strong
longer, extending the useful power and life of the battery.  HYDROCAP Vents
simply replace the battery's caps.  Battery maintenance is greatly reduced.

Write or call for more information.
305-696-2504

975 NW 95 St.
Miami, FL 33150Things that Work!
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Protecting Your System
Designing an effective protection system is not easy. Most
manufacturers of fuses and breakers are not familiar with
the special problems of high current, low voltage systems.
Although some protective devices do have DC ratings,
they are rated at voltages higher than the 12 or 24 Volts
common in our renewable energy (RE) systems. Most are
not designed to minimize voltage drop, and require
additional wire, enclosures, and wall space. Comparing
the protection ratings of different devices can be difficult,
because rating methods vary.

So how do you protect your system without spending a
king’s ransom? How can you tell if a fuse or breaker will
be able to protect your expensive inverter, battery or solar
array? How do you add protection without making your
system like the cockpit of a Boeing 747?

Understanding System Protection
Christopher Freitas

©1992 Christopher Freitas

rotecting your investment in renewable energy equipment from damage is a
necessity. A short circuit can cause a battery to explode, threatening severe bodily
harm or even death. An overloaded circuit can melt and ignite the insulation on

wires, possibly destroying the photovoltaic (PV) system and even your home.

Understanding the Hazards
In order to design an effective protection system one
must first understand the hazards present and their
relative magnitude.

The greatest hazard in a stand-alone RE system is short
circuiting the battery. A single deep-cycle battery can melt
cables and connections when a misplaced wrench or
screwdriver causes a short circuit. Most systems use
several batteries, increasing the damage potential. The
short circuit hazard is the greatest for components
connected directly to the battery. A significant short circuit
hazard exists even on distant load circuits, particularly if
the main system is not properly protected.

Another hazard present in all RE systems is overloading
a circuit’s wiring. This is a significant risk for the parts of a

P

System Safety
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system which use small gauge wires (#4 to #14). The
potential for overheating heavy gauge cables is usually
low. Most systems do not have enough battery capacity to
provide high current flow long enough to overheat these
large conductors.

Although the DC section of an RE system usually has little
chance of shock, under certain fault conditions a very
serious hazard may be present. I know of an installer who
was knocked unconscious while replacing a charge
controller connected to a solar array that the homeowner
had mistakenly wired in series (160 Volts) instead of
parallel (16 Volts). A properly designed protection system
isolates the controller from all power sources, thus
eliminating the chance of shock. A well-designed
protection system guards against the unexpected as well.

System Protection Basics
Short circuit protection must be provided to all
components connected to the battery. The maximum
ability of a fuse or breaker to interrupt a short circuit
without being destroyed is called the AIC rating, or
Amperes of Interrupting Capacity. A single deep cycle
battery can deliver over 6000 Amperes when short
circuited. Most RE systems have several batteries in
parallel, greatly increasing the ability to produce extremely
high currents.

AIC Rating Dementia
Comparing direct current AIC ratings for fuses and
breakers is a headache. It would be nice if these devices
had ratings at 12 or 24 Volts DC. They don't. The main
market for these devices is in high voltage ac
applications. Some devices have ratings at 65 VDC. The

Figure 1: Relative Amperes of Interrupting Capacity (AIC)
Comparison, Based on AIC Ratings at 125 VDC 

Heinemann GJ1, for example, has a manufacturer's AIC
rating of 25,000 Amperes at 65 VDC. The only
industry-wide AIC rating for these fuses and breakers in
DC applications is an Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
rating at 125 VDC. At 125 VDC, the Class T fuse is rated
20,000 Amperes, the ANN fuse 2500 Amps, and the NON
fuse 1000 Amps. At 125 VDC, the Heinemann GJ1 is
rated 10,000 Amperes, the Square-D QO 5000 Amps,
and the Heinemann AM 2500 Amps. An engineer at
Littelfuse told me the interrupting capacity of these fuses
is better than inversely proportional to voltage at DC
voltages below 125 VDC. In other words, at 12.5 VDC we
could expect the Class T fuse to have an AIC of more
than 200,000 Amperes. The current interrupting capability
of breakers also increases with decreasing voltage, but
less so than for fuses. This is because the contacts in
breakers must pull apart to break the arc established by
the short circuit, whereas in a fuse, the arc simply melts
the conductor. Figure 1 provides a relative comparison of
AIC ability for various fuses and breakers commonly used
in RE systems. The plotted values are actually the UL
generated AIC ratings at 125 Volts, but they also give an
indication of the relative AIC performance of these
protection devices at lower DC voltages.

Current Limiting Fuses
Further protection is available from fuses which are rated
as “current limiting”. These special fuses are able to
interrupt a short circuit condition very quickly. These fuses
allow only a small amount of energy to flow in the circuit,
limiting the damage. Current limiting fuses can also
protect small inexpensive breakers used in load
distribution centers. Components that are not as sensitive
to short circuits can be protected by large, high AIC
breakers. This includes inverters, battery chargers and
large DC motors.

All wiring must be protected from being overloaded by a
properly sized fuse or breaker. Wire type, temperature,
and application (whether in free air or conduit) must be
considered when estimating the maximum allowable
current. Table 310-16 of the National Electrical Code
Handbook provides a listing of wire types and ampacities.
Ratings can also be obtained from the wire and cable
manufacturers for unlisted types such as welding cable.

Disconnects
Every component in an RE system should be able to be
disconnected from the source of power. This can be done
by a switch, breaker, or fused disconnect. When
disconnected, no voltage should be present on the fuse or
component. Solar array charge controllers must be
disconnected from both the battery and the solar array.

System Safety
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System Safety

Individual Component Protection
Figure 2 shows a typical system layout as implemented by
many installers. Individual disconnects and breakers
protecting major components are shown with dashed
lines. The controller is isolated from both the array and
battery by using a two pole disconnect. The inverter and
battery charger use large breakers as disconnects, but the
load center and charge controller require disconnects with
current limiting fuses to protect them from short circuits.

Providing individual protection for each component
separately has several problems:

1. DC rated, high amperage, single pole fused
disconnects and breakers are not readily available and
are expensive.

2. Several battery connections are required with
unprotected wiring between the battery and overcurrent
protection device. Keeping the disconnects close to the
battery would be difficult when installed, increasing the
length and hazard of this wiring.

3. The protection system might be difficult to understand.
Shutting down the system would require operating several
disconnects.

4. Additional wiring is required, lowering overall system
efficiency and adding cost and installation time.
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Figure 2: Individual Component Protection

Combined Component Protection
An alternative layout is shown in Figure 3. This
configuration takes advantage of exceptions, known as
the "Tap Rule", to the National Electrical Code’s normal
protection requirements (NEC 240-21). A tap is a smaller
ampacity circuit which serves a single energy-utilizing
device (load center, motor, etc.), and is connected directly
to a protected circuit of larger ampacity. This “Tap Rule”
allows smaller wires to be protected by a large fuse if the
following restrictions are met:

For taps under 10 feet in length, the tap conductor must
be rated for the ampacity of the device it supplies and
must be rated at least 1/10 the ampacity of the
overcurrent device from which it is tapped.

For taps under 25 feet, the tap conductor must be rated
for at least 1/3 the ampacity of the overcurrent device
from which it is tapped and must terminate in a single
circuit breaker or fuse which will limit the load to the
ampacity of the tap conductor.

Other National Electric Code restrictions also apply such
as protecting the conductors from damage, etc.

In the combined protection system example, fewer
overcurrent protection devices are required. The main
protection is provided by a 400 Ampere fused disconnect
which is connected to the battery with heavy duty, fine
strand 4/0 welding cable. The fused disconnect must use
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Figure 3: Combined protection
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current limiting fuses to protect the low AIC
components in the DC load center and the charge
controller from damage by short circuits. Isolation of
the charge controller is allowed by a breaker on the
array side.

Advantages of Combined Protection
The combined protection design has several
advantages:

1. The entire system may be shut down by simply
operating a single disconnect.

2. All components are extremely well protected from
short circuit damage by the current limiting fuses in
the main disconnect.

3. The only battery connection is one pair of heavy
4/0 cables, reducing the amount of unprotected
wiring.

4. Fewer battery connections reduce corrosion problems
and simplify periodic servicing.

5. All major components in the system attach at the main
disconnect, reducing voltage drop and increasing
efficiency.

6. Fewer overcurrent protection devices are necessary,
reducing installation time and expense.

7. Inexpensive low AIC breakers may be used to protect
and disconnect smaller input and output wiring.

Parts Specifications
An important requirement of the combined protection
design is the use of a two pole main disconnect. If a
single pole disconnect was used, the solar array could be
connected directly to the DC loads and inverter, causing
possible equipment damage and shock hazard. A two
pole breaker should not be used as a main disconnect
because it will not protect low AIC components from short
circuits.

Because the load fuse
must handle both the
inverter and the DC loads,
a higher amperage device
must be used. In the
examples, a 400 Ampere
fuse replaced the 250
Ampere breaker. Figure 4
compares the time delay
characteristics of each unit
to the maximum current
draw of a commonly used
inverter. Notice how the
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Figure 4: Fuse and breaker time delay

fuse’s time delay is better matched to the inverter and
how nuisance tripping of the breaker may occur when
operating large loads.

The 400 Ampere fuse will still provide overload protection
to the battery and inverter cables as most 4/0 welding
cable is rated for over 500 Amperes continuously.

Overcurrent Device Comparison
Figure 5 compares the overcurrent protection provided by
commonly used devices. Although fast acting Class T
and R fuses provide similar protection, the Class T fuses
have much lower let-through of current during severe
short circuits, providing greater protection. Class T fuses
are also less expensive and more compact, reducing
enclosure size and cost.

FUSES CIRCUIT BREAKERS
Heinemann Square-D

 Class T ANN NON  GJ  AM QO

Protects low AIC components
from high short circuit currents

Arcing is suppressed to reduce
explosion hazard with batteries

Underwriters Laboratories (UL)
rated for DC applications

Provides the maximum AIC rating
available for its type

Can protect DC load centers from
high short circuit conditions

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

Figure 5: Fuse and Breaker Comparison
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High amperage (200 and 400 Ampere) Class R time delay
fuses should not be used in main disconnects for short
circuit protection of battery systems as the let-through
current is too high for protection of low AIC components.

Summary
Combined protection design can simplify the installation of
renewable energy systems. It can increase the level of
safety, performance, and efficiency while reducing cost,
installation time, and space requirements for safety
components. The system user will be able to operate and
service the system much more easily, as fewer
components and less wiring is required.

Access
Author: Christopher Freitas, Ananda Power Tech, Inc.,
14618 Tyler Foote Road, Nevada City, CA 95959 •
916-292-3834 • FAX 916-292-3330

National Electrical Code - 1990,  National Fire Protection
Assoc., Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02269

Littelfuse, Inc., 800E Northwest Highway, Des Plaines, IL
60016 • 800-TEC-FUSE

Heinemann Electric Co., POB 6800, Lawrenceville, NJ
08648 • 609-882-4800

System Safety

• TENDERIZES NATURALLY!

• COOKS EVENLY & SAFELY!

• HEATS TO 350-400 DEGREES F!

• IMPROVES THE TASTE OF FOOD!

• PAYS FOR ITSELF!
• HELPS SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT!

Introductory offer $159. (Reg $189.) INCLUDES UPS
SHIPPING. TO ORDER–Call or write:

SUNLIGHT ENERGY CORPORATION

1-800-338-1781
4411 West Echo Lane, Glendale, AZ  85302

"Sun Oven is well-made and should last a long time. I love it!"
Karen Perez HP19.

the incredible

SUN

OVEN…

Things that Work!
tested by Home Power

Fowler Solar Electric
camera-ready

HAVE TOOLS WILL TRAVEL

DC WIRING
EXPERT WIRING W/TLC

SOLAR DC & ALTERNATIVE ELECTRICAL

POWER COMPANY SUPPLIED SYSTEMS

DRAKE CHAMBERLIN

12788 NEW ENGLAND RD.

AMESVILLE, OH 45711

614-448-4894

LICENSED MASTER ELECTRICIAN
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M-32 BATTERY MONITOR
BY CYGNET, INC.   $229.00 COMPLETE

A lot of effort has gone into your system. Take care of it with
reliable information, so your system will take care of you!
FEATURES INCLUDE:
- digital voltage readings in hundredths of a volt for your 12,

24  or 32 volt system. On a 12 volt system, only six tenths
of a volt separate a dead system from a fully charged one.

- digital amperage readings in tenths of an amp, with
indication  of charge or discharge.

- up to six battery banks, charging sources or loads are
accommodated as standard. This is really 12 high
resolution meters for the price of one, and is a compact
3.2" x 3.2" x 2" in size.

- two 200 amp shunts are included, so for the typical
system, there is nothing else to buy.

- highest quality components, materials and testing to
assure you  years of trouble free service. Two year
guarantee!

THIS IS THE METER TO USE!

Things
that

Work!

CYGNET, INC.
P.O. BOX 4353
Roche Harbor, WA 98250
(206) 378-5376

CALL OR WRITE TO
ORDER, OR FOR
INFORMATION

Real Goods
camera-ready

SolarJack New Generation
DC Submersible Pumps

Choose from the NEW
Quad (Q Series) pumps
with flow rates up to 3.7
GPM and heads up to 100
feet, the duplex D128
series with flow rates of 2
GPM and heads up to 115
feet, or the D228 series
with flow rates from 1.37
GPM and heads up to 230
feet.

Constructed of marine
grade bronze and 304 stainless steel, these pumps are
the highest quality submersible pumps in their class
and still has the best warranty on the market, 2 years.

Contact us for the dealer nearest you.

SOLAR PUMPING PRODUCTS
325 E. Main, Safford, AZ 85546

602-428-1092

SOLARJACK TM

Low
Voltage
Lighting

Efficient
Lighting
for the

Off-Grid
Market

Quartz-Halogen and Fluorescent Lights
Available at:  Alternative Energy Engineering,
Backwoods Solar Electric, Energy Alternatives, Fowler
Solar Elec., Jade Mtn., Photocomm, Real Goods, Soltech
Solar Energy, Sunnyside Solar, and other alternative
energy stores—  Call for closest distributor

LOW VOLTAGE LIGHTING
HCR Box 33, Townshend, VT  05353

1-802-365-7032
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ere is what to do when the ole'
battery is not storing what she
used to. Many troubled batteries

can have their capacity restored through
healing procedures. These procedures
vary from a series of overcharges to
radical chemical surgery.

H

Healing
Troubled Cells
Richard Perez

First make sure that the patient is really sick
In HP #28, page 36 I wrote an article about diagnosing
battery problems. If you haven't read this article, then
please do so before attempting to heal your battery.
Chances are that your battery only needs to be fully
recharged. The healing procedures in this article are only
for sick cells. Performing these procedures on heathy
cells will not improve their ability to store electric power. If
your battery is already in good shape, then these
procedures will only waste time, money, and materials.
The procedures here are for sick cells, not dead cells.
These procedures will not cure cells with internal short
circuits, internal open circuits, or foreign material
contamination.

Lead-Acid Cells
The biggest problem in lead-acid cells is sulfation due to
chronic undercharging. Here the sulfate ions have entered
into deep bonds with the lead on the cell's plates. The
sulfate ions can bond with the lead at three successively
deeper energy levels. Level One is the bond we use when
we normally charge and discharge the cell. After a month
or so at Level One, some of the bonds form Level Two
bonds which require more electric power to break. After
several months of being Level Two bond, the sulfate ions
really cozy up to the lead and form Level Three bonds.
Level Three bonds are not accessible electrically. No
amount of recharging will break Level Three bonds. The
longer the lead sulfate bond stays at a level the more
likely it is to form a closer acquaintance and enter the next
deeper level. This is why it is so important to fully,
regularly, and completely, recharge lead-acid cells.

Batteries

Equalization Charges
If the loss in capacity is due to Level Two bonding, then a
repeated series of equalizing charges will break the Level
Two bonds. Under equalization the Level Two bonds will
first be transformed into Level One bonds, and then the
sulfate ion can be kicked loose of the lead entirely and
reenter the electrolyte solution.

If your lead-acid cells have lost capacity, then a regime of
equalizing charges is the first procedure to try. An
equalization charge is a controlled overcharge of an
already fully recharged cell. First recharge the cell and
then continue to charge the cell at a C/20 rate for five to
seven hours. During equalization charges, the cell voltage
will become very high, about 2.7 VDC per cell. This
overcharge contains the necessary power to break the
Level Two bonds and force them to Level One. Once they
reach Level One, the bond is easily broken and the
sulfate ions reenter into solution in the electrolyte.

EDTA Treatment
If a bond spends several months at Level Two, it
eventually enters the depths of Level Three. The Level
Three bonds must be chemically stripped from the plates.
This is a job for an organic acid called EDTA, a close
chemical cousin of vinegar. EDTA stands for the
compound "ETHYLENEDIAMINE TETRAACETIC" Acid.
In chemical techie terms, EDTA is a "chelating agent."
EDTA comes in several forms. Use the tetraacetic variety.

The EDTA procedure is simple. Use one tablespoon of
the EDTA powder for each quart of electrolyte in the cell.
Mix the EDTA with a small amount (an ounce or two) of
distilled water and add it to the cell. Recharge the cell and
give it an equalizing charge. Recharging the cell speeds
up the reaction and allows the EDTA to strip the Level
Three bonds from the surface of the cell's plates. After

Level
One

Level
Two

Level
Three

Dante's Guide to Lead-Acids

Paradiso

Purgatorio

Inferno
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Batteries

this reaction takes place, the dead Level Three materials
fall to the bottom of the cell as a precipitate. The reaction
can take from several days to several weeks depending
on temperature, recharge rate, and depth of Level Three
bonding. Once the Level Three bonds are stripped from
the plates, new lead is exposed and can enter into Level
One bonding with the sulfuric acid electrolyte.

The amount of EDTA used here is a ballpark guess. If
your cells are badly riddled with Level Three bonds, then
you may wish to repeat the EDTA treatment in a month or
so. Feedback from hundreds of HP readers who have
tried EDTA indicates that it will not harm the cell. For a
complete discussion of EDTA treatment see HP #20, pg.
36, and HP #21, pg. 36.

Alkaline Cells
Most alkaline cells with diminished capacity suffer from
electrolyte carbonation. This phenomenon usually occurs
after 15 to 20 years in nicad and nickel-iron cells. The
potassium hydroxide (KOH) electrolyte enters into
chemical combination with atmospheric carbon dioxide
(CO2) and forms potassium carbonate (K 2CO 3). This
removes the KOH ions from the electrolyte and makes the
cell less able to conduct electricity. The decrease in
electrolyte conductivity makes the cell reach a lower
voltage much more quickly under discharge. As such,
electrolyte carbonation appears to the cell's user as
diminished capacity.

In pocket-plate nicads, electrolyte carbonation is usually
caused by not maintaining a sufficiently deep layer of
mineral oil floating on top of the electrolyte. The mineral
oil layer protects the electrolyte's surface from contact
with the atmospheric CO 2. One-eighth of an inch of
mineral oil is all it takes. If alkaline cells are charged hard
(>C/20) when they are full, the cells will gas violently. This
gassing agitates the oil layer and works air (which
contains about 0.03% CO 2) into the electrolyte.

Testing for electrolyte carbonate level is possible via
titration. For the specific procedure see HP #15, page 23.
It is more expensive to test a cell's carbonate
concentration than it is to replace the electrolyte in a cell.
So the test procedure is usually skipped if the cell is over
ten years old.

Electrolyte Replacement
To cure carbonation just replace the electrolyte. The best
procedure is to buy an electrolyte replacement kit from a
nicad dealer. This kit comes with return privileges for the
old carbonated electrolyte. It is very important to dispose
of the old electrolyte safely because it contains a small
amount of cadmium – a toxic material.

The procedure is simple enough, but use caution. KOH
can burn exposed skin and eyes. So look sharp! Wear
rubber gloves, long sleeves, and tight fitting goggles.
Gently shake the cell to stir up any sediment. Slowly
empty the cell by inverting it over a plastic bucket or
washtub. Refill the cell with new electrolyte, and add an
1/8th inch layer of pure mineral oil. Refill the now empty
container with the old electrolyte and proceed to the next
cell. After all cells are done, ship the old electrolyte back
to the nicad dealer for proper disposal.

If you are daring and want to mix your own electrolyte,
see HP#15, page 23 for technical details. I don't
recommend doing this because this method offers no
easy avenue for the old electrolyte's disposal. Also the
small amount of lithium hydroxide used in the electrolyte
is difficult to obtain and potentially dangerous in its pure
state. Buy your replenishment kit from a dealer who will
give you the standard mix. The replacement electrolyte
usually has a specific gravity of 1.25 and contains 10
grams of lithium hydroxide per liter (40 grams per liter if
the cells are nickel-iron).

No Sure Cure
If you run the appropriate procedures on your cells, then
you should notice an increase in capacity. If you don't,
then something else is wrong. The procedures here are
specific cures for specific problems. Your cells may have
other, possibly terminal, problems such as contamination.
I recall hundreds of beautiful, virtually new, Edison nicads
that were terminally contaminated with diesel fuel. I've
seen lead-acids ruined with dirty hydrometers. Your cells
are a chemical machine. Keep their insides pure and they
will return your efforts with long life.

Access
Author: Richard Perez, c/o Home Power, POB 130,
Hornbrook, CA 96044 • 916-475-3179

EDTA
Bryant Labs, Peter Barnett, 1101 5th St., Berkeley, CA
94710 • 510-526-3141. Cost: $22.50/500 grams.

Trailhead Supply, 325 East 1165 North, Orem, UT 84057
• 801-225-3931. Cost: EDTA, $10/LB. ppd.

Alkaline Replacement Electrolyte
UtilityFree, POB 228, Basalt, CO 81621 • 800-766-5550.
A four gallon electrolyte refill kit costs $79, plus shipping.
It includes gloves, funnel, return labels, instructions, and
disposal. Ship the spent electrolyte back to UtilityFree
(prepay shipping) and they will properly dispose of it.
UtilityFree also has KOH and LiOH.
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My new 32 VDC Bergey arrived in Amherst just in time for
the 1991 Midwest Renewable Energy Fair. In the crate,
everything was laid out in one neat bundle: the generator,
tail and fin, blades, control box, and the ever important
Installation Manual. I assembled the genny and solicited a
few "volunteers" to help hoist the Bergey up onto the stub
tower that I had built. Later in the afternoon I had a
chance to take a good look at Bergey's latest design.

Things that Work!

or about 13 years, the name
Bergey has been synonymous with
"state of the art" in wind

generators. Needless to say, when I
heard that they had replaced their 1000
Watt remote battery charger (BWC 1000)
with a new and improved BWC 1500, I
was enticed. Bergey Windpower has
been building wind generators for a long
time, with over 1000 turbines scattered
across the U.S. and more countries
around the world than I care to remember

F
Three Moving Parts
This wind generator is the height of simplicity. Mike
Bergey explains his design philosophy by quoting Antoine
de St. Exupery: "Perfection is achieved not when there is
nothing more to add, but when there is nothing more to
take away." The BWC 1500 reaches this goal by having
just three moving parts: the rotor, the yaw, and the tail.

Most alternators have the current-producing windings
attached to the outer frame. This is known as the stator.
The field rotates within the stator, and is known as the
rotor. Slip rings are used to carry current to the spinning
rotor, to excite the field, and thereby generate power.

The BWC 1500 generator is permanent magnet in design.
This unit produces 3 phase wild (i.e. variable frequency)
ac. The stator is attached directly to the mainframe of the
wind generator and doesn't move. The permanent

Above: Bergey Windpower's BWC 1500 with the moon
rising to the left of the tower.

Photo by Mick Sagrillo

Things
that
Work!
Bergey's BWC
1500
Windpower
Generator
Tested by Mick Sagrillo

©1992 Mick Sagrillo

Things that Work!
tested by Home Power
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magnets, which produce the field, are mounted in the
outer housing, called the magnet can. This magnet can
rotates around the fixed stator. Since permanent magnets
are employed, there are no brushes to wear out. Attached
to the front of the magnet can are the three blades. So far,
we're generating electricity with only one moving part: the
magnet can..

The second moving part is the yaw bearing which allows
the mainframe/alternator, with the help of the tail, to follow
the shifting wind. The entire mainframe assembly is offset
slightly to the side of the yaw bearing. Strong winds try to
push the rotor around the tower. Since the machine is
offset, not directly in line with the center of the tower, it
can do this. This "self-furling" protects the genny from
excessive winds.

Bergey controls the furling with the free floating tail, the
third moving part. The tail is hinged at the rear of the
mainframe, but the hinge is canted several degrees from
true vertical. As the wind blows harder on the rotor and
furls it around the tower, the tail continues to track the
wind. Because the tail is mounted onto what is in effect a
cocked hinge, it moves slightly upward as it furls, just a
few inches. In the fully furled position, which is achieved
when the wind is blowing its hardest, the blades are
nearly parallel with the tail. When the wind diminishes, the

pressure on the rotor decreases. Since the tail has moved
"uphill", gravity pulls it back down to its original position.
The rotor faces the wind head on again.

The Rotor
Bergey flies three blades rather than two. A three-blade
rotor will yaw with the shifting wind much smoother than a
two-blade rotor. When the blades of a two blade rotor are
lined up vertically, they offer little resistance to yawing
motion. However, when the blades move one quarter of a
turn and are in a horizontal position, they exert maximum
resistance to yawing. This continuous shifting of
resistance to yaw jerks the wind generator as it hunts the
wind. These vibrations eventually degrade the entire
system. The inherent imbalance of a two blade rotor is
totally eliminated by adding a third blade.

The blades are made of extruded fiberglass with pitch
weights mounted about three quarters of the way out the
blade. The blades are mounted on the magnet can at a
greater angle of attack than what is ideal for operating
speed. Greater angle of attack means that the blades
develop more torque to get the rotor started from
stand-still. As the rotor spins up, the weights flatten the
pitch of the blade out by 4 or 5 degrees at the tip of the
rotor. This improves upper end performance at higher
rpms, where performance is really needed. The best part
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of this design is no moving parts! As the blades are very
flexible, Bergey offers an extra-stiff blade option for very
turbulent areas. 

The Manual
The BWC 1500 Owner's Manual covers the basics in 20
pages. However, Bergey does provide the 90 page
Installation Manual for the BWC 1000, which is one of the
most thorough documents on small wind generators and
tower installation I have ever read. Beside the usual topics
of assembly and installation, Bergey also covers legal
restrictions, site considerations, tower selection, a very
extensive section on tower anchoring for various locations
and situations, another great section on wiring for all
applications, tool requirements, and various schematic
diagrams. They even cover such esoteric subjects as a
life cycle energy cost analysis.

Built to Last
Bergey set out to develop and build a wind generator that
would last the generations, the same approach taken with
the famous Jacobs Wind Electric wind systems of
yesteryear. Attention to detail is what sets this machine
apart. All painted surfaces are coated with DuPont Imron,
probably the most indestructible, as well as the most
expensive, paint available today. The mainframe and tail
boom are hot-dip galvanized inside and out. The slip ring
brush cover is made of clear yet unbreakable Lexan. All
hardware, as well as the tail pivot pin, are stainless steel.

The quality of the materials used by a wind generator
manufacturer is usually reflected in the maintenance that
the machine will need. Skimp on materials, and something
will eventually rust off, resulting in necessary repairs if not
an outright catastrophe.

Installation
We finally got around to installing the BWC 1500 last fall.
The tower-top weight of the unit is 168 pounds, not
something you want to carry up the tower on your back.
Up went the gin pole and cables. We assembled the
BWC, with the tail, on the ground in about half an hour.
The next step was to hoist the genny up the tower via the
gin pole with the help of a tractor. Getting the unit on top
of the tower in place took less than two hours. Attaching
the blades, tail pullout cable, and electrical wiring took
another hour. Back on the ground, we spent another hour
installing the control panel and a fused disconnect switch.

The entire operation, including wrestling the gin pole and
hoisting cables up and down the tower was about a day's
work. This was with an experienced crew of two: a ground
person and a tower person. We weren't out to break any
records. It was a nice way to spend an autumn day. 

The Controls
It was time to throw the disconnect switch and crank the
tail into the wind. The BWC came smoothly up to speed,
and began pumping amps into the 32 Volt battery bank in
the shop. The folks at Bergey told me that the controller
tapers the charging current to maintain a constant battery
voltage by cutting off a portion of the sine wave
(remember, this is a three phase wild ac alternator, not a
DC generator). Rather than regular rectifiers, the
controller uses SCRs, that is silicon controlled rectifiers,
or diodes with a gate for turning them on and off. The
controller is compatible with both lead acid and nicad
batteries.

System Versatility
The alternator stator is bolted onto the generator
mainframe, making it easy to service of the stator in the
field. If your system voltage requirements ever change,
you need only change the stator and the regulator voltage
card. This offers a certain degree of modularity to the
BWC 1500. The BWC 1500 is offered with a water
pumping option. This is a machine wound specifically for
pumping water when connected to a three phase motor.
There is a dedicated controller that allows the three phase
motor to run at variable speed, depending the power
output of the generator. With the addition of a battery
charging controller, the water pumping unit will also
charge batteries.

Why a Bergey?
The factory price for the 24 VDC BWC 1500 is $3095,
plus another $815 for the controller (other voltages cost
slightly more). That comes to just over $4000 with the
shipping. A lot of money for a wind generator, you say?
Well, not really, especially when you consider what you're
getting: quality, quality and more quality. Like the Jacobs
of a bygone era, this will probably be the last wind
generator you'll ever need to buy. As they say down at the
complaint counter, "you get what you pay for!"

The BWC 1500 was designed for village electrification
projects in developing countries and remote/unattended
telecommunications installations. Maintenance and
repairs promise to be simple. For example, Bergey uses
integrated bearing assemblies on both the rotor and the
yaw. You won't be needing any fancy pullers or other
such equipment. Anybody with an adjustable crescent
wrench and a screwdriver can work on a BWC.

I asked about allowing the wind generator to freewheel.
Freewheeling means letting the blades run without a load
on them. Virtually all manufacturers turn white at the mere
mention of letting their machines freewheel. With no load,
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Cruising Equipment
carmera-ready from HP28

Skyline Engineering
camera-ready via HP28

wind generators can reach dangerously high speeds,
often self destructing. Mike Bergey's comment was "Let it
go!" Thinking that he had misunderstood my question, I
clarified myself. Mike's response was that I could let it
freewheel in any wind speed that I wanted, that the BWC
1500 was built to survive. That's confidence in a job, (or in
this case, a product) well done!

Access
Author: Mick Sagrillo flies a BWC 1500 at Lake Michigan
Wind & Sun, E3971 Bluebird Rd., Forestville, WI 54231 •
414-837-2267

Bergey Windpower Company, Inc., 2001 Priestley Ave.,
Norman, OK 73069 • 405-364-4212
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I now use OR plan to use the following alternative energy equipment (check all that apply).

Photovoltaic cells

NOW FUTURE

Wind generator

Water power generator

Gas/Diesel generator

Batteries

Inverter

NOW FUTURE

Battery Charger

Instrumentation

Control systems

PV Tracker

 FOLD HERE

Please write to us here.  Tell us what you like and don't like about Home Power.  Tell us what you would like to
read about in future issues.  Thanks for your time, attention & support.

Return Address

Home Power Magazine
Post Office Box 130
Hornbrook, CA  96044-0130

Place
29¢

Stamp
Here

HP#29

Check here if it's OK to print your comments as a letter to Home Power.
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LCB40

batteries

12  to 16.5 VDC up to 80 Amps

Survivor Wind
Generator

24 Volts nominal

he LCB40 (Linear Current
Booster) is a high current
electronic switching DC to DC

converter which allows our 24 Volt wind
generator to deliver full power to our 12
Volt battery pack. The LCB40 increased
our wind generator's power output by
over 50% compared with direct
connection to the batteries. It can also
work the same electronic magic on
photovoltaic modules and microhydros.

T

The Voltage Mismatch Blues
The wind generator at Home Power is
an Australian-made Survivor S5000
rated at 500 Watts, with 800 Watts
maximum output. She uses a rectified,
three phase permanent magnet
alternator, designed to charge 24 Volt
batteries. From September through
March we ran the Survivor connected
directly to our 12 Volt battery pack.
This didn't hurt our batteries, or the
wind generator. But it put the electrical
brakes on her, forcing her to run slower
than she would like. The wind
generator produced her rated current,
but with the voltage clamped, she
couldn't spin fast enough to produce

Things that Work!

Things
that
Work!
Bobier's LCB40
Sun Selector
tested by Chris Greacen & Richard Perez

Things that Work!
tested by Home Power

the power she was capable of. During these winter
months her maximum output was 38.8 Amperes at 14.8
Volts = 574 Watts. It was a respectable amount, and a
terrific boon when it was cloudy and the PVs weren't
producing.

Quest for the Holy Maximum Power Point
We needed a machine which would allow the Survivor to
run closer to her "maximum power point" – the
combination of voltage and current which produces the
greatest possible power. This was a job for a high current
DC to DC converter (or Linear Current Booster - LCB).
We chose the Sun Selector LCB40, a giant cousin to the
LCB20 and LCB3-4-8 units widely used for solar water
pumping and long distance power transmission. The
LCB40 uses high speed power switching circuitry to
efficiently convert high voltage, low current input to low
voltage, high current output (up to 80 Amperes). You can
think of it as a "DC transformer."

Set Yer Own Power Point
A knob on the front of the LCB40 lets the user set the
input voltage threshold. Whenever the input voltage is
reaches this threshold, the LCB converts the incoming
power to lower voltage, higher current output. Whenever
the input voltage is below this threshold, the LCB acts like
an open switch, and no current flows. In this way, the user
sets the "number of windings" of the LCB40 "DC
transformer." The ideal is to tune the voltage threshold to
the maximum power point of the power source. See page
34 in this issue for more on maximum power points.

We knew the Survivor was built to charge 24 Volt battery
packs, so her maximum power point is a little higher than
24 Volts, with considerable variance with windspeed.
After installing the LCB40, we set the voltage threshold to
near 27 Volts. When it's really windy we raise it to around
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30 Volts.

PV Examples
Most folks will probably buy LCBs for low-loss,
long-distance PV power transmission. Wiring panels in
series wastes less power to resistance wiring. See "Long
Distance Power Transmission" by Paul Cunningham in
HP #28. How many panels in series? This is limited by the
open circuit voltage of the string. Multiply the open circuit
voltage (Voc) printed on the back of each panel by the
number of panels in series. This must not exceed the
voltage rating of the LCB. LCB40s come in 50 Volt, 100
Volt, and 250 Volt models. A number of series strings may
be wired in parallel as long as the final output from the
LCB does not exceed 80 Amperes. Set the voltage
threshold on the LCB to your best estimate of the
maximum power voltage (Vpmax). For PVs, multiply Vpmax
(printed on the back of each panel) times the number of
panels in series to get Vpmax for the series string. If it's
hot out, subtract 10% to 20%. See "Home Power
Measures PV Performance" for Vpmax  at 50°C for various
panels, HP #24, page 26. A properly adjusted LCB will
help reduce line losses, and will cajole more power from
your PVs. However, you probably won't see the 50%
increase we see out of our wind generator. Our wind
generator was originally operating far from its maximum
power point, while your solar panels probably aren't.

Battery Charging Voltage Regulator
The LCB40 can be outfitted with a battery charge
controller, making it the LCB40CC. The charge controller
has a toggle switch for 12 or 24 Volt mode to match the
nominal voltage of your battery pack. You can order a
lead acid regulator (13 Volts – 15 Volts in 12 Volt mode,
26 Volts – 30 Volts, 24 Volt mode) or an alkaline regulator
(extended to 18 Volts in 12 Volt mode, 36 Volts in 24
mode). You can also choose three different regulator
types. The ECM1 ($99) is a switching series regulator,
which gives pulsed charges to the battery. The OVL
regulator ($50) is a constant voltage regulator. Both the
ECM1 and the OVL are for PVs only. For wind or hydro
turbines, a charge diversion (shunt) regulator option will
soon be available for around $100.

Packaging, Documentation, and Installation
The LCB40 arrived well packaged in nasty styrofoam
peanuts. The documentation for the LCB40 is short but
adequate. It tells you what the LCB40 does and what you
need to know to install and operate the unit within its
operating range. Installation is very straight-forward. The
LCB40 is 10" x 11" x 3" and mounts on a wall with two
screws. There are four wires to hook up, positive and
negative to the battery, and positive and negative from the
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Above: Current out verses current in for the LCB40 at
two different voltage threshold settings. The voltage of

our 12 Volt alkaline battery varied from 13.5 to 16 VDC.

Fluke 87 multimeters using 100 Amp, 100 mV shunts.

With a producer as large as a wind generator, this makes
a tremendous difference. We're now cooking extensively
with the microwave, and occasionally running electric
heat in the office. We know this is disgusting for a
renewable energy system, but we've got lots of power.
What to do? Soon, the hydrogen electrolyzers...

Efficiency
There are two different ways we can look at efficiency
here. Most important to us is systemic efficiency. The
wind generator/battery system is now at least 50% more
efficient than it was when the wind generator was directly

charging source. We commend Sun Selector for providing
large electrical terminals. These terminals, however, are
exposed from the front, and present an electrical shock
danger. To conform to the NEC®, the LCB would need to
be encased in an additional metal enclosure.

The Results
We now have a pronounced increase power. During the
windy winter months the Survivor put out a maximum 38.8
Amperes at 14.8 Volts = 574 Watts. In two months since
we've installed the LCB40, we've seen a maximum
current of 67.6 Amperes at 13.8 Volts (919.4 Watts). On a
windy day, we regularly see currents over 55 Amperes. In
our situation, the LCB40 delivers 60 to 90% more current
out than is put into it, as shown below in the graph. Input
and output currents were measured simultaneously with
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connected to the batteries. But with the wind generator
operating closer to her maximum power point, how
efficient is the LCB in transferring this power to the
batteries? Even before we took measurements, we knew
the LCB40 was efficient at its job because even when
cycling maximum power, the unit was barely warm.
Inefficiency in electronics shows up as heat. Efficiency
was calculated as Ef = (Vout X Iout) / (Vin X Iin).
Measurements were taken with three Fluke 87s and a
Beckman 2020. As an individual component, the LCB40 is
over 90% efficient in our application.

The Bottom Line
The LCB40 is very flexible. The LCB will enable you to
optimize the energy output of your RE power producers
by operating them closer to their maximum power points.
The LCB40's suggested retail price is $560 for a 50 Volt
model, and the 100 Volt model's suggested price is $680.
The 250 Volt model's price will be announced soon.
They're not cheap, but consider this: we're getting 50%
more power out of our $3,000 wind generator. In
situations where a substantial power producer is already
in place, adding an LCB can be by far the cheapest way
of putting more electrons in your battery. The LCB40 is
especially appropriate for:

• Long distance power transmission in PV systems

• Enabling 24 or 48 Volt, or higher, wind or hydro
generators to provide more power for RE systems with
lower battery voltages

Access
Authors: Chris Greacen & Richard Perez, c/o Home
Power, POB 130, Hornbrook, CA 96044 • 916-475-3179

LCB40 Maker: Bobier Electronics, Sun Selector, POB
1545, Parkersburg, WV 26101 • 1-800-222-3988
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Solar Electric
Education Kit
Practical, Simple, Durable, Hands-on

approach to photovoltaics

"The kit alone is good enough, but coupled with the manual
and lessons, the kit is educational dynamite."

                                              - Richard Perez, Home Power

Use in grades 4 - college. For information, contact:

Drs. Robert & Sonia Vogl, Solar Solutions

1230 E. Honey Creek Rd., Oregon, IL 61061 • 815- 732-7332
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ower distribution, overcurrent
protection, and instrumentation
can become a nightmare in large,

low voltage, RE systems. Our system
had grown to the point where we needed
a separate room just to house the fuses,
circuit breakers, shunts, disconnects, and
distribution terminals. Ananda Power
Technologies Power Center IV packed
our roomfull of equipment into a single
two foot by two foot box.

P

A Growing System
We were designing a special room just to house the
controls, inverters, fuses, circuit breakers, disconnects,
instruments, 120 vac distribution panels, and 12 VDC
distribution panels. The list of components that were
supposed to go on the three foot wide by seven foot tall
wall seemed endless.

I broke out Claris CAD, a Computer Aided Design
program, and tried to design the wall with all the
necessary equipment in place. The wall was simply too
small to house all the gear. Most of the space was
occupied by fuses, disconnects, circuit breakers and
instrumentation shunts. According to the NEC®, these
components must be housed in metallic boxes and must
be interconnected with conduit. Our wall shuddered under
a writhing mass of conduit snakes. I gave up and called
the folks at Ananda.

A Power Center
A power center is just that, the center of a power system.
It is where all the power inputs, DC outputs, and battery
input/outputs come together. A power center not only
elegantly and efficiently makes all the connections, but
also houses safety devices like fuses, circuit breakers,
and disconnects. In our case, Ananda's Power Center IV
allowed us to dispense with seven wall boxes and
eighteen conduit runs. The Power Center IV allowed us to
have the gear we needed without having to knock out the
wall and enlarge the power room. Without Ananda's
Power Center there was no way that we could cram all
that stuff on a three by seven foot wall.

Packaging and Docs
The unit arrived via UPS in two boxes because it was too
heavy to travel in a single box. The unit was well packed
with a bare minimum of ecological nasties. The
documentation is superb and goes far beyond just
installing the panel. It also covers wiring, battery care, and
general RE topics.

The Test System
Home Power's RE system in Agate Flat, Oregon is far
from typical. Ours is large (cycling about 7 kiloWatt-hours
each day) and needs to be heavily instrumented. Power
inputs include a variety of PV modules (28 in all) ganged
into four major arrays. Total PV power is about 1,150
Watts peak (80 Amperes at 15 VDC). We also use a
Survivor wind generator capable of delivering over 60
Amperes (via a Bobier LCB40) into the battery. The
battery holds 1,500 Ampere-hours at 12 VDC and is
composed of 150 NIFE, HIP-10, pocket plate
nickel-cadmium cells. We use both 120 vac (from three
different inverters) and 12 VDC (directly from the battery)
for appliances. Our system is designed and constructed
to meet all NEC® requirements. And the coup de grace is
that we want to be able to instrument every component
and function. The instrumentation alone requires eleven
shunts for current measurement.

The Power Center IV that Ananda made for us was
designed specifically for our system. Although Ananda
offers stock power centers, they will make virtually
anything you require. In our case, we really put them to
work. We not only wanted everything mentioned above,
but we had other very specific requirements. We wanted
the power center to directly connect to the 1.25 inch by
0.25 inch copper buss bar we used to connect the cells in
parallel. We provided Ananda with a very specific system
schematic, which specified everything. We also supplied
Ananda with a scale drawing showing exactly where the
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buss bars and cables would enter and leave the power
center. The power center they made met all specs and
bolted right up.

The Results
The Power Center IV we have contains eleven shunts,
four 50 Ampere circuit breakers for the PV subarrays, one
100 Ampere breaker for the wind generator, three 20
Ampere DC load breakers, and three 400 Ampere main
fuses/disconnects protecting the battery and three
inverters. All circuit breakers are DC rated Square-D QO
types and all fuses are Class T current limiting types. We
still have two open slots for input breakers and five open
slots for DC output breakers. Everything in the power
center is well connected using heavy wire, #00 copper
welding cable, and more buss bar. Voltage losses within
the center are virtually nonexistent: less than 0.1 VDC for
330 Amperes flowing through the center and into our big
inverter.

The net result of Ananda's Power Center is that we didn't
have to build another power room. Instead, Ananda made
us a two foot by two foot by six inch deep box that
contained everything we needed. The power center is
beautifully made and finished. For example, all the shunt
leads are wired to a barrier strip with twisted pairs. All
terminals within the center are plainly labeled. The center
meets NEC® requirements. It is safe and very compact,
which also makes it very efficient. The power center
reduced our losses by reducing the heavy cable and buss
bar that we would have used with separate boxes. The
power center vastly simplified integrating all our various
components into a system. It saved us mucho conduit,
many boxes, and hours of rectal pain.

Conclusions
Folks who are designing and installing their own systems
will find that the Ananda Power Centers provide simple,
compact, secure interconnection for their RE components.
In production versions, Ananda puts controls and the
actual instruments (instead of just shunts) inside the
power center. The power center will meet NEC®
requirements and the system is well protected with
overcurrent fusing and disconnects. The cost of regular
production centers varies from about $1,150 to $1,395
and this includes 4/0 cables for the inverter and battery.
Our power center was custom-made and is jam packed
with goodies that are not normally used in most systems.
Our center cost $3,000 and I figure that it was far cheaper
than enlarging the power room, installing all the gear in
individual boxes, and connecting everything with heavy
cables inside conduit. According to Ananda, about half the

power centers they build are custom-made at average
cost of $1,600.

If you are a dealer doing code systems, then you will find
an Ananda power center will simplify your design and
installation problems. It fits in a small space, will pass the
inspector's evil eye with ease, and costs your customer
less in labor, piles of boxes, and yards of conduit. Ananda
has attractive dealer pricing; it figures since these guys
started out as installing dealers.

My compliments to Ananda Power Tech for building
equipment of the highest quality. Further flowers for being
able to take Home Power's demented requirements and
actually make a center that works for us. Thumbs up,
guys!

Access
Author: Richard Perez, c/o Home Power, POB 130,
Hornbrook, CA 96044 • 916-475-3179

Everything has an end but a sausage has two.

Check your mailing label!
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ore muscles? No inverter? Chilly,
but don't want to turn up the
thermostat or start a fire? Don't

want to be bathed in electromagnetic
fields (EMFs)? Well, here's the heating
pad for you.

S
Relief
Since I entered middle age, sore parts have become a
problem. You know, those small aches and pains that just
appear and make getting out of bed tough. The 12 Volt
Products heating pad has come to my rescue.

The 12 VDC Specs
This heating pad is 16 inches by 14 inches with two
elastic straps to keep it in place. Its 18 gauge cord is six
feet long with a cigar lighter plug. The manufacturer says
it draws 2 to 3 Amps DC and the thermostat will maintain
temperatures of around 165°F.

The Test 
I have read so much about electromagnetic fields and ac
heating pads that I wanted to compare our DC version
with an ac model (see HP #23, page 24 for more on
EMFs). I trotted down to our local discount store and
picked up a 120 vac, three setting heating pad for $18.99.
It came complete with warnings not to use with infants,
invalids, diabetics, or bedridden folks. The 120 vac pad is
cheaper than the 12 VDC model at $26.99. This test
proved to me that cost isn't everything.

Chris and I set up two Fluke 87 multimeters, one to record
the amount of power used and one to take heating pads'
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temperatures. We also used an ac milligauss meter for
the ac EMF readings.

Just the Facts
The 12 Volt Products' heating pad temperature ranged
between 126.3°F and 152°F (a comfortable 140°F
average). When the heating pad was first plugged in it
drew 2.2 amps at 12 VDC. After the thermostat started
cycling, the average electrical consumption was 1.1 amps
at 12 volts or 13.2 watts. What I really like is that the 12
Volt Products' heating pad makes no measurable ac
magnetic field.

Then Chris and I tested the 120 vac heating pad. We put
the 120 vac pad on the medium setting (average 130°F)
The high setting was too hot (around 180°) for comfort
anyway. After a warm up period, we started recording the
data. The ac heating pad drew an average of 0.39 amps
at 120 vac or 46.8 watts. Its magnetic field output was
30.13 milligauss. That's 150 times greater than our
normal background ac magnetic field here on Agate Flat,
and much more than I want close to my body for hours at
a time.

Which One?
Which would you like to cuddle up with? A potentially
dangerous power pig, or a heating pad that uses less
than one third the power and has no dangerous EMF. An
easy choice for me. Sometimes I take 12 Volt Products'
heating pad to bed with me and sleep on it all night long.
It's warm, soothing, safe, and kind to our battery.

Access
Author: Karen Perez, c/o Home Power, POB 130,
Hornbrook, CA 96044 • 916-475-3179

Distributor: 12 Volt Products, POB 664, Holland, PA
18966 • 215-355-0525

SILICON SOLAR CELLS
FOR THE HOBBYIST OR PANEL BUILDER

+ GREAT EAST COAST PRICES ON
SOLAREX, TRACE, POWERSTAR &

EVERYTHING ELSE UNDER THE SUN!

Catalogue $3

Applied Photovoltaics
Box 2773

Staunton, VA 24401 • 301-963-0141
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BATTERIES
NI-CADS (RECONDITIONED) 160 AMP/HR.
$599 @ 12 VOLT (5 YR WARRANTY).

NICKEL IRONS (RECONDITIONED) 150
AMP HOUR $562 @ 12 VOLT (5 YR
WARRANTY).

NEW NICKEL IRONS 300 AMP HR. $1485
@ 12 VOLT (5 YR. FACTORY WARRANTY).

SURPLUS LEAD ACID STATIONARY
BATTERIES RECTANGULAR DESIGN/LEAD
ANTIMONY OR LEAD CALCIUM  $400 TO
$800 PER 12 VOLT SET DEPENDING ON
AMP HOUR CAPACITY AND AGE.  LIFE
EXPECTANCY IN HOME POWER USE 7 TO
10+ YEARS.  (PROVEN TO WORK UNDER
FIELD TESTING FOR OVER 20 YEARS.)

THE LINEAGE 2000 IS A PURE LEAD
BATTERY, 1680 AMP/HRS.  LIFE
EXPECTANCY UNDER FLOAT 50 - 70
YEARS.  THE FACTORY CONSIDERS
THIS BATTERY MAINTENANCE FREE.
UNMATCHED IN PERFORMANCE,
QUALITY, RELIABILITY, AND SAFETY.
THESE BATTERIES ARE 11 TO 15
YEARS OLD AND COST $1399 PER
12V.  1 YEAR WARRANTY.
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!!  EXAMPLES ON
FREIGHT:
REDDING, CA $230.
SACRAMENTO, CA $245.
LAS VEGAS, NV $300.
BRUNSWICK, ME $360.

CRUISING METER-AMP HOUR +
FOR ONLY $269 WITH ANY
BATTERY PURCHASE.

Rob and Jean Shappell

Northwest Energy Storage

POB 137, Colburn, ID 83865

208-263-6142 Northwest Energy Storage
LINEAGE 2000 Made in the USA

HARRIS HYDROELECTRIC

Hydro-Power for Home Use

632 Swanton Road
Davenport, CA 95017

"The best Alternator-based MicroHydro generator I've ever seen."
Bob-O Schultze

Hydroelectric Editor, Home Power Magazine

Works with Heads
as low as 10'

Prices start
as low as $695.
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hat comes in its own carrying
case, saves time, energy and
money, is efficient, looks good,

can be mailed anywhere, opens a whole
new dimension to your life, and is fun to
use? The answer is Solar Box Cookers
International's foldable, portable
cardboard solar cooker.

W

Packaging and Documentation
The unit arrived in a cardboard box (23" x 27" x 4") via
UPS, although it can be mailed anywhere there is mail
service. The box is sturdy and has a black plastic carrying
handle which is handy and probably kept it from being
tossed around by the shippers. In opening the box, I found
the instruction manual right on top. I like that.

The assembly instructions are great with step by step
procedures using both easy to understand words and
large, clear diagrams. I believe you could assemble this
cooker using only the diagrams if you couldn't read
English.

Amy Wilson (of Great Northern Solar) and I assembled
the cooker in about 20 minutes. To disassemble it and put
it back into its carrying case takes about six minutes. The
assembly instructions take up the first half of the manual
with extra instructions about using the oven in windy
areas.

The Box Cooker
The cooker parts come already covered with aluminum
foil. The window material is a double layer (thermal pane)

Above: SBCI's foldup solar cooker in action.
Photo by Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze
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of tough, 4 mm special polyester film which withstands
high temperatures and long exposure to sunlight without
getting brittle or cloudy. It is not puncture proof so it must
be protected from sharp objects. It is already attached to
the window frame. This means there is no gluing or taping
involved. In fact, no tools other than your mind and your
hands are needed to assemble this cooker. Even the
outside of the cooker is covered in foil, which gives the
cardboard some added protection from the elements. This
does not mean you can leave it out in the rain, however, it
simply means it will last longer in humid climates.

The Cooker uses one reflector that focuses sunlight
through the window. This reflector folds down over the
window and holds the heat until you are ready to eat.
Inside is a 19" x 23" x 6.5" cooking area. The unit weighs
eight pounds. It is a very attractive solar cooker.

The last half of the manual is instructions in English and
Spanish, and diagrams on using the cooker. Cooking
hints, times for various types of food, speed factors and
safety tips are included. There is also a short part about
how to teach others about solar cooking. The carrying
case has instructions in English, Spanish, and pictures.

Solar Box Cookers International is a non-profit
organization formed in 1987 to promote solar box cooking
for health and environmental benefits worldwide. SBCI
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provides educational materials and training on how to
make, use, and teach others about solar box cookers.

Performance
The SBCI cooker performed well in the field, literally. I
cooked a variety of foods, including chicken, rice, and
muffins. The one reflector design does not reach the
higher temperatures of the multi-reflector solar cooker but
the food still gets cooked. I also used a variety of
cookware; black pots, Visionware®, and black muffin tins.
I was pleased that so many types of cookware fit easily
into the cooker. I was able to cook several dishes at once.

Conclusion
I am very impressed with this kit. It is quick to assemble,
looks really nice, works very well, and costs $50. It can be
shipped easily. It stores and travels easily. The
documentation is wonderful. It is the best one-reflector kit
I have seen.

Access
Author: Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze continues to cook
with the sun c/o Home Power, POB 130, Hornbrook, CA
96044

Maker: Solar Box Cookers International (SBCI), 1724 11th
St., Sacramento, CA 95814 USA • 916-444-6616

• full line of PV equipment
• competitive prices
• personal service & support

Independent Energy Systems

• system design
• on site service
• installations
• free newsletter

Next Workshop October 4, 1992

209-877-7080
231 Main Street, North Fork, CA 93643

New 100 plus page Catalog $3 
Located Central Sierra near Yosemite, since 1983

SALE! Kyocera 51W

$310 ea. Qty 4

Made in USA 1 year Guarantee $249.95

Do It Yourself MIG Welding!

PROFESSIONAL WELDING
Aluminum, Steel & Stainless Steel

• Use any of 3 power sources

■  BATTERIES, ARC  or MIG     TOTALLY PORTABLE

• Weld Aluminum from 1/16" to 3/4"

• Weld Steel & Stainless 1/32" to 1/2"

• No gas needed
when welding
steel

• 30 to 200 plus
Amps

• 30 Day Money
Back Guarantee

MigMaster®

On-Line Marketing  206-775-4522 / 1-800-743-1403

Ecologic
camera-ready

Win a PV Panel!  Enter Home Power's Build a

Solar Cooker Contest!  See HP #28, page

48, or call 916-475-3179 for details.  Hurry,

contest ends 1 July 1992.
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Heat

request from a reader for an
inexpensive solar food dryer
spurred much response from our

readers. Here are two types of solar food
dryers we would like to share. One is for
humid climates, two others for drier
climates.

A

Solar Food
Dryers
Larisa Welk and Lucien Holy

Solar Food Dryer for Humid Climates

Larisa Welk
We dehydrate nearly all our food from our 1/4 acre garden
except tomato sauce, salsa, pickles, sauerkraut, juices,
and some fruit sauces. We also put spuds, roots, and
squash in a root cellar. Who needs a freezer? Our pantry
is crammed with organic, nourishing foods for our simple,
a la Nearings cuisine.

For years I tried about every solar dryer design
imaginable. The only common factor in all those attempts
was their very limited usefulness here in the humid upper
Midwest. None of them could reliably turn food into a
non-moldy finished product. Some didn't work at all if not
tracked periodically during the day. It was with this
background that the "idea light" came on in my head.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof Theory
One day I needed to dry a bunch of greens and the
current solar dryer was full (a couple of handfuls was all it
could handle). I had an old window screen lying around
and a corrugated metal roof built over our old
trailer-house. Using a ladder to get to the roof, I put the
screen down first and put the food on it. I wanted to keep
the sun off the food itself so I covered it with a piece of
black cloth. Then, to keep everything from blowing away
or being bothered by flies, I covered it with a storm
window that I had on hand.

Later that afternoon I thought I'd see how it was doing.
The greens in the "dryer" were still quite limp when I

crawled up the ladder to take a look at the stuff on the
roof. Much to my surprise, the roof-top greens were crispy
dry! It looked as if I had finally stumbled on something
that worked. I tried several other foods on the roof before
I was convinced enough of the design to build a unit at
ground level for easier access.

The Basic Design Principles
I found through experimenting that the primary ingredients
for this dryer were: corrugated, galvanized metal roofing,
screen, black porous cloth, glazing, and slope.

The sun shines through the clear glazing onto the black
cloth, heating up the air space under the glazing. The
corrugated metal provides air spaces under the screen for
the warm, moisture laden air to move. The air moves
passively upward along the slope, carrying away the
moisture from under the trays of food. The galvanized
metal also gets hot and reflects heat back onto the food.
This combination really gets the job done.

The Deluxe Super Dryer
Using these basic principles, I built a 4 foot x 12 foot,
waist high "shed" (I store extra wood under this roof). The
4 foot width enables me to reach easily from either side.
You could make this wider if you wanted. The roof pitch is
approximately 15 degrees. The legs are treated wood and
stick into the ground about 6 – 8 inch. Next I built twelve 2
foot x 2 foot screens made from 1 inch x 2 inch pine and
1/4 inch hardware cloth. This size of screen is easy to
handle. They were 2 foot x 4 foot and I cut them in half.

The glazing is Kalwall® Sunlite® and is the most
expensive part of the system (it holds up better than glass
in hail storms and weighs less). My neighbor has since
built a dryer and used acrylic glazing. It was much
cheaper but time will tell which material lasts longer. The
framework for the glazing is attached to the dryer with
T-strap hinges on both the north and south sides. These
were made into loose pin hinges so you can open the
dryer from either side by pulling the pins and lifting the lid.
A prop stick holds the lid open.

For cloth I've found polyester double knits resist fading
better than natural fibers (at last, a worthwhile use for this
stuff). Be sure to hem the edges so you won't end up with
fuzz or fibers in your food.

I use fiberglass screen on the trays to keep the food from
contacting the galvanized hardware cloth and also over
the top of the food to keep it from sticking to the black
cloth. I cut the screen double the size of each tray so it
can be folded over the food. Stainless steel screen would
be the best but I don't know of an economical source. If I
used it I would still probably use hardware cloth
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underneath for rigidity and because having removable
screen facilitates pouring food into containers and makes
cleanup easier.

What It Can Do
Even in Minnesota the sun can dry all of these foods
easily: apples, green beans, peas, corn, cabbage,
broccoli, cauliflower, peppers, kale or any greens, herbs,
melon, fruit leathers, strawberries & other berries, plums,
beets, onions, mushrooms, squash, eggplant, tomatoes,
asparagus, celery, bananas, etc. The dryer can also be
used to crisp bean pods for threshing, small grains before
storing, and to dry corn before shelling and grinding.
When using the dryer this way, I do not use the black
cloth since I do not want these items to get too hot (I save
seed from my beans and corn).

Techniques
When using a solar dryer, an accurate weather forecast to
ensure proper timing is essential. Really wet foods (corn,
melon, strawberries, etc.) will take at least two good days
of full sun. The first day is the most critical. The food
needs to get dry enough to coast through the night before
finishing off the next day. Sometimes food will not be
finished until the third day or longer, depending on the
weather. If food is nearly dry, a raining spell will only
postpone the process but the food won't spoil. Greens
and herbs will be done in one day. My definition of "dry" is
crispy for all vegetables, though fruits can remain
somewhat pliable.

Foods need to be cut in uniform pieces for best drying.
For example, you'll need to dry celery stalks separately
from the leaves. Placement in the dryer is important also
since the warm, moist air rises. Foods entering their
second day in the dryer should be below freshly cut up
foods. Herbs can always go lower where it is not quite as
hot. Foods dry faster if stirred once or twice although this

isn't absolutely necessary. Melons and other sticky foods
should be peeled from the screens when partially dry and
flipped before they become permanently bonded.

The only foods I steam blanch are sweet corn, peas,
green beans, and asparagus. Because of the length of
time it takes to pick and prepare the 18 to 24 dozen ears
of corn we normally do in one batch, we pick it in the
evening and steam blanch it immediately. I spread the
ears out all over the kitchen counters to cool for the night.
Early the next morning I cut the already somewhat
shriveled kernels from the cobs and have it all out into the
dryer before the sun starts it work. If I started in the
morning with picking, it would take until about 1:00 pm for
all the corn to be blanched, cut, and into the dryer – too
late for corn in this humid climate.

Be sure to put away your dried goodies before the
evening dew has remoistened them, but do allow the
foods to cool off if you bring them in during the heat of the
day. Store dried foods in airtight containers (a good use
for all those extra canning jars you won't be needing) in a
cool, dark place.

Improvements
In eight years of use, there are a couple of improvements
I would make. I would build all the trays and glazing
framework out of cedar instead of pine. Half of the original
dryer has been rebuilt so far since the pine didn't hold up,
even though the wood was painted with linseed oil.

Furthermore, I would make the slope of the unit
adjustable so it would work better later into the fall when
the sun is lower in the sky. Other than that, this dryer has
been a real workhorse. Some of my neighbors use the
dryer on my off days so it is often filled to capacity. With
nearly 48 square feet of tray space, it can preserve
enough food for a very large family or a group of smaller
families.

2" x 4" framework2" x 4" framework

2" x 4" framework

corrugations
run North-South

South

1" right angle 
brackets 
support 
screens

Cut away view from 
North or South side

2" x 2" framework

1" x 2" screen frame

hardware 
cloth

galvanized
 metal 
roofing

Kalwall

hinge
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(staple or tape on). Using a thermometer, you can quickly
arrive at a new design that works under your conditions.
You can, for example, enlarge your collector in a few
minutes with a razor, tape, and cardboard. Cardboard
solar ovens, popularized by Joseph Radabaugh's book
"Heaven's Flame" proves the practicality of this technique.

Collector
I use a collector about twice the size of my dryer section.
One advantage of using a separate TAP is that the area
ratio can be anything you need.

Insulation
In a hot climate you don't need insulation because the
temperature difference between the 110° – 120° inside air
and the outside in the sun is very little. In a cool sunny
area, insulation will improve performance. You can use
corrugated cardboard or use a double box with the space
filled with wadded newspaper. Since the insulation is on
the outside you may also use hard foam.

Glazing
I use Saran Wrap® glazing for my experiments because it
costs 2¢ per sq. ft., is easy to apply, heat resistant, and
food safe. Just tape or staple it to your collector. Oddly
enough, it worked so well that it became my standard
glazing, even for box ovens at 220°F! It is very thin and
very clear and passes more light than the usual glass,
Plexiglas®, Kalwall® and Sunlite®, etc. For oven use
apply it with a loose fit because it shrinks when heated,
Saran Wrap's® "cling" quality makes it unnecessary to
tape the 11 1/2 inch wide sheets together, just overlap
them one inch.

Air Flow
Moving air by the thermosyphon method requires a
vertical layout. If you want a really large collector, like 4

Door
Note: with large 
door needed for 

removable 
shelves, stiffen 

door and sides of 
box with strips of 

wood

Dryer Area
(insulation optional)

Shelving
To suit needs

1) fixed or removable
2)non-toxic

3) does not restrict air
circulation

Floor
for dryer area

scrap cardboard
staple Saran Wrap
to bottom to protect
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and make it easy

to clean

cut out end 
and fill in 

with scrap 
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cut off corner and 
match with intake 
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with wadded 
newspapers)35°
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with black 
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Air Flow
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3"
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w/flap
X

X

X
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Solar Food Dryer for Hot Climates

Lucien Holy
Some older books on food dehydration recommend
sulfiting even though it is now known to be very bad for
asthma sufferers. Besides, another name for sodium
bisulfite is "Sani-flush" toilet bowl cleaner! Yummy!
Another treatment is sulphur dioxide created by burning
sulphur. That is very polluting and breathing the fumes
can damage your respiratory system. Treatment with
ascorbic acid (Vitamin C), citrus juice, or nothing is more
to my taste.

The problem with many solar food dryers is that they are
often solar ovens with vents. One design even has
reflectors. If it looks like an oven, then on a good day it will
become an oven. A solar oven is compact, tightly sealed
and reaches up to 300°F. Even simple box ovens go over
200°F. In contrast, the requirements for food dehydration
are a constant change of air, roomy interior, and a
temperature of under 120°F (the temperature at which
nutrient loss begins) with little or no chance of reaching
cooking temperature. After all, food drying is a long
process, and you don't want to constantly monitor and
adjust the unit to avoid ruining the food through excess
heat. Direct sunlight on the food is undesirable as it tends
to bleach out color and flavor, and dry unevenly.

TAP
The solar device that does these things is not a solar
oven, but a Thermosyphon Air Panel (TAP), which is a
vertical solar air heater. My final designs are based on a
separate TAP collector and dryer box. A box is the ideal
shape for the dryer section, and is easily modified.
Oven-like designs result in cramped space, poor
ventilation, uneven temperatures, and odd shelf
arrangements.

Most old solar dryer
plans require 50 or more
hours of work, a shop,
and money. Worse yet,
they work well for
someone, somewhere,
but I have found that
dehydrators must be
designed for a particular
conditions and uses.

You can quickly make a
simple mockup with
cardboard boxes and
Saran Wrap® glazing

Below: Passive Food Dryer
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foot x 8 foot, then it can get rather awkward. If I were to go
to a really large unit I would use a horizontal collector with
positive air flow provided by a solar-powered fan. These
are available in several sizes and are not expensive. Solar
vents are perfect because they produce airflow in direct
proportion to sunlight. I have built a small unit of that type
because, stored vertically, it only takes up 1 sq. ft. of area
in my apartment

Tape
The best tape for solar use is aluminum duct tape like
Reflectex®. By the way, this tape makes quick, easy,
durable reflectors. Just apply rows to the backing until it is
covered.

Shelving
I'll leave the shelves up to you, to suit your needs. If you
use the usual aluminum screen, then you don't need a
frame for most sizes. Do not use lemon juice on your food
to be dried if you use aluminum screens. Use non-toxic
materials, wood dowels or strips, netting or cheese cloth,
etc. Remember, it must allow air flow.

Passive Food Dryer
This passive design uses two L=23 inch  W=13 inch
D=10.5 inch cardboard boxes with dryer dimensions of
L=13 inches W=10.5 inches D=10 inches. The one
disadvantage of corrugated cardboard construction is that
it deteriorates when exposed to the elements, especially
moisture. I brush on 50/50 polyurethane varnish and
thinner. This not only water proofs and preserves the
cardboard, but saturates it, bonding the fibers together for
a very durable material. Cure well in the sun before using.

Active Solar Food Dryer
This unit is based on a gadget from "Northern Hydraulics"

catalog. A solar powered fan with built-in solar cells for
$9.99. It's too feeble for its claimed purpose (but that is
what makes it so cheap!). It is just right to provide a
steady, gentle air flow in a small food dehydrator. This
style lends itself to very large units.

Access
Larisa Welk & Bob Dahse, RR3 Box 163-A, Winona, MN
55987

Lucien Holy, 8015 Spencer Hwy. Apt. #58, Deer Park, TX
77536

Northern Hydraulics, POB 1219, Burnsville, MN
55337-0219

Reader Response
We would like to thank all the wonderful readers who sent
in information on different solar food dryer designs. It was
hard to choose which ones to publish. There is definitely
interest in this subject!  Kathleen Jarschke- Schultze.

List of Books on food drying:
Dry It, You'll Like It  by Gen MacManiman, Fall City, WA
98024

How to Dry Foods by Deanna DeLong, HP Books, POB
5367, Tucson AZ 85703 • 602-888-2150

Understanding Solar Food Dryers by Roger G. Gregoire,
P. E., VITA, 1600 Wilson Blvd., Ste. 500, Arlington, VA
22209 • 703-276-1800

Food Drying at Home by Bee Beyer, JP Tarcher, Inc.,
9110 Sunset Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90069

Solar Drying: Practical Methods of Food Preservation
International Labour Office, CH-1211 Geneva 22,
Switzerland

Solar Food Dryer  by Ray Wolf, Rodale Plans, Rodale

Screened
air intake

Collector: (2) 23" x 13" x 10.5"
boxes cut diagonally and glued

together to form 44" x 13" collector
Saran Wrap® glazing

Optional foam insulation bottom and back

to dryer section

Dryer Section
made from

12" x 12" x12" box

Exhaust

$9.95 folding solar mini fan.
Cut 2.5" hole and plug it in–

adjust  PV panel angle
Below: Active Food Dryer
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Press, 33 East Minor St., Emmaus, PA 18049

A Handbook for Solar Food Drying  State Energy Office; 335
Merchant St., Ste 110. Honolulu, HI 96813 • 808-548-4080

Heat
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SANDERSON'S REBUILT VACUUMS
Specializing in 3 & 4 AMP Kirbys

Lower amperage Kirby's are the ultimate in chore relief -

kind to your batteries and back alike.

3 AMP - $175  4 AMP - $150
For More Information Call (408) 628-3362
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Things that Work!

Things
that
Work!
PC-Solar
Reviewed by Dan Lepinski

Things that Work!
tested by Home Power

C omputer programs to make better
use of solar energy in buildings
are beginning to make their

appearance. Some require that you have
a PhD to interpret the results. PC-Solar is
a pleasant exception.

The Program
PC-Solar is a computer program that's intended for use by
architects, designers, engineers, contractors, and
builders. It has but one purpose: to assist with the design
of windows and shade overhangs. PC-Solar will run only
on IBM compatible computers. It requires at least 640K of
RAM, DOS 3.0 or higher, and a VGA monitor. A hard disk
is mandatory as PC-Solar, stored in a "compressed" form,
expands out to nearly 1.5 MB when installed. A
Hewlett-Packard (or compatible) laser printer or 9 pin dot
matrix printer will provide printed copies. The manual
doesn't state the minimum processor required, but based
on my experience, the bigger and faster the better.

Getting Started
You don't have to be a computer genius to use PC-Solar.
The instruction manual is well written and guides the
first-time user through the simple automatic installation
procedure. Both 5.25 inch 360K disks and a 3.5 inch 720K
disk are included in the program package.

To me, a well written program means I don't have to wear
out the manual and telephone trying to learn how to use it.
PC-Solar succeeds on both counts. Although I am not an
architect, I was able to run PC-Solar immediately.

The Instruction Manual
PC-Solar is provided with a concise and clearly illustrated

22 page manual. Terminology is often explained with
examples that help to visually explain some of the
complexities in something as deceptively simple as
windows and overhangs. Numerous references to other
sources of information are also included.

Performance
I did not note any defects or incorrect answers. In fact,
PC-Solar kept me from accidentally entering some
incorrect values. At no time did the program freeze or
crash my computer. The manual does warn that some
invalid data can be entered that will result in some bizarre
results. It is up to the user to make sure the information
you enter is accurate. Mistakes are easily corrected by
editing on the screen. I tried the example in the manual
and understood the results without difficulty. A real life
example of our planned solar home also worked well.

I particularly enjoyed the "animation" feature included in
PC-Solar. It creates several window models on the screen
showing the effects of different seasons and times of day
on the sun angle and shading. It takes a little time for the
computer to set up the animation, but the results are
worth the wait. This is a really neat feature.

PC-Solar calculates angles and displays shading for all
sites in the contiguous 48 states. An internal list of more
than 30,000 U.S. cities and 45,000 ZIP codes makes
calculating latitude and angle information a snap.
PC-Solar can also calculate solar angles, and display or
print solar collector incidence charts to help orient solar
collectors to the optimum angle for energy collection.

Cost
PC-Solar is $45 a copy within the United States or $55
elsewhere. Site licenses for only $15 per additional
computer are also available. Group purchases in
quantities of 10 or more are offered for $27 per person.
Considering the obvious work that went into the software,
this is very reasonable. PC-Solar carries a 30 day money
back guarantee. This says a lot for the authors and their
confidence in the program. In addition, free updates are
offered if any formulas are found to be in error.

PC-Solar can be a useful tool to anyone designing
windows, shades, and overhangs. It is a quality software
package that should be found in the office of any
solar-minded designer, architect, engineer, or builder.

Access
Author: Dan Lepinski, 5905 NE 111th Street, Vancouver,
WA 98686 • 206-573-6596

PC-SOLAR, 3-D Software, Carlos Portela, POB 1373,
Poway, CA 92074 • 602-795-0284
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on the end. The barrel slips into a
little hole on the side of the
appliance. The barrel connector
makes contact with both the inside
(pin) and the outside (wall) of the
hole, for plus and minus.

My radio's cube eats normal 120 volts ac house current,
and creates 4.5 Volts DC. On solar, it seems a little silly to
run an inverter to boost 12 Volts DC to 120 volts ac, and
then transform back to 4.5 Volts DC. The conversion from
DC to ac to DC wastes energy. The second-hand DC has
ac ripples and noise in it. Also my inverter has a radio
frequency howl that interferes with shortwave reception.

Next to the power supply hole is a symbol molded into the
plastic. Your symbol probably looks like the one above,
except that plus and minus might be reversed — so watch
out! Alas, there is no industry standard on polarity on
these plugs.

My radio also runs on 3 "D" cells, nominally rated at 1.5
Volts each (3 times 1.5 Volts = 4.5 Volts). Battery
powered circuitry cannot be picky about input voltage.
New batteries start out peppy, but their voltage gradually
fades. The radio must be designed to run on a wide range
of voltages, to accommodate the waning batteries. A new
battery might measure 1.65 Volts. So you don't have to be
fussy when building your homebrew DC to DC adapter.

Home-Brew
My own high-current adapter uses an off-the-shelf voltage
regulator. A voltage regulator is installed at the tail end of
a power supply. The power supply industry routinely takes
120 volt ac grid power and creates low-voltage DC output
to run computers, TV's, anything with microchips. They
guarantee that power supply circuits produce the rated
voltage regardless of (moderate) variations in input
voltage or output current load.

Voltage regulators always need a higher voltage input
than they show at the output. They cannot be used to
"step up" a DC voltage. To pick the right voltage regulator
for the job, I went up to an electronics parts store. The
professional electronics store has a comprehensive
catalog of parts called the "ECG® Semiconductors
Master Replacement Guide." It turns out that
semiconductors are cheap as sand, which is what they
are made from in the first place.

Regulators come in two flavors, fixed and adjustable. With
adjustable ones you have to build a circuit around them to
adjust the voltage. I wanted to simulate a few "D" cells of
approximate voltage, so I just picked the closest available
fixed voltage regulator. This is called "engineering".

Homebrew

Homebrew

Need to run a 4.5 Volt (or 9 Volt) radio off
a 12 or 24 Volt battery? Ever wish for a
circuit diagram with only one piece in it?
Try this! It's as uncomplicated as one
bean salad: "Open can; eat."
I now run my 4.5 Volt shortwave radio directly from my 12
Volt photovoltaic battery system. Maybe you have a
similar problem (opportunity?) with an appliance that runs
on batteries or DC wall-cube adapter. This method will not
work if your appliance uses low voltage ac. If your wall
cube adapter says 120 volts ac input, OK, but if it says
any number of ac volts output, this solution is not for you. 

Lose Your Wall Cube
A wall cube is a plastic box with a small transformer in it,
meant to be plugged into an ac outlet. Its DC output is
usually delivered through a wire with a barrel connector

How To Run A 4.5 Volt Radio
Off A 12 Volt Battery

(A Beginner's One Piece DC Power Supply)

Joel Chinkes
©1992 Joel Chinkes

DISCLAIMER: This is designed for the complete beginner, but
not for the complete klutz. It is possible to hurt yourself and/or
damage your property if you are not careful. If you try this stunt
at home, be prepared to take responsibility for your own actions.
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Use What Works
Look in the ECG® Catalog under Linear IC (Integrated
Circuit) for the Voltage Regulator Selector Guide. You will
find a variety of useful output voltages to match any need,
and the input voltages they will run on.

In my case I chose the ECG309K. Rated at 1.5 Amps, 20
Watts, it eats DC voltages between 7.5 VDC to 35 VDC,
and puts out exactly 5 volts DC. It cost me $4.50, but I
saw one in a mail-order catalog priced at $1.39 + post. It
has two leads, input and output. Its metal case serves as
negative ground. The LM309K is an equivalent part made
by another company. If you want to run a 9 Volt appliance,
you can use the LM7808 or the ECG964. 

Why pick a 5 Volt regulator, when my radio needed 4.5
volts? I guessed that my radio was designed to operate
on anything from 3.5 to 5 volts DC with no problem,
because it is also battery powered. It has worked well in
the four years since I built the circuit.

The ECG® Catalog assumes that you are building a
power supply to convert ac to DC. Since your battery
powered input is smooth DC to begin with, you can safely
ignore all their unnecessary filtering advice.

Sink The Heat
To see an electric circuit designed to run red-hot, take a
peek inside your toaster. You do not want your voltage
regulator to glow. The regulator will get warm, making it a
"source" of heat. That heat needs a "sink", to keep it from
melting. Engineers use the word "sink" to mean "place
where stuff disappears or gets used up." The opposite
word is "source" which is where stuff comes from. You
can describe most of the known universe in terms of sinks
and sources. You must have a heat sink to get the full
rated wattage out of a voltage regulator.

If you use a regulator with twice or ten times the needed
power rating, it will not break a sweat. Just install your
regulator and the shiny metal box you bolt it onto will allow
what little warmth there is to radiate safely away. If you
cut it close on the amperage or wattage of your regulator,
you might need more of a heat sink.

How hot is hot? Test your heat sink by holding your finger
on the voltage regulator with your circuit operating. If it's
painfully hot, either use a bigger heat sink or select a
regulator with a higher amperage rating.

Final Assembly
Bolt your regulator to your metal box with star washers,
which dig into the metal box. Attach a solder lug (a
washer-like thing you can solder to) to the bolt. Solder the
ground wires from the 12 V and 5 V cords to the solder

lug (see HP #18, page 35 "How to Solder — The
Basics"). The metal box, the metal case of the regulator,
and two of your four wires must all make good contact.
Use rubber grommets to keep the input wires from
chafing in the side holes.

Avoid SPD
Twelve Volts, or whatever, goes in one pin of the
regulator, and five Volts, or whatever, comes off the other
pin. In the "positive TO-3 case style" for the ECG309K,
the shell of the regulator is common ground, and the two
pins of the regulator are +12 and +5 Volts. The catalog
description of each regulator will tell you which pins to
use. Be sure to look these up for the regulator you use.
You will experience SPD (Sudden Parts Death) if you are
sloppy.

Use a large enough metal box, so the wires inside will be
well separated. The larger your box, the cooler the
regulator will run. You can use lamp cord for your input
and output leads. Make sure to put a fuse in your positive
input lead, and be careful not to mix up plus and minus
when attaching your connector plugs. A mistake here will
also cause SPD. Solder a barrel plug to the output end,
watching out for polarity. When done, take a voltmeter
and measure the voltage and polarity you are about to
feed to your appliance.
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You could add an on-off switch and pilot light, on the input
and output side. You could add panel voltmeters and
ammeters to track results, or tail fins too, but be sure to
call them "heat sinks".

Parts List:
• Voltage Regulator, sized to fit your application
• Voltage regulator mounting kit (optional if you are handy

with a drill)
• Input power connector (male cigarette lighter plug)
• Output power connector (probably male barrel plug)
• Shiny metal box (also acts as heat sink)
• Rubber grommets to protect wire entry to box
• Wire, nuts, bolts, solder and a fuse

Access:
Author: Joel Chinkes, c/o Home Power, POB 130,
Hornbrook, CA 96044  The author has been living "off the
grid" since Feb. 1987. He knows all the words to "Ramblin'
Reck From Georgia Tech" and is a Life Member of Mensa.

Maker: Phillips ECG Inc., 1025 Westminster Dr., POB
3277, Williamsport, PA 17701 • 800-233-8767
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Terms of
Empowerment
Therese Peffer

©1992 Therese Peffer

Wiring snippet
Wires are standardized in size using the American Wire
Gauge (AWG). 4/0 AWG wire (meaning 0000, and
pronounced "four aught") is as big around as your thumb.
Number 8 is slightly thinner than a pencil. Wires are
made of low resistance materials such as copper or
aluminum. The wire or cable can have a single strand or
many fine strands like welding cable. Our batteries were
wired in parallel using #00 (2/0 or double aught) wire, but
it would have been much easier to bend had we used #00
welding cable. Wires can be bare or covered with
insulation. USE (Underground Service Entrance) wire is
insulated and can be buried. It is also UV resistant and
withstands the sun's ultraviolet rays.

All together now!
The sun shines on the cells in a photovoltaic panel. The
cells are wired in series – the negative side of one cell
has a wire connected to the positive side of the next cell
and so on. The voltage of the cells is summed just like
two 1.5 Volt flashlight batteries connect in series to make
3 Volts. On a sunny day a PV module produces about 3
Amperes of Direct Current at 15 Volts.

Our PV modules are wired in parallel with #10 AWG USE
wire – the positive leads are connected, and the negative
leads are wired together. The current is summed up over
the modules in parallel, but the voltage remains the
same, much like batteries may be connected in parallel to
increase the capacity (measured in Ampere-hours).

Wire running 125 feet from the PV modules to the house
is 1/0 (aught gauge). Since this is not USE, we place it in
conduit (plastic pipes). To reduce the amount of magnetic
interference we wrapped the two wires (carrying current
to and fro) around each other to make a twisted pair. The
wire is connected to a charge controller which determines
the voltage of the battery. When the batteries are full, the
regulator prevents any more electricity from travelling to
the battery and thus protects them from overcharging.
The DC electricity is converted to 120 volts ac through an
inverter.

Back to the Basics

A person new to home power encounters a lot of new
terminology. There are terms for electricity, then labels
and numbers on wires, and then equations for energy and
power. Understanding these is vital for understanding
home power. Here is a start!

Electrons: negatively charged particles that revolve
around a positively charged nucleus to compose a neutral
atom. Atoms are basic building blocks of all substances.

Electrical current: The flow of charged particles. The
number of electrons that pass by a point per unit of time.
The common symbol for current is I. Current is measured
in Amperes (A); one ampere equals one coulomb of
charge, or 6.25 x 1018 electrons, per second.

Direct Current (DC): Current flows in one direction in a
wire. Photovoltaic modules deliver DC current; batteries
store and deliver DC current.

alternating current (ac): Current changes direction. First
it flows in one direction, then the other to make up one
cycle. In the U.S., ac current has 60 cycles per second.
Alternating current is what the utility, ac generators, and
inverters deliver. A utility circuit rated at 120 volts root
mean square (rms) ac varies between +170 volts and
-170 volts. An appliance drawing 10 amperes rms has a
current that varies between +14.14 and -14.14 amps rms.

Resistance: The quality of a material that opposes
electron flow. Metals, especially copper, and ionized
liquids such as battery electrolyte conduct electricity well
and have low resistance. Wood, rubber, and plastic do not
allow electrons to flow easily, have high resistance, and
are insulators. Resistance is measured in Ohms (Ω). The
cross sectional area of material affects its resistance. As a
large pipe carries more water, a large wire has high
ampacity (ampere capacity), and less resistance.

Voltage: The "pressure" or electrical potential difference
between two points that causes the electrons to move.
The common symbol for voltage is E; voltage is also
known as the electromotive force. A larger voltage causes
more electrons to flow for a given resistance than a small
voltage. Voltage is measured in volts (v).

 Alternating current forms a sine wave (thick line). Most
inverters produced a modified sine wave (thin line).
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Back to the Basics

Some Basic Equations
Ohm's Law: I x R = E. Current times Resistance equals
Voltage. Ohm's law is good for measuring the loss in
voltage over the length of a wire. Look up the resistance
of a wire per foot in wire tables, and multiply by the
current that you plan to run through the wire. Another use
is measuring a current with a shunt. A shunt has a
determined resistance. We have a 500 Ampere, 50
milliVolt shunt in line with our amp-hour meter. The
resistance is 0.05 Volts / 500 Amperes = 0.0001 Ω. Since
we know the resistance, when we measure voltage across
the shunt, we can find the amperes of current.

Power: I x E = P.  Current times Voltage equals Power.
For Direct Current, multiply the number of Amperes by the
amount of Volts to get Watts, the term of electrical power.
For the PV module, 3 Amps x 15 Volts = 45 Watts. Power
produced or used over a certain time is Energy,
expressed in Watt-hours. For example, a 50 watt stereo
playing for 4 hours draws 200 watt-hours of energy.

Trying to clear up the confusion
In HP #27, I mentioned a discrepancy with my compact
fluorescent light. The 18 watt bulb draws 0.26 amps, but I
calculated 0.26 amps x 117 volts = 30.4 watts! A few
readers wrote to remark that I had neglected the power
factor. What is a power factor?

Power is figured differently for ac circuits. Both the current
and the voltage of alternating current change direction
constantly. For resistive loads, the current and voltage are
in phase – they follow the same rhythm and reach their
peaks and valleys at the same time. Resistive loads resist
the movement of the electrons. The energy dissipates as
heat and is used to an advantage in incandescent lights,

A photovoltaic
 module

Cells wired in series-

+

+
+

+

-

-

-

PV modules
wired in parallel

-

+

electric heaters, and toaster ovens. Some loads that are
not completely resistive such as compact fluorescent
lights cause the current and voltage rhythms to be out of
phase – they no longer rise and fall together.

When I multiplied ac volts x amperes, I had calculated
apparent power, measured in voltamperes. The equation
for true power is P = I x E x cosθ, where θ is the phase
angle between current and voltage, and I and E are rms
values. Cosθ is called the power factor, and equals the
ratio of true power (watts) to apparent power
(voltamperes).  (For a resistive load, θ is zero, and cos0
equals 1.) For my fluorescent light, the power factor
equals 18 watts/30.4 voltamperes = 0.6.

Appliances which have a power factor less than one
require that more power (apparent power) be available
from either the utility or the inverter. To power my light,
the inverter drew 15.18 VDC x 1.8 Amps = 27.32 Watts
from the battery. The inverter required 27 Watts to light
the lamp, but the lamp only consumed 18 watts. The
discrepancy between 27 and 18 watts is the inverter's
inefficiency made worse by the low power factor! The 18
watts on the name plate assume use on the utility grid,
not use in a system that makes its own power.

The bottom line
Both the utility and the home power system would like to
see a power factor of 1. If you're connected to the utility
grid, the meter measures the true power, and the utility
pays the difference due to a low power factor. If you
produce your own ac power, you care about the power
factor of your appliances. The name plate wattage will be
less than your inverter requires. One solution is to buy
fluorescent lights with a high power factor (0.9).

Just the very basics were covered here. More can be
found in a high school or college physics book, and it
helps to put your system together!

Access
Author: Therese Peffer, c/o Home Power, POB 130,
Hornbrook, CA 96044 • 916-475-3179

Do You Want To Start Business In Renewable Energy?
Do You Want To Find Distribution For Your Products?

SOLAR ELECTRICITY TODAY
Lists 800+ Dealers, Manufacturers, Mail Order Dealers And

Information Sources. It Costs $7 In The U.S., $9 To Canada/Mexico
Dealers List On Mailing Labels Available

THE PV NETWORK NEWS
2303 CEDROS CIRCLE, SANTA FE, NM 87505

505-473-1067
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Kid's Corner

Dear Home Power ,
I am 10 years old and am writing on a
computer run by solar power. We live in the
country on 120 acres all run by solar energy. I
really like the idea of solar power and
encourage people to use it . If we all used solar
power the environment would be a whole lot
better . So let's make it  a goal to use solar
power and help save the environment.

Love
Cerrithwen Genetti
Stewart Pt, CA

We welcome pictures and writings from kids of all ages.
Thanks, Aero, Cerrithwen, Drew, and the Fourth Graders
from Penasco, New Mexico!   –Therese &  the HP Crew
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Support HP Advertisers!

Atlantic Solar
Products
camera-ready

Sunnyside Solar
camera-ready

C. Crane & Co.
camera-ready

Wholistic approaches to 
technology and environment

Solar Mind is not just
• the 'cutting edge' of appropriate transportation
• a unique blend of mind, technology & environmental

issues
• what's available in alternative energy & transportation
• a forum for sharing of concerns & information
It's much more!  It's a spirit & community of
interests & concerns. Join us!

Home Power Special! Subscription: $15.00/year for 6
issues. Single issue $3.00

Solar Mind
759 South State #81, Ukiah, CA 95482

Lowest prices on Sunfrost Refrigerator/Freezers &
Solarex PV modules.

100 page catalog and design guide – $4. postpaid.
Julie and Mickey Wurl-Koth

W4622 Kyes Road, Tomahawk, WI 54487
715-453-2803

Solar Spectrum

Alternative Energy Systems & Components

®

AUTHORIZED DEALER
SOLAREX
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Home
  &

Heart

Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze

Home & Heart

I was holding off writing this column until we returned from
our first energy fair of the season. I didn't realize how
exciting it would be.

REEF '92 Rollin' and Rockin'
The HP crew had traveled to Northern California's Lost
Coast region to attend REEF, the 1992 Renewable
Energy & Efficiency Fair in Arcata. We spent the eve of
the fair with our good friend, Michael Welch, of the
Redwood Alliance. His Great Dane, Denali, welcomed us
graciously with many sniffs and presented herself for
rigorous petting from the crew. Denali is the largest dog I
have ever seen, but quite the gentle giant. 

The next morning we set up our booths at the fair site,
Redwood Community Park. The park provided a solar
exposed meadow surrounded by beautiful, towering
redwoods. As we set up we greeted many fellow
participants we know and see throughout the season at
other energy fairs: Dave Katz from AEE, Larry Schussler
from Sun Frost, Bob Maynard of Energy Outfitters, Greg
Williams from Six Rivers Solar, CCAT of HSU, and of
course Bob-O was there representing Electron
Connection. It's so good to feel the familiarity and
comradery of RE advocates.

A Fair Start
Amid the staccato beat of hammers the solar stage grew
and spread its wings of PVs into the sun. Redwood
Alliance provided the panels and inverters while AEE
brought the batteries and sine wave filter. Soon the sun
powered microphones carried the soft singing of a
women's a cappella group throughout the park.

Free shuttle buses, used to conserve fuel and parking,
brought the fairgoers up into the Arcata hills and to the
fair. REEF opened at 10:00 am, the earthquake struck at
11:06 am.

Quake and Shake
I'm a Californian. I know what an earthquake feels like.
There is nothing like it. I was talking to two women at the
booth. The ground jerked and started rolling. The two
women put their arms out for balance, then decided sitting
on the ground was the best place to be. I lifted my eyes to

the magnificent redwood trees that surrounded the park.
They lurched and swayed with the rolling of the ground.
My first thought was, "Please don't let the trees fall on the
fair." My second thought was that Bob-O and I were the
only EMTs at the park that I was aware of.

The quaking stopped. People shook their heads then
continued the conversations that had been interrupted.
The music from the solar powered stage played on. As
the day progressed we heard quake reports from newly
arrived people. One woman had been working on her
computer on the campus of Humboldt State University
nearby when the quake hit and grid power shut down.
Altogether 23,000 Pacific Gas & Electric customers lost
their power. Many gas line leaks had to be repaired, some
caused fires.

The epicenter was 40 miles south of us. Most of the
damage was in the towns of Petrolia and Ferndale.
Witnesses said power lines flapped into each other and
shorted. Eighteen to twenty houses were shaken off their
foundations. Many windows shattered. More than 95
people were hurt. No one was killed.

Unaware of the extent of the damage further south REEF
proceeded through the day till 7:00 pm. Over 2,000
people attended, gathering RE information, participating
in a variety of workshops, buying RE products and seeing
solar power in action, even after a major earthquake.

That Evening
After breaking down the booths, loading up, and helping
clean the park grounds, the crew headed off to the
Humboldt Brewery for dinner.

Dinner was an epicure's dream. We started off with
pitchers of the Brewery's own Red Nectar Ale and an
appetizer of prawns, marinated in red nectar served in a
sauce of chilies, garlic and a hint of an elusive spice. After
repeated tastings, Bob-O identified the spice – anise. The
crew's dinner choices included ribs, ravioli stuffed with
cheese and crab and Albacore Salad. All were superb, a
special treat after a long day.

That Night
Back to Michael's where we had dossed out in the loft of
his cabin, dormitory style. We got to sleep around
midnight. We woke up around 1:00 am to that now
familiar rolling sensation. The house shook but nothing
came loose. It was a while before we could sleep again.

At 4:20 am the rolling started again, punctuated by jerks
this time. We were all instantly awake. We were quiet as
the rolling continued for long moments. As the quaking
quieted we all started talking. We all agreed the last
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Is Your Inverter Covered?
Heinemann 250 Ampere GJ1 Circuit Breaker

$109.00 each for 6+      $127.50 each for 1-5
Inverters need safe disconnects and over current protection that
do not degrade system performance. Heinemann high DC
Amperage circuit breakers provide excellent inverter protection
for your  money.

• Disconnect and overcurrent device

• UL and CSA listed for DC service, NEC approved

• High DC fault protection: 25,000 AIC at 65 VDC.

• Suitable for use with the Trace 2012, stacked 2524,
UPG 1300, Heart 2800 watt, and other inverters.

• Compact in size (7" long). #6 - 250 MCM mechanical
box lug, 2 & 3 pole versions are available.

• Other breakers are available from 100 to 700 Amps DC,
please contact us for prices.

Note: 3/0 copper wire is minimum safe wire size for the 250 Amp
breaker ($3.50 for back mounting kit). Metal enclosure $64.00.
Shipping & Handling $3.50.

POB 242, ORCAS, WA  98280 • 206-376-5336 • FAX 376-3000

R a i n s h a d o w    S o l a r

Home & Heart

shock seemed stronger than the second and tried to
guess the Richter rating. Karen and I looked out the loft
window towards town and could see many small flashes
like lightning, which we guessed to be transformers
blowing. It took even longer to get to sleep after that.

The Morning
We took a quick trip to see Larry and his crew at Sun
Frost in the morning. After a Sunday brunch of larger
quantities of excellent Mexican food at ¡Hey Juan! Burritos
in Arcata, we headed out through the mountains back to
Home Power Galactic Central.

Shed Some Light
Pat Walker of LotsaWatts Solar has found the Lights of
America instant on fluorescent and light diffuser at the
Price Club store in her area.

Wet Dryer
I have built an active solar food dryer as per Lucian Holy's
plans. I made mine larger, as I have a large garden. So
far, the weather has not cooperated. I welcome the rain
though, and will report on my testing in a future issue.

Access
Author: Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze just paid up her
earthquake insurance and can be reached c/o Home
Power Magazine, POB 130, Hornbrook, CA 96044 •
916-475-3401

Pat Walker, LotsaWatts Solar, POB 167, Big Bend, CA
96011• 916-337-6687

Joseph Radabaugh's book of 96
pages with 11 photographs and
50 illustrations, provides plans
to build an inexpensive, efficient
solar oven from foil, glass, and
cardboard boxes.  Full color
cover and durable binding.
For under $15 (including cost of
book) you can be cooking with the sun.  Cook
delicious food, save money on cooking fuels and have
more time to do the things you want to do.

Get Out of the Kitchen and into the Sun!

Get the new revised edition of Heaven's Flame,
a Guidebook to Solar Cookers by Joseph Radabaugh  

Available for $10. postpaid inside USA (Mexico - 
Canada add $1, elsewhere outside USA add $2.00 S&H)
Make check or money order payable to:

Home Power Inc.
POB 275 Ashland, CA 97520  •  916-475-3179

Please allow four weeks for delivery

UTILITY INDEPENDENT
RENEWABLE POWER FOR

HOME & BUSINESS
YOUR NORTH COUNTRY SOURCE FOR:

• a full line of system components
• installation/distribution hardware
• energy efficient lighting &

appliances
• custom designed kits
• pure sinewave inverters
• solar hot water

* OUR PRODUCTS ARE
COMPETITIVELY PRICED *

WE SUPPORT A CLEAN ENVIRONMENT

BY DONATING A PORTION OF ALL

SALES TO GREENPEACE.

PV • MICRO-HYDRO • HYBRID SYSTEMS

• DESIGN • INSTALLATION • SALES •

SERVICE

69 THIBAULT PKWY.
BURLINGTON, VT

05401
802-863-1202
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Good Books

Good
Books

Finding and Buying Your Place in the
Country

by Les Scher

Reviewed by Dan Lepinski
There is a quiet revolution. Urban dwellers tiring of city
headaches and hassles are heading back to the country
in ever growing numbers. For those of you participating in
the rural revolution, this book should be your real estate
shopping Bible.

Since the author is a real estate attorney, I anticipated
much legal mumbo-jumbo throughout. Instead, I
discovered an exceptionally thorough and highly
organized book written in plain English. Mr. Scher brings
the complex issues of finding and purchasing rural homes
and land right to the level of the non-attorney -- but he
doesn't talk down to you in the process.

You are guided every step of the way. The book opens on
the subject of "Looking for Land" and concludes with an
extensive checklist useful for evaluating a
prospective piece of property before you
purchase. It covers easements, property
surveys, water rights, climate, and a wealth
of other topics vital to the rural real estate
customer. In our own search for land, I
have found the book to be an invaluable
source of information.

While most real estate transactions favor
the seller, Mr. Scher has produced an
exceptionally strong tool for the buyer. Of
note are the sample contracts included in
the book. All too often, we hear of a real
estate deal that went sour after the buyer
took possession. By following the Mr.
Scher's guidelines, the buyer should be
able to avoid or resolve the legal issues
before the purchase is finalized.

The author has included over 100 illustrations which
visually simplify otherwise verbally complicated material.
The concept of a picture being worth 1,000 words
certainly applies here. In addition, there is a
comprehensive section of reference materials listing
sources on land, alternative energy information, federal
and state government information offices, and a host of
other resource centers too numerous to cover.

Mr. Scher has recently revised his book for a third time.
This new revision is scheduled to be available from the
publisher (Dearborn Press) in mid-May of this year.

My own conclusions? Simple! I wouldn't go skydiving
without a parachute. I won't sit on the middle of a lake in a
thunderstorm. And I certainly wouldn't consider
purchasing rural land or real estate without the aid of this
book. This book is a fantastic tool for the rural shopper. It
really belongs under the heading of "Great Books".

If you're considering the purchase of a rural home or land,
"Finding and Buying Your Place in the Country" could well
be the best investment you could make.

Access
Finding and Buying Your Place in the Country by Les
Scher (ISBN # 0-02-008400-5) is available from your
nearest bookstore for $25.00. Revision three is published
by Dearborn Press.

Book Author: Les Scher, Attorney at Law, P.O. Box 780,
Garberville, CA 95440 • 707-923-2128

Book Review by Dan Lepinski, 5905 NE 111th Street,
Vancouver, WA 98686

Todd Forbes
camera-ready
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Happenings

HAPPENINGS
NATIONAL
Home Power Indigenous Materials Solar Cooker
Contest  We challenge you to invent, build and test a
solar cooker using materials, skills, and tools available in
any developing nation of your choice. Simplicity and
buildability are in — high tech is out! Send us your design
by July 1, 1992. The top final designs will be built by the
Home Power crew for the Solar Cookoff at SEER '92. 1st
prize: a Solarex MSX60 PV module, 2nd prize: a
Powerstar 200 inverter, 3rd, 4th, 5th prizes: an Osram
compact fluorescent or a Kyocera Jetski PV module. See
the April / May (HP #28) issue for more details.

Sun Day 1992 – Public Citizen and nearly 200 citizen
groups (including Midwest RE Assoc., Great Lakes RE
Assoc., Redwood Alliance, & just about every RE Assoc.
and environmental group you can think of), businesses
(including Jordon College, Snowbelt Solar, Lake MI Wind
& Sun, Integral Energy, Solsource & Home Power),
government officials and others announced plans to
sponsor SUN DAY 1992: A Campaign for a Sustainable
Energy Future. SUN DAY advocates a national energy
policy that, at a minimum, reduces the total energy use by
10 percent and triples the current contribution of
renewable energy (RE) technologies by the year 2010.
SUN DAY sponsored Earth Day renewable energy events
throughout the U.S. on April 22, 1992. The focus of SUN
DAY 1992's sponsors will be developing local and
state-level coalitions to advocate for policies supportive of
SUN DAY 1992's goals. Participating organizations will
provide information, encourage model programs, lobby for
RE friendly legislation, hold conferences, and distribute
information to schools, and colleges. For more info and to
find out how you can help contact: Public Citizen, attn.
SUN DAY 1992, 215 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Washington,
DC 20003 • 202-546-4996

The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) has
announced a year-long campaign to change the public
perception of solar power, wind power, and other
renewable energy sources. UCS will help interested
people to plan and carry out educational activities and
political actions that promote greater use of renewable
energy. Although the public likes the idea of using
renewable energy most people, including industry leaders,
utility planners, and government officials, think of
renewables as futuristic, backyard novelties. In actuality,
RE technologies could provide a much greater share of 

the nation's energy supply. However, current energy
policies have prevented renewables from penetrating
energy markets in a significant way.

The first step in changing the policies is to help people
understand the tremendous potential of RE technologies.
Public education will be a major focus of the "Renewables
are Ready" campaign. UCS activists will also focus
attention on policy-makers and work on changing the
regulatory climate to encourage the growth of
renewables. A set of eight posters is available covering
solar architecture, electricity from renewables, and
alternative-fuel vehicles. They're nice for setting a RE
tone at schools and local education events. All 8 posters
sell for $14 plus 20% shipping. For more information,
contact the Union of Concerned Scientists, 26 Church St.,
Cambridge, MA 02238 • 617-547-5552

Electric Vehicle Safety Survey: In order to establish
meaningful standards, the Electric Vehicle Industry
Assoc. is seeking data on the safety of EVs already in
actual use. Anyone who has had any experience with EV
accidents is invited to share their information. The survey
takes 10 minutes to complete. Final data will be made
available for publication. To participate, contact Shari
Prange, Electro Automotive, POB 1113, Felton, CA
95018-1113 • 408-429-1989

Renewable Energies/Conservation Directory will be a
listing of folks who have implemented conservation and
renewables in their homes, and are willing to share their
stories with others and at the same time help answer
individual questions. Categories: 1) USERS: those
employing a particular technology; 2) Providers:
businesses who deal in renewables/conservation.
Providers will be charged $25 to defray the cost of the
directory; 3) Networkers: users or aspiring users
interested in getting together to knock a few ideas around;
4) Homegrowns: those who are using a renewable
system that they have built from scratch; 5)
Owner-installed: those who purchased a system but
installed it themselves; 6) Educators: those who know
enough about a topic that they are willing to share their
knowledge in a lecture, slide presentation, or forum with
school or community groups (this is a most needed
category!). If you're interested, send your name and
address (phone optional) and category (s) to Julie Weier,
Midwest Renewable Energy Assoc., POB 249, 116 Cross
St., Amherst, WI 54406 • 715-824-5166

Elfin Permaculture is holding a number of workshops
ranging from one day to three weeks in locations around
the U.S. and Canada. Contact Cynthia Hemenway, 7781
Lenox Ave., Jacsonville, FL 32221 
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Audubon Solar Brigade If you pay an electric bill every
month, let them know you'd like to see more utility solar
power. The National Audubon Society's (NAS) Solar
Brigade is an effort to coordinate a million people
nationwide to demand 10% solar in ten years. Send a
SASE to the NAS, 950 Third Ave, Dept. AB, New York,
NY 10022 or call 212-759-6354 for more information, or to
become a Solar Brigade leader. In a similar vein, a roving
video/slide show and a free Audubon Technical Guide on
energy efficiency are available by calling 212-546-9195.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Low Impact Living Systems: Examine practical
appropriate technology with Bob McCormic, Bunky Hall, &
Ralph Keller from May 25-30. The workshop includes
assembling a home photovoltaic system, constructing a
passive solar water heater, and a look at functioning micro
hydro projects. $630 includes tuition, vegetarian and
seafood meals, and dormitory accommodation. Hollyhock
Farm, Box 127 Manson's Landing, Cortes Island, B.C.
Canada V0P 1K0 • 604-935-6465

CALIFORNIA
SEER '92 Solar Energy Expo & Rally in Willits, CA will
be held August 7-9. For more information, contact SEER
'92, 239 S Main St, Willits, CA 95490 • 707-459-1256.

North San Francisco Bay Chapter of the Electric Auto
Assoc.(EAA) holds meetings on the third Saturday of
each month at the Citibank conference room in Novato,
CA. For information on the EAA and the chapter nearest
you send an SASE to 1249 Lane St, Belmont, CA 94002,
or call 415-591-6698 (9 to 5 on weekdays).

AlTranEx'92 Sept. 9-13, at the Santa Monica Civic
Auditorium, will feature an electric vehicle endurance
competition, exhibits of electric cars, natural gas,
alternative fuel-flexible, solar, hybrids, conversions &
human-powered vehicles; photovoltaic & energy efficient
products, and environmental organizations. The Expo is
being held in association with Alternative Transportation
News, Energy West Publishers, & Greenbrokers. For
more info contact Greenbrokers, 279 S Beverly Dr, Ste
369, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 • 310-285-0093

Solar Cooker Conference June 19 & 20 at University of
the Pacific, 3601 Pacific Ave., Stockton CA 95211. The
conference will explore solar cooking to benefit people,
environments, and the quality of life on Earth in the
coming decades. There will be speakers from all over the
world, from sociologists to physicists to business people.

Sacramento Summer Solarbration Capitol Solar
Cook-off June 26, 11am - 2pm. Contact Solar Box
Cookers International • 916-444-6616

Solar and Electro-Expo September 19, Plaza Park, San
Jose, CA. The expo combines exhibits and seminars on
solar water , PVs, and conservation technologies. Contact
Mary Tucker, Northern Calif Solar Energy Assoc., POB
3008, Berkeley, CA 94703 • 408-277-5533

COLORADO
Solar Home Workshops will be held at the Solar
Technology Institute (STI). These workshops are for
owner builders and persons seeking careers as solar
professionals. • Wind Power-May 26-29, Hydrogen
Energy- June 1-4. • Photovoltaic Design & Installation-
July 6-17. • Advanced PV for Remote Homes (Richard
Perez guest instructor)- July 20-30. • Photovoltaic Design
& Installation- Sept 7-18. • Advanced PV for Remote
Homes (Richard Perez guest instructor) -Sept 21-Oct 1. •
Micro-Hydro Electric Systems-Oct 5-8. • Solar Home
Design & Construction- Oct 12-22. • Advanced Passive
Solar Design- Oct 26-Nov 5.

See ad on page 91. For a detailed description of SOLAR
HOME PROGRAM WORKSHOPS, costs and scholarship
information; write STI, POB 1115, Carbondale, CO
81623-1115 • 303-963-0715

Red Rocks Community College Solar Workshops:
Photovoltaics Workshop 3-14 August, Solar Domestic Hot
Water Workshop 17-21 August, Solar Controls Workshop
24-28 August. Contact Jim Klima, Red Rocks Community
College, 13300 W. 6th Ave., Lakewood, CO 80401-5398 •
303-988-6160 ext 320

FLORIDA
SunDay Challenge AE Vehicle Rally on June 14, 1992
sponsored by the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC) in
conjunction with the 21th American Solar Energy Society
Annual Conference, from Orlando to Coco Beach, FL.
The rally will include electric commuter and solar/electric
vehicles and other alternative fueled vehicles. For more
info contact FSEC.(see below).

FSEC Photovoltaic System Design Workshop Sept.
15-17, Dec. 9-11, 1992 at the Florida Solar Energy Center
(FSEC), 300 State Road 401, Cape Canaveral, FL 32920.
The registration fee is $300; target audience; solar
industry, engineers, government agency reps and
interested individuals. Call JoAnn Stirling at
407-783-0300, ext. 116.

The Florida House Foundation is building two model
homes incorporating passive solar architecture, energy
and water efficient appliances, solar electricity and hot
water, and edible landscaping. Contact The Florida
House Foundation, POB 21583, Sarasota, FL 34276 •
813-924-6833

Happenings
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IDAHO
Backwoods Solar will be holding two one day workshops
on photovoltaic equipment and installation, June 27 and
Sept. 5, 1992 (both are Saturdays). Each workshop is
limited to ten people. The cost is $40.00 per person,
non-refundable pre-paid, which includes lunch and a text
book ($30 per person if 2 people share the text book). For
more information contact: Steve or Elizabeth Willey,
Backwoods Solar Electric Systems, 8530-HP, Rapid
Lightning Creek Rd., Sandpoint, ID 83864 • 208-263-4290

INDIANA
3rd Annual Planet Fest '92, July 10 - 12, in Bloomington.
Workshops and booths on a veritable plethora of
sustainable lifestyle topics, solar powered performance
stage.Send a SASE to PF'92 c/o EBPX, POB 1328,
Bloomington, Indiana 47402-1328

MAINE
Hands-On Workshops will include; solar air heating,
solar water heating, solar cookers and ovens, solar
electric home, passive architecture, greenhouses and sun
spaces, and the immensely popular photovoltaics
workshop. The fee for each of these workshops is $25.00,
which includes lunch. For information on sites and dates
contact Richard Komp, Maine Solar Energy Assoc., RFD
Box 751, Addison, ME 04606 • 207-497-2204

MASSACHUSETTS
Solar and Electric Vehicle Symposium (S/EV'92)
Boston, October 9 - 10, 1992, sponsored by the Northeast
Sustainable Energy Assoc. (NESEA). "With clean air
legislation currently passed in the Northeast, the EV
market is about to explode, and new EV and components
for EVs are announced monthly," says Nancy Hazard of
NESEA. The S/EV'92 will be a forum for advancing the
electric vehicle market, infrastructure and technology.
Interested parties include NESCAUM, Electric Edison
Institute, the DOE, GM, Ford, Trojan batteries, the E.P.A.,
and Unique mobility. Call 413-774-6051

Solar Electric Inc. Workshop, June 6 and Sept 12, in
Worthington. $35 per person/ $45 per couple, see NEW
HAMPSHIRE entry for details

NEW YORK
3rd Annual Cortland County Energy Fair July 11-12 at
the Cortland County Fair grounds. Events include
workshops, vendors and exhibitors, live music, home
tours, a parade, and mountain bike rodeo. Contact Paul
Yaman, POB 306, Cortland, NY 13045

Solar Electric Inc. Workshop, June 20, in Plattsburgh
(W. Chazy). $35 per person/ $45 per couple. Call
603-525-3394

ONTARIO
Solar Powered Summer Solstice Concert in Toronto,
nine hours of live blues, jazz, folk, and rock bands,
Saturday, June 20. Contact Greg Allen 416-962-6193.

VERMONT
Sunnyside Solar Workshops one day workshops on
photovoltaic home electric systems: 1992 dates include:
June 6, July 11, August 1, Sept. 19, Oct. 3, & Oct. 24.
The workshops are limited to 8 persons, fee $95/person.
$35 advance registration required. For more info contact:
Sunnyside Solar, RD4 Box 808 Green River Rd,
Brattleboro, VT 05301 • 802-257-1482

WASHINGTON
Renewable Energy Fair & Symposium at the Bellevue
Community College, 13 June, with Electrathon racing on
14 June. Contact Olof Sundin J-121, 3000 Landerholm
Circle S.E., Bellevue, WA 98007-6484 • 206-641-2515

WISCONSIN
Solstice Celebration of Sun Power The 3rd annual
Midwest Renewable Energy Fair (MREF) is June 19-21,
1992 at Amherst, Wisconsin. The Energy Fair introduces
the public to a wide spectrum of renewable energy
technologies and their contemporary applications. For
more information about the Energy Fair contact: Midwest
Renewable Energy Assoc., 116 Cross St., Amherst, WI
54406 • 715-824-5166

Happenings

ENERGY
OUTFITTERS

Announces
the opening of their new store in

CAVE JUNCTION, OREGON

Serving:
OREGON & NORTHERN

CALIFORNIA

ENERGY OUTFITTERS
120 S. Redwood Hwy. POB 1888

Cave Junction, OR 97523
503-592-6903
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Electric Auto Assoc. of CA
camera-ready

ATN
ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION NEWS

SOLUTIONS •EDUCATION •NETWORKING •FOCUS

Everything from electric vehicles to bicycles.

Six issues per year for $20.

EARTHMIND
POB 743, Mariposa, CA 95338 • 213-396-1527

Where Everything Grows

Consider the acorn. Plant it in ground
and a tree grows. The acorn contains
within it all the information for the

growth, evolution and maintenance of the
oak tree. The information resides in the

DNA program matrix of the acorn. Just think
what could be done if we could decipher the programming
language of the DNA molecule. We could grow our houses,
power systems, transportation and much more.

Since complete understanding of the programming language
of nature will take time, research should be started now. The
fruits will be well worth the effort.

The basic operation of DNA is understood today. Attention
should now be directed at the differential spiral structures
and the dead areas of the DNA strands. It is also necessary
to understand the unfolding mechanisms whereby the
program appears to change as growth proceeds to new
levels. Chaos Theory may be helpful here. Someday we may
all be gardeners in an organic paradise.

the Wizard Speaks…

the Wizard Speaks…

MicroHydro
Specialists

10+ yrs. living with MicroHydro

Makers of 
'Lil Otto' Hydroelectric Systems
"He's a hard worker who doesn't

drink very much!"

Lil Otto is a
permanent
magnet
hydroelectric
generator.  He
works with as
little as 1.2 GPM or
Heads as low as 20 feet.
12 or 24 VDC output, up to 5 Amps.
Comes complete with manual and
right nozzle for your site.

$395. shipped free in Continental
USA, CA residents add 7.25%sales
tax.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Lil Otto Hydroworks!
Bob-O Schultze KG6MM

POB 203, Hornbrook, CA 96044

SIERRA
SOLAR

Photovoltaic Systems • Solar Hot Water
Design, Installation, Sales and Service

"serving the Sierra Nevada"

Jim Harper

HCR-1 Box 1064, Virginia Lakes, CA 93517

(619) 937-0307
CA Contractor Lic. #360454
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Letters to Home Power

We Print 'em Unedited.
Selected & Entered by 

Kathleen Jarschke-Schultze

Letters to Home Power

Code Reform
Dear Richard; After reading John Wiles' article on page 57
Issue #26 I feel compelled to respond. If you wish, let this
be an open letter to Home Power readers.

In several past issues of HP I have been reading John
Wiles' article on the NEC code as it relates to PV and
alternate energy industry. For the most part, with a few
exceptions, his "interpretation" of NEC codes has been
fairly reasonable and has shown a common sense
approach to electrical safety and reliability. The
information he gave in this last article taxes the limits of
common sense. Before you get the wrong idea, let me say
I feel the PV and renewable industry need to conform to
standards of safety and reliability as well as ease of
interconnect and standardization if the industry is to grow
and gain more acceptance by the general public. What we
don't need is a mindless adherence to codes that over
complicate, confuse and overprice equipment and
installation costs. Just because the NEC is almost
universally accepted as an authority doesn't mean it is
perfect and can be universally applied.

Case in point: In spite of his and the NEC's advice, I for
one, and I know I am not alone, do not recommend
grounding a current carrying conductor in a stand-alone
PV or wind system. I have had more strange problems
than I can remember that immediately disappeared when
only the equipment ground was used.

The second issue I wish to address is the overuse of
expensive and hard to find breakers. On page 58, figure
#1 and #3 need only one breaker. When the PVs are
disconnected from the controller through the breaker, the
system is dead. Period. I have yet to see a power
generating pump.

The third issue is the ridiculous use of a 75 amp fuse or
breaker and #6 AWG cable on a 4 panel pump system. I
don't care how many amps an LCB or current booster can
deliver, the system is still limited to 240 watts. It's watts, or
if you will, heat that will damage a wire not just amperage.
A 4 panel pump system using a 20 amp fuse and 10 AWG
wire is more than adequate. The only reason to use larger
wire would be to prevent line loss on long runs. The only

reason that a current booster would be delivering 55
amps at 4 volts would be locked rotor on the pump or a
dead short. In either case I would want the 20 amp fuse to
blow and protect my pump and controller. Also, most
current boosters only boost current in surge conditions
when full voltage is not available. In this latter case 240
watts is not even available making the 75 amp breaker
even more ridiculous. Also, I have yet to see a current
booster that can easily accept #6 AWG.

I design and install electrical equipment in aircraft for my
living and even as strict and "rule crazy" as the FAA can
be I must say aircraft systems are not as overbuilt as
John Wiles and the NEC are recommending. My favorite
bumper sticker is "Question Authority". I feel it is not only
time to question NEC authority but also a good time to
have those people active in using and building alternate
energy equipment help write the codes. Some of the
finest equipment built, is built for alternate energy markets
by manufacturers who are at the leading edge of safety
and reliability. Most of those products carry no UL
approval. I had a UL approved surge protector almost
burn my office to the ground. The problem was a
complete lack of quality, not a stamp of approval.

Thanks for listening. I am open to response and
constructive criticism. Larry Elliott, 27250 Willard Rd.,
Bend, OR 97701

You speak for many of us in the RE biz, Larry. Section
690 of the NEC needs to be ripped up and rewritten to
reflect the fact that MOST PV systems operate at less
than 50 VDC. The concept that neither the framers of 690
or Mr. Wiles seem to grasp is the one of self-limiting
wattage that you point out. A shorted PV output will
deliver the full rated amperage (Isc), but the voltage, in
that circumstance, drops to near zero. 

In the PV-direct pumping article that you mention
(HP#26), Fig. 1 is correct by NEC standards because
disconnection of ALL ungrounded conductors from ALL
sources is required (690-15). Ridiculous, but correct. I
agree that the pump in Fig. 3 would be much better
protected by one over-current device upstream of the
controller rated at 125% of the PUMP'S GREATEST
RUNNING AMPERAGE DRAW. The whole scenario
illustrates the ignorance of the NEC's provisions as they
apply to PV. By strict interpretation of NEC his analysis of
the example is correct and NOTHING gets protected
except the electrician who can disconnect the power
source and work on a dead circuit. The over-current
devices, which are set at 125% of PV or LCB output
capacity, will NEVER blow. How can they, when the
power production source (the PVs) can't produce 125% of
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antennae

excited electron

MIM tunneling diode

another
antennae

its own maximum output? This business of blindly
following the blind has got to stop if we're to survive our
own follies. Thanks for your letter.— Bob-O

New Under the Sun
Dear Home Power: I have just finished reading the article
on Lumeloid & Lepcon films written by Don Lancaster
from Radio-Electronics (Feb. 92 issue), and it was very
interesting new material to me.

Mr. Lancaster gave us your name to gather more
information so we can study this technology more closely.
It will be greatly appreciated if you could send us any
information you might have. If it has a price please let us
know how much. Thank you..

Mr. Timmermans, POB 1500, Grande Cache, Alberta,
Canada, T0E 0Y0

Lumeloid, and a similar product named Lepcon, are
fascinating new concepts in photovoltaics. They do not,
however, exist yet. The inventor, Alvin M. Marks
optimistically predicts three years more R&D work is
needed to bring them into production. We were sent a
collection of papers which explain how these materials will
hopefully work. The physics theory behind the design of
Lepcon and Lumeloid is optimistic but possible. After all,
plants do much more difficult things with energy from light.
But manufacturing these things will be very difficult, if not
impossible with existing technology. There is room for
surprises though: in 1935 Dr. Marks surprised experts by
introducing a 1000-to-1 cost reduction in materials that
polarize light. Dr. Mark's Lumeloid is very similar - though
much more complex - than the polarizing polymer film he
invented 47 seven years ago.

A Lepcon panel captures the energy from light waves
using tiny metal antennas, resonant with the frequency of
the light. Just as in a radio antennae, electrons are
shaken back and forth by the electric field of the light
wave. The excited electron is allowed to pass through a
one way valve, a metal-insulating-metal tunneling diode at
one end of the antennae. These antennas/tunneling
diodes are strung in series to raise the voltage, and these
strings built in parallel to increase the current. Marks
claims these will be 80% efficient and can be produced for
$0.50 a watt. Seems very optimistic to me.

Letters to Home Power

Below: Lepcon antennae/diode element

Lumeloid is similar except a long chain carbon molecule
called polyacetylene is used for the antennae – similar to
photosynthesis in plants; and an organic donor/acceptor
complex is used instead of the metal-insulating-metal
tunneling diode. In the donor/acceptor complex the
excited electron tunnels from a donor porphyrin ring to an
acceptor quinone ring. Somehow these molecules are
hooked head to tail, and electrodes are attached to the
final head and tail of each string. Dr. Marks seems to
think that the Lumeloid cell will be cheaper to
manufacture ($0.01 a watt) but may only last 6 to 12
months in the sun. 

It's not hard to predict that Lepcon and Lumeloid
technologies will both run into problems constructing the
microscopic antennas and rectifiers in the necessary
series/parallel configurations without too many
performance-robbing short circuits or open circuits. If
these cells work, they would revolutionize energy sources
for the whole planet. But I'm not going to hold my breath.
Texas Instruments Spheral cells will be on the market
much sooner - they already have working models. But
even these won't be seen until 1995. Meanwhile there's
plenty of applications for the panels available today.
—Chris

Cutting Edge
Dear HP; After struggling and failing to make a
multi-strand large gauge wire that was cut with wire
cutters to fit into a connector or lugs, I found a good
solution. A plumber's tubing cutter placed on the wire,
turned in the direction of twist of the wires, and used in
the normal way leaves a very clean round cut with the
strands twisted tightly together. Remove the insulation
and the exposed wire slides right into its final resting
place.

Thanks for a great magazine. It's sure helped get me
through some rough spots in designing and installing our
power system. Here's ten dollars for another year. Jack
Rogers, HCR Box 106 B, Bridgeville, CA 95526

Great idea, Jack! I tried it on a piece of 2/0 THHN and,
while it's a little slow, it worked pretty slick. The average
homeowner-installer isn't likely to have a behemoth
electrician's wire cutters on hand, and the tubing cutter
beats a hacksaw all to heck. Thanks for the tip! Bob-O

Castle Besieged
Dear Home Power; We were quite interested to read (in
the Feb/March 1992 issue) your lead story about Mike
and Waldi Rook's home—the design, remote location,
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and use of alternative energy sources are very similar to
our project. However, by paragraph six, we gasped with
dismay and bewilderment! With all the apparent care and
concern to build a comfy, energy efficient home... why
3100 total sq. ft.?!!! That's a huge living space for (implied
in the article) only two people! The materials, energy, and
money invested in a building of such size are great given
their impacts on already beleaguered ecosystems
(especially the forests, air and water), other life, and the
homeowner's life. Even when we can "afford" to be
extravagant, it's important to judge what price is paid
beyond one's mortgage—what can the Earth and future
generations afford? H.D. Thoreau is still correct..."The
cost of a thing is the amount of what I call life which is
required to be exchanged for it—immediately or in the
long run." Please, HP, don't miss opportunities to remind
us all that bigger is not always better, and certainly not
necessary for happy and healthy shelter.

We believe that an even greater impact from one family's
wasteful use of resources is its poor example. Too many
out there don't even think about waste, alternatives, a new
paradigm of a sane and less impactive life. Those who
know better really must realize that we teach by doing, by
trying as much as possible to live what we believe. Mike
Rook said "...We've given up nothing by using the sun for
our electricity, we've just learned to use it efficiently." We
suggest that space and materials be conserved and
enjoyed—by also using them efficiently, and with
gratitude.

"Live Simply So That Others May Live" is not just a lovely
thought, but a code of action that we must incorporate into
all our lives. And, more sane and less complicated lives at
that! From the shack, Allen and Renée Cook, 15060 Kelly
Canyon Rd., Bozeman, MT 59715

Well, Alan and Renée,  first off, know that we (five of us
on the Agate Flat HP crew) live and work within a 627
square foot building. Until six months ago, it was only 416
square feet. Karen and I have lived like this for the last 22
years. And we are happy doing so. While I share your
concern for waste and choose also to live simply, I am not
adamant that others do so also. Alarm bells go off in my
head when I hear, "a code of action that we must
incorporate into all our lives." This is America, and one's
choice of lifestyle is one's own. If you knew Mike and
Waldi, then I'm sure would would feel differently about
them and their castle. They, with their own hands, built a
home that will last more than a century. In terms of
materials use, it is more effective than ticky-tacky built to
last 25 years. In terms of space, that's up to the dweller. If

you want a bowling alley in the living room, then fine, just
power the setup with RE so I don't have to eat your
pollution.

Home Power is about renewable energy. My goal is to
spread the use of renewable energy throughout our
country and the world. As long as using RE is associated
with "doing without", then this goal will remain unfulfilled.
To this end, you have lately been seeing some upscale
systems within our pages. Please consider this tactic our
attempt to convince mainstream America that RE can
indeed cut the mustard. You will be seeing more smaller
systems in the future issues. After all we all started out
together, just two hippies in a PV-powered tepee. While I
am content to be a forty year old hippy, I don't ask
everyone to take this trip. It's really up to each of us. And
that's what freedom is all about. — Richard

Wouldn't you like to educate all of the energy and
resource-guzzling industrialized world about renewable
energy? If our industrialized world hooked up to
decentralized renewable energy, would we learn in the
process to waste less of all resources? That's my hope. I
think decentralized RE inherently teaches us to be aware
of what we consume. Spreading this message means
installing renewable energy systems in places which will
make the Rook's house look like a hut. In the broad
perspective, I think renewable energy is most effective if it
poses simply as a tool. Power whatever you want, and
we'll work to see that it can be done with RE. — Chris

EV Perk
Dear Richard and Karen; I just finished converting a Fiat
x1/9 to electric power. I'm about to drive it 28 miles one
way to work. The drive involves a long 6% uphill grade, so
this inaugural voyage will be a true test for the practicality
of electric cars. I work as a solar panel engineer for
Hughes Aircraft's spectrolab Subsidiary. I'd love to
laminate a few thousand of our 21% efficient gallium
Arsenide/Germanium (GaAs/Ge) solar cells onto the
vehicle's roof! I am planning to run my house on solar
energy. While the car is away from the house the PVs will
power the refrigerator and other loads when electricity
costs are high. You see, I have a digital time-of-use (tou)
meter installed at my house because as an electric
vehicle user I pay only 4.5¢/kWh between 7 PM and
11AM. During the day I pay 13.5¢/kWh (11AM to 7PM).
That's why my PV will save me a lot of money. Sincerely,
Gregory S. Glenn, 12561 Indianapolis St., Los Angeles,
CA 90066

You bet, Greg! As more utilities move to TOU metering,
PVs will look even better. My congratulations on the EV,

Letters to Home Power
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keep us posted on how it pulls that long grade — Richard

Surplus Review
We have bought many items from surplus catalogs,
especially Jerryco. The ammeter that reads our power
usage is an old X-ray gauge for $3.50 each. Some of our
cable is old power company line etc. I wish you would
have a regular column on low-budget items and sources.
What to look for when buying odd stock (sometimes I
think I might be able to use something but I'm not sure
and I don't want to take the chances either in safety or
cost). Maybe you could even offer a service to surplus
places by reviewing applicability of their offerings to AE
users and supplying that info to all of us. I don't want to
get absurd about it, but it seems to me if you are going to
offer "Rook's Castle" you could offer hard-scrabble AE.
Here's my renewal and keep up the great work. Cheers,
Jeff Mann, Old Stage Rd., Arrowsic, ME 04530 

My favorite catalogs are the ones from the surplus parts
houses, Jeff. Unfortunately, we don't have the bucks or
the time or the personnel to test all the wonderful Junque
that's out there. More's the pity. We will, however, print
any and all info about junqueing from readers.

A fair number of folks like yourself have asked to see
more low-ball RE. We're looking for some small systems
to feature. One problem is that a lot of small systems (and
a fair number of big ones) put in "on the cheap" are sadly
lacking in the safety department. In some cases, the
system owners understandably don't want the notoriety. In
others, we don't exactly want to promote those kinds of
cost-cutting measures. Ya know?— Bob-O

Connections
We like your magazine as it is the only grass roots RE
information that we can find. Your mag helped us believe
in, design, and install our PV/gen set hybrid system.
There is no information available in Canada (magazines,
catalogs, newsletters) that we can find. We know there
are more like us on our side of the border and would like
to hear from or about them. Keep up the great work and
information. Clint and Karen, Box 94, 150 Mile House,
B.C., Canada, VOK 2GO

Yours is not the only letter we have received about
connecting up with other RE users in a particular area.
Sometimes we get requests for a mailing list of
subscribers in the reader's location. Home Power does
not give out mailing lists of subscribers for any reason, but
occasionally we'll print a letter. If you want to get to know
local RE users I suggest taking out an ad in the local
paper, or one of those 'ads only' papers that are
distributed free. Another option is to place an inquiry on

any public bulletin board available. These can usually be
found at cafes, grocery stores, hardware stores and
laundromats. Bob-O and I picked up our coveted HP #1
by reading a notice at the local laundromat.

The MREF is putting together a directory of folks wanting
to share their RE experience with others (see p.79 this
issue).— Kathleen

Resource Directory
Dear Home Power Crew; Attached is my renewal for a
first class subscription for another two years as well as
the readers survey on the Home Power (HP) book. (That
has got to be one of your best ideas yet.) I specially like
the appendix of your 900 RE businesses. Everyone
interested in RE knows that the hardest thing is finding
where to go for Information and Commodities. Maybe
once or twice a year you could update the RE businesses
with a column or two in HP Magazine. But however it is
printed put me down for a copy.

Here is something else to think on. How many of those
900 RE businesses have gone public? With our savings
accounts making squat, it might be a good idea to try
something else. Besides can you imagine the boost it
would have on the RE market if all the HP readers would
buy just one share in one company. How about a RE
stock index list in HP. If not does anyone know of such a
list? Keep up the good work and we'll see you all at SEER
'92. Thank you, Jim Miller, 4920 E. Holly, Phoenix, AZ
85008

The PV Network News puts out an annual resource
directory, Solar Electricity Today. Beside solar it also
covers hydro, wind, pumping, inverters, motors and tools,
trackers, lighting refrigeration and lighting. It is $7 from PV
Network News, 2303 Cedros Circle, Santa Fe, NM 87505
• 505-473-1067. Also there is Solardex, a Resource
Guide for Renewable Energy & Conservation. The last
comprehensive issue update was March 1992. Mail $10
to Solardex, 109 Fire Lane, North Cape May, NJ
08204-3417 - Kathleen

PVs on Track
Dear Home Power People; Enclosed is $10 for my
subscription renewal. Your magazines are always very
informative, but in issue #27 the black and white photos
have unusually poor contrast.

Your unfortunate battery experience suggests the
desirability of battery containment. An insulated but
unheated outdoor enclosure does not really protect
lead-acid batteries from extreme cold weather. Perhaps
an externally vented acid resistant enclosure would allow
smaller battery banks to be kept indoors at room

Letters to Home Power
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temperature with reasonable safety and protection against
battery leakage or explosion. What materials could be
used to build a box to contain leakage of electrolyte?

The arguments of thermal vs. electric PV trackers are
interesting, but what about trackers vs. more PV panels?
In higher latitudes, trackers give the biggest boost to
summer PV output which may not be particularly useful
for general household needs. An equivalent value of
additional PV panels would give more output than a
tracker during short winter days when lighting loads peak.
So far your system reviews have not detailed seasonal
variations in power supply and demand on different PV
systems. I realize that this would require considerable
instrumentation and I'm not criticizing your work, just
suggesting possible avenues for future research.

As for trackers, how well do they perform in very windy
conditions and in snow and ice? What is the total output
each month vs. fixed panels at a given latitude? These
would be good subjects for objective analysis. It could
begin with a mathematical prediction based on cloudless
days, followed up with actual field tests. I'm sure many
people would be interested to know whether trackers are
cost effective for their situation. Clive Ellis, 2039
Manzanita St., Klamath Falls, OR 97601

In response to your comment on the photos, Clive, we
send our masters off to the printer and when the
magazine comes back to us what is done is done. We
constantly strive for better quality and clarity in HP.
Sometimes our printer does too… - Kathleen

Clive, I've seen some large containers with tight fitting lids
made by Rubbermaid™ that would hold one or two L-16
type batteries. They'd be pretty easy to connect with PVC
conduit for the battery interconnect cables and vent to the
outside with small plastic or rubber hoses.

Starting this fall, Home Power will be doing the kind of
research you suggest. We'll be tracking (pun intended)
the outputs of three identical 8 module arrays. One array
will be on a thermally-activated tracker, one on an
electrically-activated tracker, and one fixed array. Stay
tuned.— Bob-O

Wonder Washer
Hello Folks; I'd like to share a bit of my tinkering that
turned out well; a washer motor swap. But first a little
background. Our first child was born in 1980 and the
weekly 30 mile round trips to the laundromat grew old and
smelly quickly. I tried operating our Kenmore washer with
an old 3 1/2 HP Briggs engine but it worked poorly and
was a pain. After the birth of our second child in 1982 the
buckets of smelly clothes doubled. We soon moved back

across state to my hometown and into an old frame house
and onto Alabama Power. We had bought PVs through
Joel Davidson in 1981 and I continued to use them for
lighting but wanted to expand their usefulness. We bought
a Heart 1200 to run the 1/2 hp jet pump and the washing
machine. Unfortunately the Heart wouldn't start the well
pump and got very hot running the washer. I grew
uncomfortable using the washer on the inverter so I finally
plugged it back into company power. But I never gave up
hope of repowering the washer.

In 1986 I bought a rather compact Bosch PM motor from
Surplus Center (Lincoln, NE) rated 1 hp at 24 VDC, 2500
RPM. That September I removed the old 1/2 hp AC motor
and bracket. I welded a couple of 3/16" x 1" x 4 1/2" strips
to the motor end of the bracket, drilled 4 holes and
mounted the Bosch motor. A 2" motor pulley put the
washer speed about right on 12 volts. I screwed a double
pole 30A AC relay to the back of the cabinet and
connected the old AC motor wires to the coil of the relay.
The fused 12V supply goes to the normally open relay
and from the opposite side of the points to the Bosch
motor. The washer cord is still plugged into an AC power
source. When the washer control energizes the old motor
circuit it activates the AC relay instead and in turn the
Bosch motor. That's it! I washed a 2 day pile of clothes
and could hold my hand on the motor. Amp draw was
16-21 depending on the washer cycle. I was thrilled. This
was almost too good to be true so I tacked a calender to
the wall beside the washer and October 1st 1986 began
putting a pencil mark for each wash load on that date.
Here is a summary:

          # of Loads
Oct.-Dec.  1986    102
    1987    578  Aug. 5 Lindsey born 
    1988    715
    1989    654  Dec. 26 Sarah born
    1990    830
    1991    791
January 1992     83

And it's still working! I replaced the drive belt and the fill
hoses last fall. Any problems with the conversion after
over 5 year's use and 3,700+ loads of clothes?
Occasionally the relay points will stick and I'll have to
thump on them with my finger. Good ole Steve Willey
helpfully suggested a capacitor across the points which I'll
do when I find one. Hard to believe this is the same
second hand washer given to my wife by her mother back
in 1978, the same one I briefly ran with a lawn mower
engine. Thanks for your time, Michael C. Gibbs, RR1 Bx
16, Ranburne, AL 36273 
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Wow, Mike, that's great. Talk about exhaustive testing.
You have taken the environmental refrain Reduce,
Recycle and Reuse two steps farther, Research and
Re-work. One thing I found out in doing a conversion on
our washer is that washers are different. Even washers of
a certain brand, while maintaining a certain familial
similarity, can be very different when it comes to parts and
power usage. That said, congratulations, you do good
work. - Kathleen

Hot Hose
Dear Friends; Tom Brandolini's solar heated shower letter
in HP #27 moved me to try 200 ft. of 5/8" el cheapo mesh
reinforced garden hose up on my asphalt shingle roof. I'm
now down $48 (hose, adapter from an old shower head
supply to one of two "Y" connectors [with shutoff valves],
assorted hose ends).  R & D cost money!

Today, early March, it's 80° in the shade, the roof shingles
are at 130°, shower water is 110°, way too hot for me.
Thanks to the "Y" connectors it's easy to blend in cold
water to suit.

At full flow, no blend, the hot water lasts 1 minute 24
seconds before you feel it cool down. Water storage is
about 3 gallons, delivery is 2.2 gallons 1 minute, full flow.

Up on the roof the ticket seems to be to lay the hose out
in back and forth straight lines, weighting the turnarounds
down with bricks or some such.

I wasn't that smart at first, so I tried laying a close-spaced
spiral out on the patio floor, fastening the coils to a 12' 2x4
with finishing nails bent over. 200' was only 4' diameter.
Second version spaced the coils 3/4" apart. One to 1 1/2"
spacing would be more like it, would let the roof recover
heat faster and there would still be enough room on the
2x4 for another 100' of hose (300' total).

Getting 200' topside is a pain. The coil spacing gets
messed up and it's a chore to recover the patio layout. I
flopped it over to put the coils in best contact with the roof.

The $48 hurts. That's a year's worth of electric water
heating at 20 minutes a day. At least I won't have to
spend it again next year, but I wonder if your readers have
cheaper solutions to the hot water heating problem.
Regards, Art Rhoads, 1321 Hollyhock Circle, East
Jacksonville, FL 32211

Well, Art, there is no really cheap DHW if you have buy
every little part you use. We must all learn to improvise
with the materials at hand, to the greatest degree. I refer
you to HP #11 page 19, for another type of passive DHW
project that gave us lots of hot water through years of use
in the non-freezing seasons. - Kathleen

Northern Exposure
Hi; Hello from the frozen north and thanks for your
invaluable magazine. We were pulling 24 Amps at 12
Volts, 6 hours of the day today. Daylight is about 7:30 to
19:00 now and gaining about 6 minutes each day.

Our batteries were full about 17:00 so we cooked dinner,
or supper depending on where you are from, in the crock
pot. What our system needs is more batteries. On a bright
sunny day around here we are scrambling to use the
excess power. We usually eat breakfast off the electric
skillet and then do laundry or do small construction
projects. I say small construction projects because our
Turbo Trace 2012 will not start our table saw. It will power
all of our other Craftsman power tools from a skill saw to
a half in. drill including grinders, scroll, saws and belt
sander.

This letter is coming from a Corona Portable PPC 400
and a Star impact L.Q. daisy wheel printer, I have a
personal problem reading a dot matrix in a letter. These
have all run off the Trace 612, 2012 and the Statpower
200 without any problem whatever since 1987. We also
operate a G.E. vg 7620 VCR with Samsung 19" color TV
and a Nikon 8mm Vn 810 video camera off the inverters
mentioned. We have not tried the VCR and the TV on the
Statpower 200.

The laundry gets done in a J.C. Penny compact washer
with an extractor. We have not used our old Maytag gas
engine wringer washer since we got the Pencraft at a
yard sale for $50.

We live on a remote Homestead in the Alaskan outback,
21 miles by snow machine from the end of the road, 20
miles from Homer, Alaska on the beautiful Kachemak
Bay. Please don't sigh and think that this is the life.
People pay dues wherever they live, the dues are just
different. Don't get me wrong, we love it. It isn't an easy
life, we home school a 14 year old and a 5 year old, both
daughters. We chose it, live it and love it, but I wouldn't
recommend it to many people.

Now for the main reason for writing: please send HP #14.
I cannot find mine and I need the information on noise
filtration from the 2012 inverter. If there is more
information or your readers have any ideas please send
them. We are going crazy from the speakers buzzing on
the 12 volt DC am/fm cassette stereos and 110 AC stereo
systems. Also the SunFrost makes an annoying buzzing
on the VHF Radio phone when it is on standby or when
transmitting. Please also send HP #4. Enclosed is $24
MO to cover back issues and two more years of HP, we
run out on #30.
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Please don't ever forget the EXXON VALDEZ and what
reliance on fossil fuels really costs us before and after the
pumps. I helped pick up and catalog too many of my
dead, wild, friends from bears to puffins and everything in
between. It still really hurts.

Keep up the excellent work and drop a note if you plan on
visiting Kachemak Bay on the Kenai Peninsula Alaska.
Sincerely, Dennis W. Wade, POB 1848, Homer, AK
99603-1848

Well, Dennis, I wish we could say we have the noise
problem totally licked, but we don't. Standard solutions
like additional filtration of the secondary side of the units
power supply work. Line filters work. And sinewave
inverters work. All these solutions are either difficult or
expensive. Best thing is to pack a small inverter into the
stereo store and see if the stereo you are buying is quiet.
You can cure the buzz on 12 VDC stereos by adding a
choke like the RS# 273-104 found at Radio Shack. Add a
large capacitor (100,000 µF. or more) to the power leads
after you wrap each in its own choke. This usually does
the trick on 12 VDC audio gear. — Richard

Battery Containment
I disappear from social interaction the day Home Power
arrives. Richard – I placed a large piece of swimming pool
liner (free from the pool store backyard) in the bottom of
my ventilated battery box to contain any spill before it
leaked into the ground. Thanks for the tip on Muriatic Acid
- the folks at Minn. Pollution Control here had NO idea
how to handle such a spill as Potassium Hydroxide and
Cadmium. Jim Marquarat, 1500 Duluth St., St. Paul, MN
55106

Thanks for the pool liner tip, Jim. The credit for any
science I know goes to Wally Novak, my Physics teacher
at Portsmouth High School, Portsmouth, NH. While the
acid will neutralize the caustic electrolyte, it dosen't deal
with the for the cadmium, so look sharp and dispose of
the neutralized residue properly. — Richard

Modified Windcharger
Dear Home Power Folks; I want to share some of my
experience with a modified Windcharger in response to
Peter Donovan's letter on Pg. 92 of HP #27.

We have an old Windcharger with 6:1 gear ratio and an
11" blade. The generator that was with the unit was
rewound from 32V to 12V. However this proved
unsatisfactory as the commutator was unable to take the
increased amperage at 12V. It was a two pole generator. I
would think the chance of success of rewinding a four
pole generator would be much better.

While I haven't mated an alternator to the unit, I have
successfully adapted a different generator to it. It is one I
found in a surplus catalog 10 years ago. It was listed as
being four pole, 24V 40A. The four field coils were wired
in series for 24V so I reconnected them in a
series-parallel combination for 12V. By running the
generator at 12V I get the same amperage at 1/2 the
RPM.

To adapt this generator to the Windcharger I used the
front end plate off the original generator in place of the
front end plate of the "new" generator. Luckily they both
used the same bearing, so that fit fine. The new generator
had a 1/2" larger diameter outer case so I made some
spacers out of 1/4" square steel rod to go around the
circumference of the original end plate. This centered it in
the new generator. My machine shop consists of a
hacksaw, a file and a drill and that's all that was needed.
A friend with a lathe turned down the shaft a small
amount so the gear could be attached.

This unit has been in use for about 10 years. It now
supplements our PV system, but at first it was our only
source of power. It starts charging in a 7 MPH breeze and
puts out 40A in an 18 MPH wind.

Over a year ago I obtained a blade activated governor
from Thomas E. Hill Jr. (mentioned in HP #17 pg. 30). It's
a ruggedly built unit and operates like the governor on
late model Jacobs machines. Unfortunately it still hasn't
made it to the top of the project list. So I can't yet report
on adapting it to the Windcharger. The Windcharger air
brake governor works reasonably well to 30 MPH or so,
but I wouldn't trust it in a storm. We keep the Windcharger
furled whenever we're away from home and there's any
chance of high winds.

Hope this might be of some help. Thanks for the great
work you are doing. Bruce Johnson, 7605 N. Post Rd.,
Spencer, OK 73084 • 405-771-3551

Hi, Bruce, thanks for sharing your wind generator
expertise with our readers. — Richard

City Solar
Dear Sirs/Mdm; Now that my favorite magazine
newsshop has grown unfamiliar with Home Power I'm
pleased to give you the business directly. You have one
of the most interesting magazines on the racks. And it's
so full: if you have to choose one day between a skinnier
monthly and this fat bi-monthly, please know that the
product as published today is well worth the wait.

I'm curious. How many "dense urban" subscribers do you
have? I would imagine that most of your readers live
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"remotely". But I would hope that I'm not alone foreseeing
a variety of applications of ideas from the pages of Home
Power here in the city. The appeal of ingenuity and
independence isn't strictly a rural, back-to-the-land
phenomenon, as I'm sure many of your readers already
know. Considering the price of electricity and the waste of
energy here on every block, there must be some grid
inter-tie or even energy independent living going on
somewhere in New York City. I've understood that NYC
code and insurance requirements (to cover elec. utility
workers) are the highest hurdles here, after
cost-effectiveness. But there must be some pioneers.
How about an article? At the very least, your readers
should understand that PV powered emergency phones
line the Beltway beside the Verrazano Narrows and the
drive through Prospect Park (Olmstad's best park) in
Brooklyn, just as they do in more "likely" (remote) solar

Letters to Home Power
territory. The message that cost-effective applications of
solar technology are here now even in New York is lost
on most New Yorkers, of course. But therein lies the
opportunity. As much as I feel compelled to applaud our
local utility (Con Edison) for its conservation efforts and
programs (compact fluorescent light-bulb giveaways, free
energy audits, etc.) it would give me great joy to see a
group of independent-power visionaries give it a run for its
money right in the heart of the grid. If Home Power has
inspired other urbanites, perhaps you could even give us
a column. Keep up the good work (and grow slowly).
Sincerely, Bill Epes, 246 Union St., Brooklyn, NY 11231

Well, Bill, about half our readers live in urban areas. The
other half live in some of the most remote places you
could imagine. Most of the core HP crew, those who
actually do the day to day grunt work on this magazine,
live in the outback. We can only write about what we
know. So how about it urbanites, let us know how you are
using RE and conservation in the city. — Richard

"Don't be a fool," says Hijo the mule,
"Eventhough I'm barely able, I still read
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Learn to design and build state-of-the-art solar
homes that are self-reliant, thermally efficient,

healthy to live in, and environmentally
conscious.

The 1992 SOLAR HOME PROGRAM
consists of the following 

`How-to' and `Hands-on' Workshops:

❏ Solar Home Design Principals -  2 weeks
Learn the fundamentals of solar and energy efficiency • Passive
Solar Concepts • Design Guidelines • Construction Techniques
• Insulation Strategies • Remodel/Retrofit Opportunities • Solar
Water and Air Heating • Sunpaces and Greenhouses • Case
Studies and Tours of successful designs.  A comprehensive
overview for those who want to design/build.

❏ Advanced Passive Solar Design - 2 weeks
Learn state-of-the-art design tools • Super-Insulated Building
Envelope Design • High Performance Glazings • Daylighting •
Building Science • Progressive Building Techniques • Health
Issues • Mechanical Systems.  For professionals  who understand
solar principles.

❏ Photovoltaic Design And Installation - 2 weeks
Learn to design and install solar electric systems. • Fundamentals
of Practical Design/Sizing • Typical Applications • Hardware
Selection • Safety • Case studies • Field Installation. For those
who want to use PV or seek employment in the renewable
energy industry.

❏ Advanced Photovoltaics For Remote Homes - 2 weeks
Guest Instructor: Richard Perez, Home Power Magazine.
Learn to design/install residential systems • AC/DC PV/Hybrids •
Lab Exercises • Hardware Selection • Code Compliance •
Wiring • Retrofitting Appliances • Water Pumping • Case
Studies and tours. For those with  experience in PV systems.

❏ Micro-hydro Electric Systems - 1 week
Guest Instructor:  Don Harris, Harris Hydroelectric • Learn  to
install residential systems. • Advanced Design/Sizing •
Commercial Products & Suppliers • Safety • Site Installation.  For
those who want extensive field experience installing working
systems.

❏ Wind Power - 1 week
Guest instructor: Mick Sagrillo, Lake Michigan Wind & Sun.
Learn to design and install wind generator systems. •
Aerodynamics • Generators, Alternators & Induction Machines •
Tower Design • Site Analysis/Sizing • Safety • Energy Storage •
Legal Issues • Hybrid Systems • Installation Procedures.  Get
practical experience designing and erecting wind generators.

❏ Hydrogen Energy- 1 week
Learn how hydrogen can be used in energy applications. •
Fundamental Principles • Safety • Historical Overview •
Electrolizer Theory and Operation • Storage • Available Products
• Appliance Conversion • Fuel Cells • Future Perspective.

Learn Solar Energy Technology

SOLAR TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE

Tuition: $350 per week. Discounts for full-time participants and
those attending multiple workshops.

For more information, contact: 

SOLAR TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE
P.O. Box  1115, Carbondale, CO. 81623-1115
or call Ken or Johnny at (303) 963-0715, FAX 963-3198

"I've worked with Ken and Johnny. Not only do they know their
stuff, but they effectively and quickly teach their hands-on
knowledge to others. STI offers the most comprehensive,
intensive, and practical training... STI is your best source for
training."  Richard Perez, Editor – Home Power Magazine.

Hydrogen Energy

Photovoltaic Design and Installation

Advanced PV for Remote Homes

Photovoltaic Design and Installation

Advanced PV for Remote Homes

Micro-Hydro Electric Systems

Solar Home DesignPrinciples

Advanced Passive Solar Design

June 1-4 

July 6-17 

July 20-30 

Sept. 7-18 

Sept. 21 - Oct. 1 

Oct 5-8 

Oct. 12-22 

Oct. 26 - Nov. 5

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
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Wire We Here
Dear HP; After reading several articles about wiring, I still
feel there must be a better way for those of us who do not
use an inverter and are running on 12 volts. I have put
terminal blocks in some junction boxes instead of using
wire nuts. I find the process of wiring up and stuffing #10
wire into boxes to be difficult if not impossible. Is there
some info on what type of terminal blocks to use and if
there are any out there that would make it easier to put
both positive and negative blocks in the same box and still
be safe? I seem to be having a problem with the
disconnect switch coming from the panels to the batteries.
I used #6 wire to carry the output of the panels (18 Amps)
about fifteen feet to the fused disconnect. The wire itself
does not feel hot under load but the box itself gives off a
lot of heat and there does seem to be some discoloration
of the wire insulation where it joins the lug. The
connections are all screw type, I have tightened them all
though they were really not loose and there is no
evidence of corrosion, etc. The switch itself has an arm
which is split in two and closes with a spring action on the
contact from the input. Any ideas?

Finally, I bought a lot of "Thinlite" fixtures from several
people who had originally been 12 Volt but had switched
to the grid. Many of them do not work. Is there any easy
way to determine what is wrong with them? I called the
company, but they said they do not give out diagrams as
that is "proprietary information." At $35-$50 a shot I
suspect they should be worth the fixing.  Jeff Mann, Old
Stage RD., Arrowsic, ME 04530

Jeff, I can't find anything in the NEC that specifically
prohibits you from mounting terminal blocks within a
junction box. There are, however, rules about the
maximum number of conductors that are allowed in a
given size box. For 10AWG wire, you need to have 2.5 cu.
in. of box space per conductor. A spliced or tapped
conductor, ie. one that is connected by two terminals of
your mounting block, counts as two. A "mounting yoke or
strap containing one or more devices" (which pretty well
describes your terminal block, I think) counts as 2
conductors. So, a junction box containing 4 wires
connected through a terminal block mounted in the box
would need to have a minimum of 25 cu.in. of volume. In

this example, you'd probably use a 4 x 4 x 2 1/8 box with
a 30.3 cu.in. capacity. Fortunately, as of 1990 all boxes
are required to be marked with their cu.in. capacity. So
you can leave your calculator home when shopping. 

It's hard to guess what the problem is with your safety
switch box, but I'd try cutting off an inch or so of wire and
carefully re-stripping it. You might have inadvertently cut
off some wire strands either during your initial installation
or by over-torquing the connecting screw. Removing the
screw and polishing the connector with some fine emery
cloth wouldn't hurt either. You'll disconnect the PVs first,
yes? On the fluorescents, if all the dead "Thinlite" fixtures
in the world were laid end to end...they'd be much easier
to crush with a Cat before recycling. Nuff said? Bob-O

I have owned six Thinlite 12 VDC fluorescents; they all
died within a year of installation. Even when they were
working, they ate expensive, special fluorescent tubes like
peanuts. I would not recommend them to anyone.  The
failure is usually in the transformer (a custom-made job)
or the final transistor (grossly underrated and poorly
heatsunk). They are not worth your time to fix as they will
surely fail again. Put your energy into something that
lasts. If you want good, efficient, and long lasting light,
buy 120 vac OSRAM EL-series fluorescents. If you have
more than three lights, then it is cheaper, quieter, and
more efficient to buy the OSRAMs and a small inverter
like the PowerStar 200. — Richard

Cold Charge
Dear Folks; I have a question about the statement I came
across in a woodworking magazine on care of cordless
drill batteries. It states, "On the other extreme, don't
recharge or use your battery when it's below 32°. This
can seriously damage the chemicals within the battery
and cause one or more cells to short."

I use my Makita 6093 cordless drill outside all winter
(often below 0°F) and charge the battery in an unheated
building. I thought NiCads could take the cold. Ernie
Soya, 44 Nota Rd., Wauconda, WA 98859 

Sintered plate nicads (like AA, C & D) can be discharged
and recharged at well below 0°F. The problem with the
Mikita and other rapid chargers is that they use a
temperature sensor to determine when the battery is full.
If the battery is very cold, then the sensor never operates
and the battery can easily be overcharged. If you are
using such a charger in the cold, only leave the battery in
the charger for 1.5 hours. After 1.5 hours of charging, the
battery is full. If you wait for the automatic temperature
sensor to terminate the charging process, you may
damage the cells from overcharging. — Richard

Q&A
Q&A
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Panel Puzzle
Dear Richard; I have some questions about solar panels I
hope you can help me with. 1) In low light conditions, such
as a cloudy or cloudy-bright day, does a single crystal PV
panel perform any better than a polycrystalline cell panel
such as Solarex and Kyocera? 2) Also the ads for
Electron Connection say Kyocera PVs (the finest kind)–
what makes them better than other brands? I hope to buy
some PV panels soon and can't decide if I want the
Hoxan 4810 or Kyocera J-51. Both panels seem to be a
good value. 3) A friend of mine has a solar array of 3
ARCO M75s and 1 Solarex panel. The Solarex blue
anti-reflective material has turned to a brick red color on
some of the cells. Will this cause a loss in the cells'
output? Have you seen this before? Thank you for your
help, and for such a great magazine. Yours truly, James
A. Fasano, Rte 35 POB 193, Townshend, VT 05353

In dim light conditions, the single crystal cells will
outperform the multi crystal types. This is because the
single crystal types have higher conversion efficency.
However, this is a moot point since neither technology will
produce squat without sunshine. In reality, there is very
little difference between one brand of PV and the next.
Kyocera does have the best warranty in the industry (12
years!), and we have found their modules to be
consistently under rated. On the other hand, Solarex tests
and rates each module individually, and this rating is
super accurate. Hoxan modules are very well made, meet
specs, and carry a ten year warranty. Choosing a PV
module is a little like ordering ice cream; I like Ben and
Jerry's Cherries Garcia, how about you? The discoloration
in your friend's module is common among older modules
that used ethyl vinyl acetate (EVA) as a pottant. It seems
that EVA pottant outgasses acetic acid which attacks the
tantilum pentaoxide anti-reflective coating on the cells.
This usually produces a miniscule power loss in the
module. In some cases the attack is more severe and the
acetic acid eats the metalization on the cell. If the current
handling traces are affected, then the cell can lose an
appreciable amount of power. Run an IV curve on your
friend's module, and if it is below spec, then I'm sure that
Solarex will make good on their warranty. — Richard

Modified Cheap Trick
I enjoyed your article in HP #27 about the benefits of
using a true sine wave to power delicate electronics, like
TVs and radios. A year ago I was disappointed with the
lack of filtering on my "Statpower Prowatt 250", which
produces the modified sine wave. In true HP fashion, I
was looking for a low cost solution to the interference
problem. One day it occurred to me that a hundred ft.

extension cord might make a good low pass filter. Sure
enough, the distributed inductance and capacitance of the
cord (16AWG) eliminated all the interference; it doesn't
seem to matter if the extension cord is coiled, linear or in
a tangle. While still not as good as a sine wave inverter,
this easy-to-do trick may help some of your readers utilize
the inverters they have. Toby Schneider, POB 333,
Pearce, AZ 85625

Great idea! And the price is right. It would be interesting
to compare the efficiency and the filtering ability of your
extension-filter with the commercial ferro-resonant
transformer filters. Chris

Hydrogen Hurdles
Dear Home Power: I have a few questions I would like
you to answer for me. 1) What is the BTU comparison of
one kWh of electricity through resistance heat verses
electrolysis of water and combustion of the resulting
hydrogen? 2) How many cubic feet of hydrogen at
atmospheric pressure will be in a 100 cubic foot tank at
150 PSI? 3) What is the BTU per cubic foot of hydrogen?
Thank you for your assistance in this. Your time and help
are greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Lee Porter, 5543 E.
Sugar Creek Rd., Preston, ID 83263

1) If you put one kWh through a resistance heater you will
get all of that energy out as heat. Electrical heaters are
nearly 100% efficient (at making heat). An electrolyzer is
best at around 75% efficient (25% showing up as heat).
Burning the hydrogen is nearly 100% efficient (at making
heat). So the entire process: electricity --> Hydrogen +
Oxygen --> heat is at best 75% efficient. This does not
mean that electrical resistance heating is better than
burning hydrogen. What if your power is generated in the
summer, but you want heat in the winter? Keeping the
energy stored in a battery until winter is a poor option
since batteries' self-discharge around 6% a week. Storing
it as hydrogen is comparatively inexpensive, and if there's
no leaks, there is no self-discharge.

2) A 100 ft3 of gas at 150 PSI will expand to 1020 ft3 at
14.7 PSI (atmospheric pressure at sea level). This is easy
to calculate using the ideal gas law: P1V1 = P2V2.

3) There are 2850 BTUs per cubic foot of hydrogen at 150
PSI. Propane has 2560 BTUs per cubic foot. 

Some sources of hydrogen information are Fuel From
Water, by Michael A. Peavy, 2nd ed. Louisville, KY: Merit
Products, 1988, and The Phoenix Project, by Harry
Braun, Phoenix, AZ: Research Analysts, 1990.— Chris

Q&A
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Home Power Magazine (6 issues) via First Class U.S
Domestic Mail for $25.  Many of you have asked for
faster delivery of your issues.  So here it is: FIRST
CLASS HOME POWER.  All First Class issues shipped
in an envelope. We start your sub immediately.

Display Advertising

Back Issues

International Subscriptions

Mercantile Advertising

Home Power's

Maximimum Vertical Ad size is 9 inches
Maximum Horizontal Ad size is 7.5 inches

We can set up and lay out your display ad. Camera
ready advertising is also accepted.  For full color ad
rates and demographics, please call us.

Long term display advertising is discounted, so buy
ahead and save 10% on 3 insertions and 15% on six.

Home Power is published bi-monthly.  Ad Deadline for
the Aug / Sep 92 issue (HP#30)  is 22 June 1992.

Call  916-475-3179  for further details.

One insertion per customer per issue.
We typeset all ads. We do the best we can to make
your ad look good.  If you send too much copy, then
you're bound to be disappointed.  Flat Rate $80.
Advance payment only, we don't bill Mercantile Ads.
Your cancelled check is your receipt.

MicroAd rates are 10¢ per character.  Characters are
letters, numbers, spaces & punctuation marks.
$15 minimum per insertion.  Send check with your ad.
We don't bill MicroAds.

Due to the high cost of international mailing & packaging,
we must charge more for copies of Home Power that are
mailed anywhere that doesn't have a US ZIP CODE.

1 YEAR- 6 ISSUES
INTERNATIONAL RATES:

Canada: Northern Alternate Power Systems, POB 14,
Pink Mtn., BC V0C 2B0.  $22. Can.

Mexico: Air- $16.  Surface- $14.
Central America, Bahamas, Bermuda, Columbia and

Venezuela: Air- $21. Surface- $15.
South America (except Columbia and Venezuela),

Europe, North Africa: Air- $27.  Surface- $15.
Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Ocean Islands,

Africa (other than North Africa), Indian Ocean Islands,
& the Middle East- Air $34.  Surface $15.

All payments in U.S. currency ONLY!
Surface shipping may take up to 2 months to get to you.
All issues shipped in mailing envelopes.  If you have
friends with a US Zip code who regularly send you
packages, then we can ship them a copy for forwarding to
you for $10 U.S. annually.

Back issues through #20 are $2 each  ($3 each outside
U.S.), while they last.  Sorry, no more Issues #1 through
#9 are available, except a few #4.  Back Issues of #21
through #29 are $3.50 each ($5 each outside U.S.).  All
back issues shipped via first class in an envelope or box.
Home Power Magazine, POB 130, Hornbrook, CA 96044
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MicroAds

Quantities of Home Power Magazine are now available
for resale by newsstands, bookstores, energy
businesses, and others.  Please write or call for the
specifics. 

Home Power Magazine for Resale

Home Power's Business

First Class Home Power

"The man who on his trade relies
Must either bust or advertise."

Thomas Lipton - 1870.

Home Power Magazine (6 issues) via Second Class U.S.
Domestic Mail for $10.  Second Class is forwardable, but
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Rates: 10¢ per CHARACTER, include spaces &

punctuation. $15 minimum per insertion.  Please send

SOLAR PATHFINDER™ MANUFACTURING BUSINESS. See
HP26, page 40 & HP Mercantile ad this issue. Easily relocated
to your Basement or Shop. 303-945-6503 Let's talk.

WANTED: Secluded rural solar home or rural acreage with good
solar homesite. Quiet family of 4 will relocate to buy or build.
Need school bus access. Prefer western U.S. but all offers
considered. Dan Lepinski, 5905 NE 111th Street, Vancouver,
Washington 98686. (206) 573-6596

NEEDED- Equipment for drug rehabilitation community located
in central CA. We are a totally private funded, self supporting
foundation trying to convert to alternative energy and need PV
panels, solar thermal and wind power equipment, batteries,
inverters, generators, etc. Donations are tax deductible. Call
Sylvester Herring-408-926-5369

MICRO-HYDRO SOURCEBOOK an excellent practical guide for
hydro design is available for $26.00 postpaid. This book has
valuable information on the design and construction of the civil
works for hydro site development. WPM, Box 9723, Midland 08,
Texas.

JACOBS WIND ELECTRIC replacement parts, new blades, and
blade-actuated governors. We make replacement parts and
have new blades for most all wind generators, pre-REA to
present models. Many used parts, too. Lots of used equipment
available: wind generators, towers, both synchronous and stand
alone inverters, and Aermotor waterpumpers. Best prices on
TRACE inverters and Bergey Wind Generators. Whisper 1000,
$1350 and we pay shipping to anywhere in the lower 48. Trade
Wind's wind odometer for $140.00, delivered. Information: $1;
specify interests. Lake Michigan Wind & Sun, 3971 E Bluebird
Rd., Forestville, WI 54213 Phone 414-837-2267.

CEILING FANS, 42", 52" DIA. 4 or 5 blades, many styles and
models. Fans draw only 0.4 amp, Send S.A.S.E. for brochure
and list of dealers. R.C.H., 2173 Rocky Crk Rd, Colville, WA
99114

1991 GUIDE TO UNUSUAL HOW-TO SOURCES. Describes 50
periodicals & handbooks on backyard tech, camping, crafts,
finding new friends, gardening, home education, low-cost
shelters, travel, woodslore, etc. All addresses are included. Free
for SASE. Light Living Library POB 190-HP, Philomath, OR
97370

PURE CASTILE & VEGETARIAN SOAPS. Handmade in an AE
environment. We also have hard to find natural bath & body
care products. FREE catalog: SIMMONS HANDCRAFTS 42295
AE, Hwy 36, Bridgeville, CA 95526

HYDROELECTRIC SYSTEMS: Pelton and Crossflow designs,
either complete turbines or complete systems. Assistance in site
evaluation and equipment selection. Sizes from 100 watts to 5
megawatts. Manufacturing home and commercial size turbines
since 1976. Send for a free brochure. Canyon Industries Inc.,
P.O. Box 574 HP, Deming, WA 98244, 206-592-5552.

INEXPENSIVE 12V LIGHTING. Use car bulbs in 110 fixtures
with our nifty adaptors (See HP4 Things That Work). $5 ea,
dealer discounts. AE-powered home industry. Northern Lites,
POB 874-HP, Tonasket, WA 98855

2ND ANNUAL SUN OVEN™ SOLAR COOK OFF, JULY 11 IN
PICTURESQUE TAYLORSVILLE CA. Dance featuring Little
Charlie and the Night Cats to follow the cook off. For more info
contact Blackhawk Solar 916-283-1396

SOLAR MIND - Newsletter with a holistic view to appropriate
transportation, technology, and mind. Also electric vehicles and
parts listings. Send $3 to: Stevenson, 759 South State St. #81,
Ukiah, CA 95482

MAKE FREE HYDROGEN FUEL from rain water and your
renewable power source. Send for plans to make your own gas
generator or buy a ready made Water Electrolyzer. For plans
and information, enclose $1.00 to - HYDROGEN WIND, INC.,
Lineville, Iowa 50147

EDTA RESTORES SULFATED BATTERIES. EDTA tetrasodium
salt, info., catalog, $10/lb. ppd. Trailhead Supply 325 E. 1165
N., Orem, UT 84057 801-225-3931

FREE 1/4 HP, 12V PERMANENT MAG. DC MOTOR w/
purchase of any 2 motors, or motor and compressor (York 206).
This motor makes an excellent fan: DC swamp cooler, call for
quote. 12V-24V-90V-115V- DCPM motors $50 ea. 36V-2.5 HP
motors $150 ea. DIRECT CURRENT ALTERNATIVES PO Box
453, La Luz, NM 88337 505-434-1344. Please prepay shipping.

BREAK THROUGH! R.C.H. Ceiling fans, now have new models
and extremely low prices. Dealers and distributors in the US and
overseas. Contact us now for free information packet. Fax (509)
684-5286 or write R.C.H. 2173 Rocky Creek Rd. Colville, WA
99114 USA.

REMOTE POWER: Waterpowered systems from bare runner for
do-it-yourselfer to complete systems AC-DC 1/2KW, 2 meg.
Since 1973. Send $14.00 for energy. guide/catalog. Water
Power Mach. Co., Box 9723HP, Midland 08, Tex. (915) 697-
6955.
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TEHACHAPI, CALIFORNIA, A 5000 pop. town nestled in a 4000
ft elevation valley surrounded by high mountains. Four season
climate. Remote, yet 2.5 hours to LAX. Realistic property prices.
I have lots of properties without grid power available. Also,
homes, horse property, apple land. Ask for Bill, leave message if
necessary. Karpe Realtors. (805) 822-6861.

LOW WATTAGE KIRBYS (110 VAC) As reviewed in HP#23
Home & Heart. Rebuilt- 6 mth guarantee. 3 Amp- $175 4 Amp-
$150, tools- $25 + UPS - $15. SANDERSON'S (408) 628-3362

BUILD YOUR OWN FERRO-CEMENT WATER TANK. Any
Size. Booklet tells all you need to know. $10+$2 P&H to
Precious Mountain, 1221 Niestrath Rd, Cazadero CA 95421.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

TRUE AMP AND VOLT READINGS on any 120 Vac appliance
with your multimeter. No cut wires, No clamp-ons. Safe,
Accurate, easy plug-in hookup. For more info send S.A.S.E. to
Barten CO, Dept MA, 160 W Main, Kipp KS 67401-9065.

XXXXXXXXXXXX USED SOLAR MODULES XXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXX 16-2000 - $150.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX M51s - $165.00 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
New PowerStar Inverter's 1300 watts-$839, 900 watt(24V) $699,
700 watt $550, 400 watt $450, 200 watt $139 - shipped free.
Trace inv 2012 - $1079, low cost sine wave UPS inverter 500
watt-$150. Quadlam's from $225 to $495. New & used ni-cads
from AAA to 280 AH cost approx. $0.30 per AH. Will match or
beat anyone's prices on equipment. Call or write for free flyer. M/
C VISA Discover Craig PO Box 1802 Hesperia CA 92345 619-
949-9246,(Trade-in's broken units welcome)

RED ROCKS COMMUNITY COLLEGE has been offering
SOLAR ENERGY TECHNOLOGY courses since 1976. We offer
courses in active solar installation and maintenance, and
passive solar design. Both options can lead to either a 1 year
certificate or a 2 year associate of applied science degree. We
are located about 10 miles west of Denver at the foot of the
Rocky Mountains and within 3 miles of the National Renewable
Energy Lab. When possible, we assist each other in studies of
mutual interest. Fall semester starts 8-31-92. We also conduct
summer workshops. Contact Jon Klima, 13300 W 6th Ave.,
Lakewood, CO 80401. 303-988-6160 X320.

200 AND 400 AMP DIESEL POWERED ARC WELDERS.
$2495 and $3295 COMPLETE. 12 & 15hp DIESEL ENGINES,
and 8 & 12 kw AC GENERATORS. . All available from CHINA
FARM MACHINERY CO., 23985 Rolling Meadows Dr., Perris,
CA 92570. Tel: 714-657-0379 Fax: 714-657-8120. Courtesy to
Dealer/Distributors. We guarantee that our products are not
made with forced labor.

ATTENTION NEW YORKERS/NEW ENGLANDERS! Want/need
an alternative energy dealer in your neck of the woods? We're

here! Located in Central New York, we offer a full line of Solar,
Wind, and Hydro products, as well as Sunfrost, SunMar, Shurflo
Pumps, Trace/Powerstar Inverters, Deka Batteries and Fran-
Mar Control Centers. Installation available. Free consultation
and system design. FRAN-MAR ALTERNATIVE ENERGY, BOX
163E Babcock Rd, Camden, NY 13316, 315-245-3916.

REMOTE MOUNTAIN PROPERTIES in beautiful Scott Valley,
just 15 minutes west of Yreka. 10 to 60 acres. Scott Valley Real
Estate Brokerage (916) 468-2252.

NEW HOXAN SOLAR MODULES Customer canceled after
deposit. You save 30% 16 Hoxan 48 watt modules, Trace 2524
SB Turbo, Controller, Metering and Pole Mounts. (805) 373-
9433

WANTED: USED 10 Watt PV panels any make or model for
Christian Missionary work. Light On The Word, c/o Bill Keys
8111 Stanford #159, Garden Grove, CA 92641

SUSTAINABLE Alternative Energy Food-SUPER BLUE
GREEN™ ALGAE. Wild, natural, aquatic, nutrient rich whole
food. Sustainable harvesting; No disruption of this unique
natural ecosystem! Compliments our RE lifestyle. We invite you
to contact us. Kate Rander & Bill Sams, Rt. 1 Box 254
Scottsville, VA 24590: 1-800-927-2527 Ext. 483

BUILD YOUR OWN EARTH SHELTERED HOME
Inexpensively. Sun Life Homes construction manual gives
detailed instructions in using ferro-cement to build curvilinear
spaces that can be covered with earth. Send $15 (Shipping and
handling included) to Loren Impson, RT. 2 Box 28-8, Sanger, TX
76266

BEST PRICES PowerStar Inv's, DC-DC converters. Used equip.
send for info. We pay ship. HYDE-OUT MOUNTAIN WIND
ELECTRIC 89060 NRR Jewett, Ohio 43986 614-946-6611

DIESEL ENGINES--4HP to 30HP, from $350 3KW Diesel Gen.
set $795 * I.P.S. 3070 Kenneth St., Santa Clara, CA 95054 PH#
408/988-1672 * FX# 408/988-6071

TEXAS Solar Company Spring Specials: Muffin fans 1 1/2 x 1 1/
2" 6-16V Great for stereos; 3 x 3" 6-16V; 4 1/2 x 4 1/2" 12-30V
$4 ea. + $3 for stamp. Highly accurate full function digital
multimeters: MEASURES 20 AMPS DC includes low bat.
indicator, probes, battery and 2 yr. warranty $60 + $3 for ins.
and stamp. Excellent prices on Solarex and everything else
solar. Checks to James Moore c/o Proficiencies, Inc., Rt. 2 Box
341-G17, Frisco, TX 75034 (214) 292-1907.

HELIOTROPE PSTT INVERTER FOR SALE: 12VDC to 110vac
Model #WF-12-2300 Excellent condition, Warranty good, Fully
upgraded by factory. Excellent for PV setup or RV. $1300
Contact Olin Sims Box 106 McFadden, WY 82080 307-378-
2516
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ENERGY EDUCATION. University credit, in-service workshops.
Solar and conservation pro. Hands-on activities. Mike Arenson
142 Darwin, Santa Cruz CA 95062 408-423-8749.

DANISH WINDMILL GEAR SPEED INCREASER, Mfg., by
Skalborg, right angle, 1:16 ratio, ball & roller construction, great
for hydro, designed for 15KW generators, $400 Bill 612-888-
5070 evenings

JACOBS 1800 WATT WIND GENERATOR with blade activated
governor. Armature and brushes in excellent condition. Blades
need work, also misc. parts need rebuild. Stub tower included.
$750.00 208-775-3400

FOR SALE - Geothermal development 11.6 a. 5 geothermal
wells, 2 green houses (5400 sq. ft.), 1,500 sq. ft. older home,
culinary well, beauty unbounded within minutes for all outdoor
recreation. Contact G. Whitlock 477 Idaho, Elko, NV or D. Scott
(702)972-4319.

USED PANELS: 145.00 and up: M75, MSX60, M51, 16-2000
and quadlams. Used Trace 1 year 2012: 888.00- used 550W
Triplite 145.00 - New DC Danfoss Compressors 12-24 volt
250.00 New Servel 1090.00. Complete 100 page catalog 5.00.
Send for used equipment list. We offer discount pricing.
Alternative Power and Light Co. 128 Weister Creek Rd.
Cashton, WI 54619, 608-625-4123

HENRY BRUSE BOOKS offers a limited selection of essential
environmental titles. Stamp for list. 235 Travis Drive. Wisconsin
Rapids, WI 54494

PV FOR COLORADO'S WESTERN SLOPE! SUNSENSE-Sales,
design and installation. Full-time, full-service PV business
providing quality and experience to your project. Call or write:
Sunsense (Scott Ely), POB 301, Carbondale, CO 81623, (303)
963-1420.

DESERT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY. Remote off-grid valley 3
hrs. No. of Reno. No smog, no fwys! 4-seasons climate; good
gardening. Abundant brackish wtr. available; use solar stills for
potable, gardening needs. Abundant sunshine for heat, PV elec.
Wooded areas near. Surrounded by gov't land and dry lake bed.
Room for a doz. residences. Sellers can assist in passive solar
design. $1200 per acre. For details: H. McCracken, 329 W.
Carlos, Alturas, CA 96101

PCB LAYOUT. From your schematic to camera ready art. All
sizes. On powerful CAD Computer. (818) 703-5930 eves.

SELF-SUFFICIENT NORTH WISCONSIN Wind/Solar Powered
Home on 15A. Contemporary 3BR, 1 1/2 bath, Greenhouse,
deck with screen enclosure and more! In a majestic pinewoods
setting. $57,900. (612) 699-9695

SOLAR PANELS (liquid) 4'x8', salvaged American Solar Kings,
Pressure tested OK. $150 ea., $1,340/10. Community Builders,
1494 Cedar, Green Bay, WI 54302. 414-432-2882.

GRAPHITE * BLOCKS & SLABS DIY electr. contacts, switches,
molds, TROMBE WALLS, 3 lb. SAMPLER/$20prepd. Small
sample & litr.-$1+SASE Hebb(HP) Box 999 Mead, WA 99021

TRADE SOLAR PANELS FOR TRUCK. Have qty. of ARCO
M51s @ $180 ea. Will trade for late model truck with 327 or 350
eng. auto & air (818) 703-5930 eves.

USED BACKWOODS SOLAR Battery Charge Control Center/
Power Distribution Box. New $470. 2 years old, $325; includes
shipping in continental U.S. 315-245-3916.

MASTER ELECTRICIAN WILL TRAVEL to work on electrical
systems for $10.00/HR. + lodging. Bob Spiegel 14667 McDaniel
Rd. Amesville, OH 45711 614-448-7257

ARCO M51 modules, our last 30. The best modules from the
Arco power plants. $160/ $155/ $150 (qty 1/4/8). Qty 16
includes free mounting structure. Shipping extra. ENERGY
EFFICIENCY, 1308 Fairway Dr., Orange CA 92666. (714) 744-
4708.

THE OZARK CONNECTION: ROCKY GROVE SUN CO. Low,
Low Prices on Trace/PowerStar Inverters, Hoxan Modules, Long
Distance PV Systems & Micro-Hydro. Send for our NEW 92-93
Catalog & System Design Guide...$3. ($2. to HP readers)
RGSC, POB 32, Pettigrew, AR 72752 501-677-2871

INTERESTED PARTY SEEKS SELF-SUSTAINING solar home
to purchase. Please phone or write to: Alex & Patricia Ortega-
6285 Hwy 2-Sandpoint, Idaho-83864-(208) 263-0374 Mon.-
Thurs. only.

THIN FILM SOLAR PANELS. new 1' x 3', 12" wires. Output @
25 deg C is 15V @ 1 A. Strong aluminum frame & mounting
feet. Reliable soldered connections. Limited qty. $89 ea. 11 for
$890. (818) 703-5930 eves.

"GET MORE POWER" - See page 36 to order new book on
Maximum Power Point Tracking technology, written by PV
industry consultant Brad O'Mara, BSEET.

JOSHUA TREE NAT'L MNMT - Secluded, Private area- Great
Views-1200 sq ft cabin. 3 to 6 years lease. INFO: Tom Forman
PO Box 1343, Joshua Tree, CA 92252-0839.

LOOKING FOR A GOOD DEAL in the Mircos?  Check your
Home Power mailing label. It tells you when your sub expires. A
six issue sub is ten bucks. A single back issue is $3.50. You
save money! Don't let your HP sub expire!
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